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"BRINGING BROADWAY TO MAINE"
+ONIGHT

NEXT WEEK
The Distinguished Star

A Taut and Tingling Crook Play

“Nightstick”
By J. C. and Elliott Nugent

Arthur Byron in

“Your Uncle Dudley”

John Wray and Elaine Carrington with Mrs. Jaques Martin, Jean
Adair, Theresa Maxwell Cdnover
The Biggest Cast Tnit Season
and a brilliant cast
Will Thrill you
GRANT MITCHELL, Week JULY 30—ANDREW TAKES A WIFE
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DANCING frwav

INN,OPEN
” A. M. DAILY
to 11 P. M.
85-86
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OAKLAND PARK
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THAT MONTVILLE HERMIT

’Uncle

Fernando”

Tells

FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
Cyrus H. K. Curtis Makes Another Splendid Gift
To the Knox County General Hospital.
Cyrus II. K. Curtis, distinguished member of the Cam
den summer colony, has again given expression to his
approval of the Knox County General Hospital by sending
to that institution his check for $50,000.
Announcement was made several days ago that the
directors of the hospital were taking preliminary steps for
the organizing of a campaign to raise a fund of $100,000,
for the purpose of discharging all debts of the institution
and creating the nucleus of an endowment fund. The de
tails for such campaign had not yet been completed so that
public announcement of committees and dates could be
made, but learning of what it was propose*! To do, Mr.
Curtis, with a directness of action and a munificence which
has characterized his numerous public gifts, sent forward
his check for one-half the sum desired and with this single
gesture has in advance set upon the proposed campaign the
seal of a handsome success.
In addition to this splendid contribution, Mr. Curtis
has graciously consented to l>e associated with the campaign
as its honorary chairman.
It will be recalled that in the campaign that was car
ried on in 1926 to complete the building of the hospital's
tiwo unfinished wings, it was the generous gifts of Mr.
Curtis and his family which contributed so largely to the
success of that undertaking. This present contribution con
firms the attitude at that time assumed by Mr. Curtis with
respect to the Knox County General Hospital, namely, that
it is not the hospital of the people of this region alone, but
is an agency of protection to every member of the extensive
summer colony which each year makes its home upon these
favored portions of the Maine Coast.
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EVERLASTING SATISFACTION

IMPROVED

RAIL SERVICE
Over-night Sleeping Car
Leave Rockland 6.10 p. m.
Except Saturday

Car May Be Occupied

at Boston until 6.00 a. m.
Consult Agent for Full Details

Maine Central Railroad

LOANS

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Knox County jail has evidently
been mistaken for a summer resort. It
lias 23 boarders at the present time.

Penobscot View Grange meets at
7.30 p. m. tonight, but there will not
he a supper at 6.30 p. m., as previously
announced.

Riding about the State nowadays
one is impressed with the idea that
; included a trip on are Steamer Pema(|lli(J to caatlne and return. PromptMaine has added' two important in
•••
•••
,y at 8 30 a m thepe had gathered at
dustries—over night camps and an
Our necessities are few, but our •••
wharf Capt. Huntley and Pom— wants are endless.—H. W. Shaw.
•••
tique shops.
•••
rades Woodsum, Ryder, Kelley, Snow, '
Pease and Philbrick. Included also I
The quarantine has been removed
in the party were Rev. George Me- ■
from the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
Derry, Camden street, their daughter
Rae and son Gordon from Illinois,
guests of Capt. Huntley, and Miss I
Barbara being entirely recovered
For President
Ruth E. Conant who was guest of her j
from scarlet fever.
• * • «
Uncle Fernando.
HERBERT C. HOOVER
“About this time (1784) began to
Of course I took along the old fiddle |
Emerson G. Colson had a 25-foot
of California
appear in the woods, and occasional,
.
.
a.i_ i (by request).
The singular pari
drop Tuesday afternoon when a paint
ly visit the settlement, a man by U>e abou, thlg g;ltberlng of "Old Boys',
ers’ staging at Blake block collapsed.
name of Davis, one of those singular , wag
ha(J a recor(, ag an ()|i| .
For Vice President
The Burpee ambulance conveyed the
characters that sometimes vary the “Sea
Dog
’
’
—
some
longer.
some
victim to Knox Hospital, where it
CHARLES CURTIS
picture of life; a sort of ‘Leather shorter.
Capt. Huntley boasts of
was found that one of his legs was
stocking’ of the wilderness, hovering
of Kansae
more than 30 years’ service at sea,.
broken.
on the borders between civilized Woodsum six years in the U. S. I
and savage society. He lived a soli
For United States Senator
Navy, and four long years in old
tary life in the woods, clad in skins,
Patrons of the Knox Registiy of
FREDERICK HALE
whalers. Ryder, a life long seaman;
and subsisting on the products of
Probate found a stranger in the chair
of Portland
Pease,
20
years
before
the
mast.
The
the chase, which formed his sole oc
Tuesday, although not exactly a
cupation. He had no intercourse record of Kelley and Snow I did not
stranger to the regulars. The new
For Representative to Congress
learn,
hut
my
record
“
takes
the
cake.
’
’
with the settlers, except an occa
comer was Judge Ellery Bowden of
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
sional visit for the purpose of ex 1 went on shipboard before I was 18
Waldo County, who was presiding in
of Lewiston
changing his fur for ammunititon years old and without the loss of a
the absence of Judge Gould who is
and other necessaries; but his path single day did not put foot on land
attending the triennial conclave in
For Governor
was frequently crossed by the hunt again for 37 days, so much for that!
Detroit.
After passing the breakwater, Capt.
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
er, who was oftentimes entertained
of Gardiner
by him with such refreshments as his Foss, master of the ship, learned of
the presence of such distinguished
The store at the corner of Main
camp afforded.
and Elm streets has been leased by
For State Auditor
“On these occasions, he was hos people on his boat, iooked us un and
Manager Joseph Dondis of the
pitable and social, talked of his dan gave each a hearty handshake and
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
Guarantee Clothing and Shoe Co.,
gers and accidents by ‘flood and field, greeting. He and his officers and
of Farmingdale
now’ operating four doors north. It
his hair-breadth ’scapes,’ and cause helpers we* found to be courteous
is planned to occupy the new store
less frights, with apparent satisfac and just the kind of officials the trav
For State Senator
Aug. 1. The stock w’ill be reduced
eling public like to meet. As usual I
tion;
but
it
was
evident
his
heart
ZELMA M. DWINAL
before moving by means of a sale
wandered around getting acquainted
was
not
with
his
guests
—
he
sighed
of Camden
now in progress.
not at their departure, and returned with all who would respond. Among
these was a fine looking young fel
with
pleasure
to
the
society
of
his
For Judge of Probate
One of the numerous bad places In
own feelings. His grotesque appear low, who told : *e that he and his wife
MELZER T. CRAWFORD
North Main street was recently used
ance, his hairy costume, his beard and mother, indicating by a nod. two
of Camden
handsome
ladies
near
us
were
on
their
experimentally by the highway de
descending to his breast, and his
partment. A piece of surfacing aibout
white locks streaming to the wind, way to Dark Harbor, from New York
For Clerk of Courts
to
attend
the
w
’
edding
of
his
younger
excited the curiosity of children, and
40 feet long was removed, and in its
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
brother,
set
for
Saturday,
July
14,
and
rendered his coming a memorable
place the street crew substituted a
of Rockland
intimated
that
it
w'ould
be
big
event
event.
concrete of its own preparation. The
in
high
society.
His
speech,
manner
“Nor was his behaviour more free
work was done under the personal
TO
NATIVE
For Sheriff
from whimsical peculiarities, than and dress indicated that he was
direction of Mayor Carver, and has
FRANK F. HARDING
“
Wlho
’
s
Who
’
’
in
the
society
world.
his dress. One of these was that of
earned much praise.
of Rockland
At
the
wharf
I
watched
the
greet

bowing with great reverence, when
favored with the sight of bread. ing his party got from those in wait George Green Sails Away To Old Home in Dalbeattie,
Now is the time to be taking In
For County Attorney
Whether this proceeded from reli ing. I easily picked out the groom to
those Maine Coast League games.
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
Scotland—Glimpse of a Busy Career.
gious or other motives, his distant be. After the kissing, hugging, and
Wishes in winter that there will be
of Rockland
and taciturn manners rendered it hilarity had subsided, the party gath
baseball in summer do not help tffe
difficult to determine. He shifted his ered at the edge of the wharf to look
baseball association unless those
For County Commissioner
quarters to various places, as con us over. He stood directly in front of
Forty-seven years ago last month a moving of a plant from Carleton, N.
wishes are cashed in the form of ac
MARY PERRY RICH
venience required, and
followed me and I said: Which is the “bride to young Scotchman attended a meeting B. Io Calais, and the interior finish for
Don’t tell your
of Rockport
hunting and trapping from the Ken 1k*?“ 'He gave me a quick once over in Dalbeattie, and heard two Ameri the Pratt Tomb was gotten out. An tual attendance.
look, then reached over a strong right cans proclaim the glories of the west other important contract called for friend next morning that you “meant”
nebec to the Penobscot.
For Representatives to Legislature
“From his long residence in the hand and quickly grasped mine with ern world. One of them sang, and as the construction of the west wing of to go, hut tell him that you “did” go.
present town of Montville, 'hat a hearty handshake, at the same time nearly as the Scotchman can today re the Natural History building in Cen find that you wouldn't have missed
Rockland—George L. St. .Clair.
the game for a farm down east. The
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston, place, before its incorporation, was throwing his left arm across the call the words this is how the song tral Park, New Yok.
Friendship, Cushing and Owl's Head called Davis-town. Of his early his shoulders of a fine healthy looking ran:
Mr. Green next organized the High next home game is at 3 o’clock Sat
To the West, to the West,
tory, and the time of his coming girl by his side, and said: “Miss
Island Granite Co., which bought the urday afternoon, Rockland vs. Cam
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
To the land of the Free;
Rockport. Warren. Union and hither, nothing was known. Rumor Whitney, my future wife.” I offered
island in Mussel Ridge Channel, den. iSquanto Wilson will he on the
Where the mighty Missouri
where was quarried I he stone for the side-lines, ready to give the crowd
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of ascribed -his eccentricity to disap my hand which she took laughing
Rolls down to the aea.
Where a man Is a man.
pointment in love, and it was said and blushing, and she also gave me a
Delair Bridge in Philadelphia and as good as it sends.
Union.
If he is willing to toil.
Camden, Hope and Appleton— that he had one daughter in the real grip and handshake, and no make
the
John Wanamaker building in that
And the humblest way gather
western country to whom he con believe.
The historic Mohawk Valley, the
city. William Gray & Sons were the
George E. Allen of Camden.
The fruits of the soil.
Then the storm broke. Everyone on
Vinalhaven, North Haven,
St. trived to remit the proceed* of his
The young Scotchman was George contractors, and Mr. Green was su only gap In the Appalachian chain
from Georgia io Maine, is the subject
perintendent.
George, Isle au Haut and Matlnicus— hunting. On one occasion, after a board wanted to shake hands with the Green.
hunting tour of some days, he re bride-to-be and all her party w’anted
Once more across the continent of a handsome 48 page booklet issued
Granville Bachelder of St. George,
“I was wanting to get to a country
turned to his camp, kindled a fire, to salute us on hoard. I hastily got
where there was a future.” he told The this time to Seattle, where Mr. Green for free distribution by the New York
and sat down to his lonely musings; out of the jam and did not see the Courier-Gazette reporter, “and I have is found getting out Hie stonework for Central Lines. The stirring events
when he was suddenly startled by ending.
the Clilo Bridge, a joint traffic bridge which took place in the Mohawk Val
AID IS DECLINED
never regretted the day I came.”
the most piercing cries proceeding
Arriving in Castine we were taken
Mr. Green did not immediately find crossing the Columbia River. The en ley more than 150 years ago are fully
At first he could in hand by waiting friends and were his way to Knox County, which was gineer in charge was John F. Stevens, described and the principal points of
Shipping Board Will Not Loan Money from his fire.
For Ships To Have Been Built At ascribe it to nothing but the foul soon . enjoying a delicious fish chow- subsequently to become his home for a Maine man. Mr. Green began get interest, including Hie old Glen-Saun
fiend himself; but a huge tortoise, der with coffee and lemon pie for
Bath.
so many years. He took ills kit of ting out the stone work July 5, and ders House erected in 1713 at Scotia;
crawling out from the ashes in which dessert. Before we could protest we
tools to Quincy, Mass., and cut stone had the job finished in March, a per the Johnson House at Amsterdam,
The United States Shipping Board he had made his bed. soon relieved were put into autos and first taken to for the Railway Granite Co.
formance which beat all records. The the Jan Mabie House at Rotterdam,
Tuesday denied the application of the his apprehensions, and. afforded him the home of one of the two only sur
Dix Island was the lodestone which bridge had two abutments and 29 the oldest house in this historic val
viving G.A.R. comrades. He was past
ley; the old Herkimer Home and
Hudson River Navigation Corpora a delicious repast..
drew him to Knox County shores— piers, some the latter being 78 feet in
“At another time, he was confined 90 years, and still on his feet. A few
Monument, as well as several others
height.
tion for a loan from the construction
Dix
Island
of
happy,
carefree
memo

Copy
loan fund for the construction of two to his camp, five or six weeks, by W’ords with him and we Were whirled ries. when stoneworkers earned more
Mr. Green subsequently installed are beautifully Illustrated.
steel ships, costing $75,000 each, to sickness, and came near starving. away up to the old Fort on the hill money than they ever dreamed they a plant in Canada which got out the of tills booklet may be had free of
be built at the Bath Iron tWbrks. Ap In this time, his traps were found by driving in through the ruined gate would earn, and spent more.
stone for a bridge across the St. ••barge by addressing the advertising
department. New York Central Lines,
plication was denied on the ground a hunting party from Warren, and way once around the parade ground
He helped fashion the stone for the Lawrence River. The collapse of this
that the proposed ships did not qualify from their neglected appearance, be stopping to look at the earthworks, New York and Philadelphia postof structure, in which disaster 84 lives 466 Lexington Ave., New Yoik City,
under the rules of the Shipping Board ing supposed to be abandoned, were now ruined and out past where the fices, and instead of blowing it in the were snuffed out, resulted in the con casional tree.
carried off. The owner, however, re dungeon was. Then a half hour’s drive
as potential naval auxiliaries.
moment the little Firefly reached tract being thrown onto the hands of
Application was made some months covering in season to observe the to the principal historic spots which Rockland he exercised the proverbial the Canadian government.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ago and the help of Senator Hale was tracks of the party pursued them, abound in Castine, stopping at the Scotch thrift and economy and laid
Mr. Green believes that granite will
museum where one should spend
enlisted In furtherance of the pro and recovered his property.
again
have
Its
day.
A
change
of
pol

the foundation for the competence
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
“He continued this kind of life for hours instead of minutes, as we did.
ject. He took the matter up personally
which eventually enabled him to be icy led to the use of limestone and ure In poetry Is the greatest of literary pieasAfter registering our names we
ure*.
—Vlacount Urey of Falloden.
with Chairman O’Connor and Com a long period, when, his hunting
soft
stone,
but
public
demand
is
again
come a successful granite manufac
missioner Plummer of the Shipping range being gradually curtailed bv were driven back to the wharf and turer.
clamoring for granite, and with many
FORTY YEARS AGO
the
settlement
of
the
country,
and
again went on hoard where we en
Board. Later the company revised
•From Dix Island to Vinal’.iaven was large appropriations pending for pub
to the village, Toni, I've sat be
its plans so as to take advantage of the his natural powers abating, he was joyed a little rest before the return a natural step, and across the narrow lic buildings a golden stream is soon I’ve wandered
neath the tree,
provisions of the new WJhite Merchant at last compelled to receive sup trip. On the way home we made more stretch of water to Hurricane Isle was to be poured into laps of waiting con Upon the schoolhouse playground, that shel
Mean
tered you and me;
tractors.
Marine Act in which the construction port from his fellowmen. and is said interesting acquaintances.
to have died a pauper, In one of the while the old fiddle had been doing its another. Mr. Green polished the first
were there to greet me. Tom ; and few
loan terms were liberalized.
But yesterday Mr. Green threw such But none
piece
of
granite,
which
ever
received
were left to know.
towns
that
had
sprung
up
beneath
share toward passing the time ami it
The plans of the corporation called
problems
and
all
business
cares
to
Who
played
with us upon that green some forty
that treatment on Hurricane Isle.
years ago.
for two 325 foot steel ships, which his eye on the borders of the Penob appeared to he appreciated by those Gen. Davis Tillson, proprietor of the the winds. With his straw hat ad
scot.
/
present. In due time we arrived home
justed at a jaunty angle, and wearing
were to ply the Hudson Riven in the
“Rut the majestic groves and lofty at the end of a day of much enjoyment island was then in his prime—tall, a suit of Scotch tweeds that set off his The grass Is just as green. Tom ; barefooted
summer and coastwise between Mi
boys at play
stately,
dignified,
lovable,
Gen.
Davis
peaks
of
Montville,
were
not
slow
which all wish could he often repeated
fine frame to good ad vfi ntagfe, he Were sporting, just as we did then, with spirits
ami and Havana in the winter.
In attracting other kindred spirit, to in spite of the doubly sinister reputa Tillson.
just
as gay.
walked up the gang plank of the Cu- But the ’ master
” sleeps upon the hill, which,
“He was one of God’s noblemen,’’
enjoy its primeval scenery, before tion of the day and date—Friday the
nard
liner
Caledonia
in
Boston,
and
coated
o’er with snow.
Have you visited the new porch it should all be transformed by the
said Mr. Green.
13th.
F.
8.
Philbrick.
Afforded
us
a
sliding-plate
some forty years
set
sail
for
his
native
shores.
In
Dal

overlooking the hay at iTwo Steps sturdy band of advancing industry.
California’s lure asserted itself
ago.
beattie he has many relatives whom
Inn, Ingraham Hill. An Ideal place Toward the close of the century, a
about
this
time,
and
the
magnet
drew
CAMPAIGN IS ON
lie will try io see, and he will ramble
for luncheon and bridge parties.
schoolliou.se Is altered some; the
George Green, Abe Hosmer of Deer once more among the granite hills of The old
man equally eccentric, but mor<*
benches are replaced
86-tf
Isle
and
Fred
Knowles
of
Troy.
Me.,
communicative and intelligent, by
ones, very like the same our jackThe Republican State campaign
dear old Scotland, arresting time’s By new
knives once defaced;
to the promising mecca on the oppo flight long enough to revel in the
the name of Barrett, wandered thith for 1928 is on.
But the same old bricks are In the wall the
er from New’ Hampshire, and. for
There Are Few Persons Who At
The County and State rosters, site side of the continent.
bell swings to and fro;
memories of his boyhood. He will he
,With a capital of $10,000 the two on the other side only three weeks, Its music’s just the same, dear Tom, ’twas forty
more than 40 years, passed a life of which have already been printed, are
Some Time or Other Do Not
years ago.
solitude in the woods of that town.’’ on hand for distribution to those who established themselves4n the grp nite but he will do much and see much,
Need Financial Assistance
will have need of them. These rost business which was later developed with characteristic energy.
The boys were playing some old game, beneath
ers were compiled by Chairman by Messrs. Knowles and Hosmer to
that same old tree;
Sometimes It May Be As Important Ta
DETAINED AT QUARANTINE
And when the three weeks are up.
I have forgot the name just now you’ve played
such
an
extent
that
when
Mr.
Hosmer
Field and are ready much earlier in
Borrow Money As It Is To Save Money. No
and the good-byes and God-hless-yous
the same with me.
sold
his
half
interest
to
Mr
Knowles
the campaign than they have been
One Ought To Sacrifice His Own Health.
have been said he will retraverse the On that same spot ; ’twas played with knives,
Steamer Belfast Allowed To Proceed for a number of years.
the check which he received carried broad Atlantic, eager to glimpse once
by throwing so and so;
Negleot His Family’s Welfare, Ignore An
The loser had a task to do, there, forty years
six
figures
—
'$225,000
to
I
k
*
exact.
Mr.
Field
began
late
in
the
winter
After All Aboard Had Been Vac
Opportunity, Fail To Improve the Value
more the welcoming figure of the
ago.
The
plant
was
bonded
for
$750,000
on
this
work,
and
had
his
material
of a Home, or Limit a Child’s Education
cinated.
Goddess of Liberty.
pretty nearly all in at the time of and took on a contract to build the
For Laok of Ready Cash. A Sound Loan
“My home is in America.’’ said Mr. The river’s running Just as still; the willows
on its side
May Be Just the Thing That Will save
The steamer Belfast of the East the first State Committee meeting. Los Angeles City Hall, a contract Green as be fared forth for the land Are larger
fhan they were. Tom; the stream
the Day.
ern Steamship Lines was detained at As usual, the books are printed in which amounted to $121,250,000. The of the canny Scot. “I Intend to live my
appears less wide ;
quarantine on her arrival at Boston two forms. There is the big volume city hall portion was completed in days out here, for it has been a gojd But the grape vine swing Is ruined now, where
once we played the beau.
Tuesday from Bangor because of the covering all the counties in the State record time.
country to me.”
And swung our sweethearts- pretty girls—Just
“How did you happen to leave Cal
and the smaller volumes for each
alleged presence of small pox.
W7i.it American reading Mr. Green’s
forty years ago.
The case was reported by Capt. county. The book contains names ifornia?” Mr. Green was asked.
sentiment will fail to add his wishes
The
spring
that bubbled ’neath the hill, close
and
addresses
of
the
committees,
The
answer
was
brief
and
to
the
A. E. Rawley of the Belfast to Capt.
for a happy vacation trip?
by the spreading beech.
Eugene E. O’Donnell, president of State, County and town, and such point, an answer which thousands of
Is very low - 'twas then so high that we could
scarcely reach ;
the steamship company, by wireless, other matter as usually contained in men and women have made since the
EGG LABELS READY
And, kneeling down to get a drink, dear Tom.
world bega.
and at the latter's request United them.
I started so.
One
of
the
first
things
the
commit

States Public Health officials board
“Love!” said Mr. Green.
Will Be Furnished At Cost.—Advan To see how sadly I am changed since forty
years
ago.
ed the steamer when she arrived at tee heads will have to settle is the Mrs. Green whose maiden name was
tages of the New System.
quarantine to make an examination. arrangement of the county tours Kate Spaulding, didn’t share in the
Near by that spring, upon an elm. you know I
which
will
be
held
this
year
in
a
form
Dr. Alvin Sweeney of the Public
desire to locate in the IWest. so Mr.
cut vour name.
The division of markets. State De
Health Service ordered the Belfast
modified _from the old Green traversed again the trans-con partment of Agriculture, has in stock Your sweetheart’s just beneath It, Tom, and
whirlwind
tours.
These
arrange

jld mine the same .
held at quarantine for further obser
tinental trail, this time toward the labels under the New England stan Some you
heartless wretch has peeled the bark,
vation and it was announced that ments will have to be made subject East where there was another magnet dardization program and is prepared
’twas dying sure but slow,
passengers and members of the crew to the approval of the State commit greater in his estimation than any to give demonstrations and furnish Just as she died, whose name you cut, some
forty years ago.
must submit to vaccination. The tee members of the different coun which the Golden West had to offer. the labels at cost to those wishing t
LOANS PRIVATELY MADE
steamer carries a crew of 119 and ties, but it i« the hope of Chairman
2—-OFFICE—2
OFFICE HOURS
Mr. Green all along had mentioned to put up eggs in cartons to retail My lids have long been dry, Tom, but tears
approximately 100 passengers were Field and Mrs. Mason to have these the ambition to be in charge of the trade, it is announced by Charles M.
came to my eyes;
9.00 A. M.. TO 5.30 P. M.
tours begin in the eastern part of largest contract and finest building
1 thought of her I loved so well, those early
aboard.
LAWFUL RATE OF INTEREST
broken ties;
the State and move westward. As Job in the United States, and this was White, chief of the division.
Condemn Ship’s Stores
Fred C. Sturtevant of the Market I visited the old churchyard, and took some
determined now’, they will start Mon
flowers to strew
Health department officials were day, July 30, in Aroostook County. gratified when he became superin ing division will carry on the dem Upon the
graves of those we loved some forty
informed that a room steward on the Accompanying the party will be tendent for the late .lames G. Batter- onstration work and already has
years ago.
son
who
had
the
contract
for
building
started
two
producers
in
the
use
of
steamer left the ship recently after United States Senator Frederick
Home are In the churchyard laid, some sleep
Congressional
Library.
Mr. the. labels for their special trade.
becoming 111. It was reported that Hale, candidate for senator; Wil the
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
beneath the sea.
Green’s work occupied two or three
Mr. White reports that by using And none
he was now under observation.
are Jeft of our old class, excepting
liam Tudor Gardiner, candidate for
ON REAL ESTATE
years.
Mr.
Batterson
afterward
be
the
special
tags,
poultrymen
at
Prov

you and me;
As a precautionary measure all governor and the nominee for ConHARRY BERMAN
came president of the Travelers In idence, R. I., are receiving at whole But when our time shall come. Tom, and we
food and water aboard the steamer Rress.
are called to go.
sale for top grade eggs 62 cents a
surance Co.
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
was condemned and a new supply
I hope we’ll meet with those we loved some
(When the McKinley tariff law went dozen as compared with 48 cents a
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
Saturday at 3. Rockland vs. Cam
was to be taken on before the Belfast
forty years ago.
- Francis Ilustou.
into effort Mr. Green officiated al tin dozen for the nearby fresh.
113-Th-tf
den nt Community Park,—a<lv. *
sailed,

BACK

s Each Evg at 8 Standard Time. Tel. Skowhegan 424. Mail Skowhegan
J

TALK OF THE TOWN

WE WANTERKNOW ! vets a-voy aging go

that he had heard stories of this
hermit related by his grandfather.
Another reader calls attention to
Batons Annals of Warren (a remarkable local history too little
known by the present generation) In
which the hermit story is told in
much detail. From pages 221-2 of
the book the account is here repro
duced. Says Historian Eaton:

1st 5a, Feb. 1947

Volume 83.................. Number 86.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
What Comrades Saw On a
In the June 19 issue of The Cou
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation rier-Gazette was printed a commun
Trip To Castine.
and very reasonable.
ication from A. W. Anderson of
XBWSPAJ’HR BKTORY
Jamestown. N. Y„ repeating an ar
Rocklad. July 14.
The Rockland Gazette was established In ticle printed in a Thomaston paper
Kduor ofThe Courier-Gazette: —
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
Frldav.July 13. was a red letter dav
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. of a century ago, dealing with a man
s,,VPn
Lib|,v ,.„s,
A ,<
The Free Press was established In 1855 and living a hermit life in Montville. In i
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. a succeeding communication W. G.
memliers.Our chaplain, ('apt. II. It.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Smith of Windsorville, Me., stated Hutlry had planne(1 an outing which

Safe First Mortgage Bonds
Interstate Power Co.

Rockland, 'Maine, Thursday, July 19, 1928.

HIS

HEATH

t

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Me.. July 19, 1928.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddle who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of July 17. 19-28, there
was printed a total of 6.265 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 19, 1928.
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LAND OF ADVENTURE

BELFAST WINS AND TIES

Georgy Morse Takes Us To
the Northland Where the
Wildness Reigns.

Ten-Inning Game With Camden Had a Dramatic Finish—
A Deadlock With Rckland.

Sultan. Ont.. July 12.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I have often thought that the two
greatest railways in the world—Tlie
Provide things honest in the sight
Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
of ajl men.—Romans 12-17.
National—miss a great point in their
advertising of Canada to the Foreign
All men understand that there is tourist-*—more especially to those from
absolutely nd .possibility of the the United States. Forever they ad
vertise the resorts and the bungalow’
Democratic party winning the Sep camps from the famous Algonquin on
tember election in Maine. The elec the Atlantic coast to the equally fa
tion of a Republican governor, a mous Empress Hotel on the Pacific.
senator and four congressmen, a Always the smooth, green civilized
spots. Always those places equipped
practically unanimous legislature with everything that money can buy
and a sweeping number of county to attract the lazy, leisure loving,
officials is a conclusion already as sightseeing tourist.
Come to Quebec, come to Montreal,
well established in the minds of the
come to Toronto or Vancouver, the ad
voters, as though the confirmation vertisements rpad, come to see this
which will proceed from the count
or come to see that—but never do they
ing of the ballots on the night of I sav come into the Canadian Wilds
election day had already been reg ' and do what the first settlers did: do
without motors, do without horses and
istered. There Js none w ith whom golf and tennis.
these facts are more clearly under
Come with a packsack and fly-net.
stood than the leaders of the De a tent and a canoe. The railway ad
mocracy themselves. Their campaign vertising bureau would laugh such an
idea away as sheer nonsense if not
is to be addressed to the one pur suicide. And yet. there must be
pose of keeping down the Republi some among you—young men. young
can majorities with reference to women who still dream dreams of
their ultimate effect upon the pres days gone by—who would be adven
turers in the good old way. 1 wonder
idential election that follows in No whether these dream adventurers
vember. It it in reality the cam realize that to the north of them and
paign of Alfred E. Smith that the extending to the pole itself lies a
Democrats are now organizing here, country vaster than their own and
with a population not greatly in ex
and it is for this purpose that the cess of that of London. And after all.
National committee is sending into civilization in Canada must be content
Maine its money and its speakers to contain itself in a comparatively
and laying its hand to the operation narrow strip along southern border.
Then let them take the Imperial Lim
of the political machinery. It is ited—a westbound Canadian Pacific
that candidate who is the hope of transcontinental train leaving Mon
the formidable liquor interests of the treal at night. By the time they have
country; the candidate who is the finished breakfast the next morning
they have entered one of the dreariest,
child of the political system of Tam wildest bits of country to be found on
many; whose fortunes the voters of the continent. Anti when the unbe
Maine are sought to promote. Their liever goes to bed again he will still be
answer is obvious. One of the great running through an endless desert of
rock and swamp and lake.
est Republican majorities in Maine’s
This is the country of w hich I write,
history.
this is the outpost to the land of ad
venture; here one may put his canoe
Allusion has been made to the con in the water any place, and with
dition of tl?e wayside sign marking beans, bacon, a few cans of tomatoes,
a tent and a fly-net—drift with the
the division line between this city current right into Hudson’s Bay. I
and Rockport. We think these signs have felt at times that the great, ehill
set up at the entrance point of any Hudson’s Bay as it drains this gate
town or city might well be designed to romance must have given it some
of its own atmosphere. Often have I
W’ith taste and serve as a note of orna
stood with the sunset on my left and
ment. rather than as a billboard thought—
•
type of advertisement. We should
• There lies the Bay my friends, its
consider the .natter worth submit pine-clad shores echoing sadly tlie
cry of the gull—as salt as its mother
ting to an architect or an artist—
the sea that stretches away in the
the terms should be synonymous— east and over the edge of the world—”
with view to placing at the high
Here one sees life as our pioneer
way’s entrance point an announce forefathers may have seen it. Here
one sees the Indian hugging the
ment of nothing else but the city’s
shores of the lakes—his canoe laden
name—which the traveler desires to with great rolls of birch bark to cover
know—leaving the matter of his his hunting tepee. Here one sees the
welcome to be covered through the great moose eating the tender mosses
personal courtesies of the people. For —up to his knees in a swamp where
no man could stand. Is not this liv
after all, it is not the "Welcome” of ing?—to go to bed at night by the
a painter’s brush displayed upon a shifting beams of the Northern Lights
sign, but how he was treated by the —why, ’t’were fit for a king.
George Morse.
folks after lie got into it, that gives
the visitor the impressions of a com
munity which he takes away with
him.

Coming Games

"ON MY SET”
Station WLW of Cincinnati
will operate on 50,000 watts
Starting Sept. 17, it is announced,
The cost of the new plant will
exceed $250,000.
Eastern fans
should have no difficulty in hear
ing the broadcasts.
•••
Faced with revocation of their
broadcasting licenses Aug. 1 be
cause the Federal radio commis
sion has held that their stations
were not being operated to the
best advantage of the public,
representatives of 107 radio sta
tions appeared before the com
mission to protest against the
termination order.
The re
mainder of the 162 stations cited
cn May 25 as not serving the
“public interest, convenience or
necessity” failed to s?nd repre
sentatives, and the commission
interpreted this as evidence of
their willingness to drop out of
the broadcasting band without a
fight.
*

Reception has been tolerably
good thus far this summer, but
few stations are in evidence ex
cept th© cld standbys. I did hear
WMAF of South Dartmouth the
other night: also WKBW, WLW
and WSAI.
Some more shivers are in store
for these of the WGY radio audi
ence who are following the .ex
ploits of Celia Bailey, her aunt
and the detective in the serial
drama “Black Fear” which is be
ing produced by the WGY Play
ers every Friday night at 7.30.
July 20, tho third episode of the
drama of voodooism and mys
tery will be unfolded. The play,
written by Howard Reed, is pro
duced under the direction of
Frank Oliver, a veteran WGY
player.
Spending $1.15 a second to
broadcast the Democratic Na
tional Convention, the National
Broadcasting Company and as
sociated stations are believed to
have set a new high record in ra
dio public service, according *to
M. H. Aylesworth, president of
the NBC. The Democratic con
vention was on the air for a
total of 25 hours, according to
NBC records. The total cost of
the Democratic broadcast over
the coast-to-coast network of
43 radio stations was $104,000 or
$27,000 more than the Republi
can convention broadcast.

Tonight—Rockland at Belfast.
Friday—Rockland at Camden.
Saturday—Camden at Rockland.
• • • •

The League Standing
The Belfast team is now leading the
league by two full games, and travel
ing at a pace which wou’d seem to in
dicate that its position is in no im
mediate peril. Camden leads Rockland
by two full games. The figures:
Won Lost P.C.
<1
.643
Belfast ...............
6
.500
Camden .............. ......... 6
8
.333
Rockland ........... ......... 4

Rockland 1, Belfast 1
Rockland again outbatted the op
posing team last night, but the hits
were not sufficiently well timed to
produce a winning run. so the game
went to a tie. with darkness stopping
it at the end of the eighth.
Aube made his debut with Rock
land. and the big boy got the fine hand
to which his splendid box-work en
titled him. Any pitcher who can hold
the Belfast sluggers to two hits is
entitled to the commendation of the
fans. In the first four innings only 12
men faced him. The manner in which
“Husky” fielded his position also
tickled the crowd.
To Milliken must also be given the
credit of pitching a sturdy game.
Rockland made only five hits off him.
and no two of them were made in the
same inning.
Rockland's score .vas made in the
third inning on a scorching driver by
Bachand. In the sixth inning with
two Belfast men cn the retired list
Murphy was passed. In the attempt to
nail him at second Higgins threw a
bit wild. Conway, who was playing
a very classy game on the middle
sack, made a beautiful one-hand stop,
but the ball rolled beyond his reach
and Murphy reached third. A single
by Kunitz scored him The score:
Rockland
<’.b r bh tb po
Conway. 2b .... ... 4 0 0 0 2
Monroe, If ..... ... 4 0 0 0 1
Walsh. 3b ..... ... 4 1 1 1 1
French, cf .... ... 4 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 2 0
Bachand, ss ..
Wotton, lb .... ... 4 0 1 1 16
O 0 0 0 0
Aube, p .........
2 0 1 1 3
Higgins, c .....
2 0 0 0 1
Saulter, rf ....
Davidson, rf .. ... 1 0 0 0 0
—
— — —
29 1 5 5 24
Belfast
ab r bh tb PO
Cogan. ss ....... ... 1 0 0 0 0
Murphy, cf .... ... 3 1 D 0 0
Kunitz, c ....... ... 3 0 1 1 6
Clancy, rf ..... ... 3 0 1 2 1
'Thurston, lb ... 3 0 0 0 10
o 0 0 0 2
Paiement. 3b
2 0 0 0 1
.Mackley, If ....
Breslin. 2b .... .... 3 0 0 0 2
Milliken, p .... .... 2 0 0 0 0

DRESSES
$1.95

and stole second. Again Paiement
went across, and Belfast had men on ;
first and second. Then came a double
steal, and the crowd was in a frenzy ;
of excitement. Mackley hit into the ,i
ground a few feet from the plate and i
was thrown out at first by Loftus, t
Thurston made a desperate dash for
the plate. Wilson’s throw was a bit
high. Masterman dropped tlie ball and
the winning run had crossed the
plate.
In recounting the features not al
ready described one should not for
get Breslin who handled 12 chances
at second base without an error.
Small who handled eight chances
similarly and Masterman who hit for
six bases in four times up. The score:

V

MON TrO N

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

ESMOND

ab r bh tb po a
4 0 112
5 0
5
5
5

The Famous 2 in 1 Construction,

Beautiful PLAIDS'and
PLAIDS "and
i
Colors.
I

BATHING CAPS

PLAIN

BATHING SHOES

INDIAN BLANKETS
A large assortm
from—All Lowly Pi

e

and up

We invite you to come
see them

41

6 14 17 30 15

ab r bh tb po a
5 0 1 1 2 2
4 0 2 2 3 0
51
1 1 5 3
51 0 0 5 0
4 2 4 6 2 1
5 11114
50 1 2 9 0
40 0 0 0 1
30 2 3 2 3

and

2
!

Camden

Cole, ss .................
Nanigian. cf ....
Small. 2b .............
Ogier, If .............
Masterman, c ....
Loftus, p ...........
Wilson, lb .........
Mayhew, rf .........
Walls. 3b ...........

DRESSES
$1.00

BATHING
SUITS

BILAN KETS

Belfast
Cogan. ss ....
Murphy, cf .......
Kunitz. c ...........
Clancy, rf .........
Thurston, lb .....
Paiement. 3b
Mackley. If ..
Breslin. 2b ..
Cole, p .........
M; ! i:en, p ..

s

e
1
0
01
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hosiery and Underwear Department
Special Rayon Slips
$1.00
9 inch hem

W-

Celo Silk Hose
75c value

55c

Special per pair—

3 pairs for—

$1.50

All Silk Hose
pair

40 5 12 15*29 14 1
♦Winning run made with two out.
Bellast ........... 000002030 1—6
Camde n ....... 021020000 0—5
Two-base hits. Paiement. Masterman 2, Wilson, Wa ls Three-base hit,
Mackley. Bases on balls, off Hale 3.
off Loftus 1. Struck out, by Hale 5.
by Ix)flus* 2. Double plays, Cogan, I
Breslin and Thurston: Milliken. Bres
lin and Thurston. I’mpires. Martin
and McDonough. Scorer. Winslow.

Super Rayon Bloomers

$1.00

$1.00

Humming Bird

Special

.■ 1

pair

xr*

$1.50
“Repello”*Silk Hose

New Dresses
Arriving every day

pair

$1.00, $1.98, $2.95

$1.95

CAMDEN

F. J. SIMONTQN CO.

Mrs. Andrew C. Putnam of Los
Angeles, Calif., Mrs. H. II. Nichols
of Medford, and ’Edwin L. Duncan
other side of the political fence Dem
POLITICAL BRIEFS
of Danvers. Mass., are guests of their
ocratic bolters gathered at Dallas for
sister Mrs. W. A. Kirk. High street.
a conference Tuesday at which plans
The need of a tariff to protect the
Mr. Dunean was accompanied by his
for a fight on the Democratic Presi
workingmen
of
this
country
is
wife and son Earle.
dential nominee will W formulated.
stressed by Herbert Hoover in a
George Swett died suddenly Mon
J. M. O’Hara, organization manager
communication to “The Tariff Re
day night. The body will J>e taken
of the state Republican committee
STRAND
THEATRE
view,” the organ of the American
to his native Lown Ellsworth today
which backed an uninstructed dele
Clara Bow’s followers are having Tariff League. Mr. Hoover shows gation to the Republican national
for interment, and will be accom
the
relative
purchasing
.power,
in
panied by his two daughters and the opportunity of enjoying her in
convention, and W. M. (Gooseneck
terms of bread and butter, of the
aunt. Mrs. Pomeroy of Bar Harbor.
‘Ladies of the Mob.” the last times to wages of various groups of workers Bill) McDonald, negro Republican
Steamer Castine, Capt. A. P. day. The dynamic red head plays the
leader, announced that they would
here and abroad. A table prepared
Probably no one mJln, with the
Coombs, will run an excursion to part of a girl of the underworld, a
throw their support ta Gov. Smith.
by
Mr.
Hoover
revealed
that
the
av

exception of Babe Ruth, did more
Bangor next punday, stopping at follower of “the mob,” as a gang is
They declared they controlled 250,erage
worker
can
buy
from
tw
’
o
to
to popularize baseball to the
Bucksport on the way, giving those called in the parlance of the under
000 votes in Texas.
pcint where great stadiums are
who wish an opportunity to visit crust. Miss Bow’s part is pure drama ten times more than a worker
necessary to contain the crowds,
abroad
can
purchase
with
his
weekly
Fort Knox.
and she is declared to rise to new wages. Mrj Hoover said that one of
than Christy Matthewson, “Big
25 1 0 3 24
Rehearsals are going on rapidly
Six,” of the New York Giants.
0 0 0 6
Rockland ..... .... 0 0
for "Tommy” to be presented in the heights as the screen’s most popular the vital forces which brought about
this result and maintained it was the
Today his son, now a student en
Belfast .......... ....... 0 0 b 0 0 1 0 0—1 Opera House Aug. 3, by the Cellar actres.
During the making of “That Cer protective tariff.
gineer of the General Electric
Two-base hit. Clancy. Bases on Players. This play is given for the
♦ • • •
Company, is doing his part to
balls, off Aube 5, off Milliken 4 benefit of the St. Thomas Episcopal tain Thing.” which comes to the
The two-story, 12-room dwelling
promote
“air
consciousness.”
Gov. Smith is keeping his plans for
Struck out. by Aube 4. by Milliken 6. Church camp at Lake Megunticouk. Strand on Friday and Saturday, Di
house, with stable and two parcel*
rector
Frank
Capra
moved
the
com

Christy Jr., is one of the cast
the immediate future to himself. He •
Sacrifice hit. Aube. Double play. and the cast includes some well
which is producing in dialogue
pany into the restaurant and com has not disclosed his program for ; of land, situated at Mill Creek,
Bachand. Conway and Wotton. Um known amateurs.
form, lessons in flying from the
town of Islesboro, and known as
pires. McDonough and Martin. Scorer.
Members of the Atlantic Engine menced to “shoot,” scenes. The com the next few weeks and, so far as is
Schenectady Airport for broad
Winslow.
the W. J. Fletcher place, will be
Company are soon to start on a drive missary staff was :-o surprised that it known, he does not contemplate
just
forgot
to
act
aad
went
on
work

casting
by
WGY.
The
flying
les

POSTOFFICE CHAT
leaving AJbanw for any extended pe- . sold at public auction on
to secure $1,500 for the purchase of
sons are put on the air each
a Triple Duty American La France ing as though life depended upon it. I rjo(j before his official notification,
Belfast
6,
Camden
5
Every person who ow’ns an inch of
The
plot
revolves
about
a
chain
res1
pro
bably about mid-August,
Wednesday night at 8.
pumping engine.
FRIDAY, JULY 27
Tuesday’s game at Belfast went an
taurant system In competition with a j
» » ♦ •
land in the counties of Knox, Lincoln
Mrs.
Herbert
W.
Currier
will
en

The heating plant at tlie Federal
“Tex” Rickard, noted pugilistic
extra inning, and proved to be the tertain the ladies of the Methodist box lunch company. In addition to 1
at 12.00 o’clock
and Waldo, is entitled to share in the Building is being tuned up for the
promoter and sport showman,
most dramatic contest of the season, society at her home in Cross street the studio commissary staff hundreds | The golfing world may swing the I CHARLES PLUMMER, Auctioneer
celebration of the birthday of Gen coming winter.
in
the
opinion
of
Her

of
extra
girls
donned
dainty
pink
and
1
nPXt
election
announced
Sunday
that
despite
with "hind horse ahead" when it was next Wednesday ajjternoon.
• • • •
86-88
bert N. Straues, treasurer of the New
eral Henry Knox, who nearly a cen
the fact that heavy boxoffice de
all over. To describe how Belfast’s
The Methodist ladies held their lavender uniforms, each labeled with j York Republican State Committee.
It is noted that the public is not fa
ficits have been brought about by
gloom was suddenly changed into ra mid-summer sale at the vestry yes the Molly Box Lunch insignia. Vio’a
tury and a half ago was the owner miliar with the new’ one-cent rate on
| He has requested 3.600., golf clubs
radio broadcasting of champion
diant joy would be to recount the per terday afternoon.
of all these thousands of spreading all picture cards.
Fancy articles, Dana and Ralph Graves head the cast.
ship
fights,
the
Gene
Tunneysonal adventures of one Heinie Mack aprons, ice cream, cake and candy The added attraction is "The Law of throughout the country to close their
•
•
•
•
acres, then in a stage of virgin wild
Tom Heeney match will be on
ley. late of Camden, and now’ very found ready purchasers and a neat Fear’ with "Ranger, the Wonder | courses to voters on tlie morning of
The personnel of the local postof
i election day in the hope that said
ness from which later generations
l>og."—adv.
the air the evening of July 26,
much of Belfast.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
little sum was netted.
fice now numbers 31. including the
, voters, with their chief amusement
in response to huge public de
Not satisfied with being pretty
have gradually advanced them. Not stage lines and truck drivers.
Frank Robinson left Monday for
I
barred,
will
take
the
time
to
go
to
mand.
Among
the
stations
GRAND LADY AT LAKEWOOD
much the whole cheese in the preced
Syracuse, X. Y.. after spending the
because he was a landed proprietor,
• ♦ • •
PLUMBING, HEATING
the polls.
which will broadcast this event
ing day s game at Camden, Mr. Mack weekend with his family in High
but by reason of his achievements in
Now’ that the summer season is on
(commencing at 8 o’clock our
There is a grand old lady of the
ley s.aged a repeat on the Belfast street.
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Two Republican leader* of Texas j
the field of war and statesmanship, it is expected that the summer train
time) are WEEI, WEAF, WGY,
ground. His triple in the sixth inn
The weekly meeting of the Rotary stage at Lakewood who will make Tuesday announced a bolt to the)
TeUphone 244-W
schedule
will
be
more
regular
and
the
and WCSH.
ing brought in two tuns toward off Club was held at the Y.M.C.A. Tues her first appearance in Maine next
should the memory of this great man
time.
setting the five which Camden had day and Charles C. Wood read a pa Monday night as the grandmother in standard of Gov. Smith while on the I
of the Revolutionary period, hither trains will be on
• • ♦ •
accumulated: his s.ngle in the eighth per on Gen. Ulysses Grant. Hervey “Your t’ncle Dudley.” Mrs Jaques
ROCKPORT
to unmarked in any public fashion,
The musicians for the post office
Martin accepted her first position on
brought in two more runs, and his
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Kiendeau and sacrifice in the tenth brought In the Allen of Portland and Capt. A. W. the stage over 42 years ago with an
picnic arrived on schedule but de
receive today a proper recognition.
Rich were guests and visiting Rota
parted immediately on learning of the daughter Dorothea have returned to winning run. As the result of Mack
rians were Cyrus FI. K. Curtis of English company playing “Lucretia
their home in Providence, R. I., aftei
The rehabilitation of concrete postponement to the second week in visiting Mrs. Riendeau’s parents, iey’s triumphs his late boss. Manager Philadelphia and Camdfcn, Asbury- Borgia.” Four years with this com- i
August.
Masterman, underwent lots of kidding Pitman of Salem. Mass., "Phil" pany and eight ensuing years in the |
sidewalks throughout the city is a
♦ • • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Achorn.
from tlie crowd.
Jones of Rockland and Harry Judd English music halls brought her
Miss Helene Dunbar has been in
piece of improvement long needed
“First Because They Last”
H. C. Chatto Assistant Postmaster
back to America for a time in va- I
There ..ere not many smiling coun of Middletown, Conn.
and for which pedestrians will yield is kicking up lots of dust between the Dark Harbor this week with repre tenancos behind the chicken wire dra
ried productions.
The
Masonic
Assembly
dance
will
NEW
VALE REGULAR CORDS for passentatives of Fuller-Cobb-Davis Co.,
For the next 30 years Mrs. Mar
the street department cordial thanks. office and his cottage at Crescent Rockland.
peries of the Belfast grandstand be held at East Union this evening
ssnger cars at lew pressure
tin played in some nf the greatest
Tuesday
afternoon
while
the
first
five
with
music
by
Dean's
Dance
Band.
Some of these walks, laid down a Beach in his new car “The Oakland
Mrs. Charles Prince has been con
successes of the stage, Fiipjxnting
Six.”
ir.nings
wqpe
being
played.
Camden
The
August
meeting
of
the
Cam
YALE
HEAVY DUTY CORBS for
fined to her home on Spear street by
quarter of a century ago, have done
* * • •
batters were beating an unmerciful den Garden Club will be held at the the late Sol Smith Russell for many
trucks, busses and for those who
illness
this
week.
seasons.
Later
she
supported
Ruth
as W’ell as could be expected. The
The last count of mail revealed that
want unusual comfort and mileage
Mrs. Mary K. Payson is at home tattoo on almost every ball that Hale Y.M.C.A. with a flower show and an Chatterton in "Daddy Long Legs”
ON
present restoration should insure the Rockland Postofflce handles just from Glen Ridge, N. J., visiting her pitched. Singles and doubles weie interesting program Is being ar
with
Henry
Miller
leading
the
com

YALE BALLOONS built with six
their excellence for another term of a few parcels. The outgoing parcels parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred being accorded with monotonous reg ranged.
post for one week W’as a bit under
ularity, W’hile Belfast was dumping
plies- -extra comfort and mileage
Tomorrow Rockland plays here pany, remaining under Mr. Miller’s
Knight.
years—until that time, let us say. three ton—(5,987 pounds).
management
for
several
years.
goose eggs into the basket with equal and the fans want to be on hand as
Mrs.
Ethel
York
was
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Martin
a
few
years
ago
went
when they shall come gradually to
• • * •
Mrs. Flora Kemp in Camden Tues monotony. Camden made nine hit* there will not be another game on to Hollywood and was seen with
We are exclusive distributors in Cen
in those first five innings, and four ot the home grounds until next ’Wed
be succeeded by cement, after the
The last mail for the day going west day.
Norma Talmadge in "The Passion
tral and Western Maine
them
would
have
counted
for
home
nesday,
when
the
Belfast
team
will
closes
at
5.30
p.
m.
each
day
except
same manner that the brick walks
Foster and Richard St. Clair of
Flower,” and a number of other pic
be
hVre.
runs
hut
for
orchard
rules.
Hale
Saturday
when
it
closes
at
4.45
p.
m
Wollaston, Mass., have been calling
of Main street eventually are to be
tightened after this onslaught, and al
The First Congregational parish tures. It was in Hollywood that Mr.
The Rockland Postofflce corridor will on relatives in town tills week.
replaced.
lowed
only
two
hits
in
the
four
inn

ladles
are making great preparations Selwyn sent for tlie veteran player
close at 9.30 p. m during the summer
Carlton Davis is at home from
for
their
summer sale to he held at to play the role of Old Mother Spof
ings
that
he
remained
in
the
box.
season.
Boston for a few days.
213 Federal Street
Portland, Maine
• ♦ • •
the
chapel
next Wednesday after ford in “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"
Belfast
opened
tie
last
half
of
the
The epidemic of septic sore throat
SEND FOR PRICE LIST
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and Mrs.
noon
at
1
o'clock.
Linens, domestic her most recent engagement.
sixth
in
the
same
gloomy
fashion
that
Miss
Mildred
F.
Ross,
typist,
is
ill
which has swept the little Massachu
Herbert Mann motored to Portland
had characterized the five preceding articles, handkerchiefs, porch pillows
Monday and returned Tuesday.
setts community of Lee, prostrating with grippe and Mrs. Brazier is sub
stituting for her. Mrs. Brazier wa
Leslie C. Deane is ill at his home innings. Kunitz. knocked a high fly quilts, cooked food, candy, cake and
hundreds and causing a score and a formerly money order clerk in the
to Ogier and Clancy, not profiting by Ice cream will be disposed of.
on West street.
half deaths as so far reported, points postoffice at Caribou.
Miss Virginia York returned to his fate, did the same. Two out. But
It is not often that the theatrego
» • • *
Providence. K. I.. with Mr. and Mrs. Solly Thurston comes along with a
the necessity of vigilance in the pro
AH THOUGHT AHS ot s" tF
Applications are coming in very J. L. Kiendeau for an extended visit. nice, clean hit which is duplicated by ing public of Rockland have the
tection of a community’s supply of
5KLERE1> UV A
HA'NT El
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson and Paiement, an<T the mourners become pleasure of witnessing such high
milk—for it is to infected milk that slow’ for the Clerk-Carrier examina
tion to he held in August. Names on children who have been guests of a little more cheerful. And r.ow, as class plays and vaudeville as the
UV
A
GUN
. BUT
AH'
WUl
the health authorities have traced this list will he given preference dur Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane re Roxy says, comes Mackley with the Mae Edwards Players are delivering
three-bagger
already
referred
to.
nigguh
wip
’a
daily
at
the
Park
Theatre
this
week.
DBVi
A
turned
Tuesday
to
Criehaven.
the source of this visitation. It is ing the Christmas rush. Every Hi
Gee ! But it's hot weather. But that is just what wa want.
The sixth inning closed with the And for good measure her famous
The Saturday Club was very
upon this account that the State has School graduate should come in on
This is good Bathing Suit and Linen Pants weather. If yoi, only
<SUN RUNNED ME RIGHT
pleasantly entertained last week at score 5 to 2 in Camden's favor, but the orchestra are surely winning the
this
examination.
Ask
for
blanks
laws and that cows are subjected to
knew how good you'd look and how comfortable you'd be in them
the home of Mrs. Marian Ingraham. temporary enthusiasm which the Bel hearts of the music lovers with their
the money order department.
SMACK THU A graye-vahp
you'd surely have to have them.
periodical official examination.
Refreshments were served. The club fast supporters had felt was dimmed catchy music playing all the latest
members accompanied by their fam when the team went out in order in hits. Miss Edwards has surrounded
ToTHER night”!.'
AT HALL'S QUARRY
ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS—in colorty for men or women
herself with a capable cast and
ilies motored to Liberty Lake Sun the seventh.
How parts of a motor car run into
................................................................................ $2.50, $3.00, $3.75, $4.98
The
eighth
opened
in
exactly
the
every
play
is
mounted
beautifully.
day
and
enjoyed
a
day
’
s
outing.
money is suggested by the suit for A Corporation Has Been Organized T<
For Boys at ......... ........................................................ $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
same
manner
that
the
sixth
had,
with
For
tonight
the
offering
will
be
Swimming
was
the
principal
amuse

Operate the Grant Quarry.
Cotton Suits at .................................................................. 79c and $1.00
two million dollars brought against
the exception that it was gallant “Honest Hypocrites and Saintly Sin
ment.
the Ford company by a former em
young Wplls who was slaying the ners” a truly beautiful play that is
A new corporation to operate the
LINEN OR CRASH PANTS—for men ................................. $2.50, $3.75
giant killers instead of Ogier.
worth W’hile, Friday night the big
ploye, as claim for royalties upon a Grant at Hall’s Quarry has been or
For boys at ............................................................. 75c, 98c, $1.16, $1.50
EMPIRE THEATRE
New York success “The Companion
And
again
it
was
Thurston
who
re

motor fan in the old model of that ganized in Ellsworth and is known as
The feature picture tod^y is "Buck
vived Belfast’s low-ebb spirits— ate Marriage” which is the feature
SUMMER
UNION SUITS ............................................... 75c, $1.00, $1.50
Private.” featuring Lyda De Putti.
car. Small wonder that inventors the A. and H. Granite Company.
Thurston with another single. This play of /he week and the farewell
New machinery is being installed There is also a News and Comedy.
KHAKI PANTS OR SHIRTS ......................................$1.00, $1.69, $2.00
play with be ‘*Laugh Clow’n Laugh.
spend time and money in seeking out
and the quarry will be one of the best
Billed for Friday and Saturday is lime Paiement saw Thurston and
new’ things for the automobile in equipped on the Maine coast. Officers “The Slaver.” an adaptation from a went him one better with a double. Phone 409 at once and he sure of
MEN’S KNICKERS ........................................... .f...................... $5.00, $6.09
two hours of real entertainment.
of the company say that they have story by James Oliver Curwood. Mackley’s single drove both men Matinees daily at 2.15, evening at
dustry.
home.
Breslin
must
not
be
overlooked
GOLF
STOCKINGS—for men ...................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
enough business to keep it busy to The tale is a thrilling one, a large
For boys ......................... .1............................................ 50c, $1.02
portion of it being told on the deep in the list of Belfast heroes, for it 8.16.—adv.
The season is at hard in which capacity for some time.
The officers of the corporation are: sea—on board a four-masted vet was his single which followed, and
DRESS PANTS—for young men .................... $3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6.03
flourishes that popular institution
made possible a ti1 score.
If you have a pressure cooker you
President. Harry Haggerty: vice eran of the world's gales and a nifty
Nothing
doing
in
the
ninth,
or
Cam

can
cook
whole
wheat
in
It
.for
a
SOFT
COLLAR SHIRTS—English broadcloth, at $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
the family reunion—peculiarly, we president. Walter V. Cranford; treas marine pleasure palace. Featured in
den’s half of the terth, although u breakfast food.
Cover the wheat
think, a Knox County social activity urer. C. A. Angell; secretary, Harry the top role is 'Pat O'Malley and he
grains with I ’/4 times as much water
is ably aided by Carmelita Geraghty. very snappy double play averted
that has continued to enjoy a popu Haggerty.
very dangerous situation.
by measure, soak overnight and oook
All are New York men and the New —adv.
Clancy led off Belfast’s half of the under 20 to 26 pounds prearure for
lar vogue. Is It to receive its cus- York offices will be at 41 Park Row.
tomary recognition this year? We Mr. Grant will be superintendent of
Saturday at 3. Rockland vs. Cam tenth by flying to Ogier. Thurston ons hour or longer it very soft grains
Wll o> McCiaft NewtMMr
made his fourth consecutive single, art desired.
den
at Community Park.—adv. *
the
quarry.
may assume so.

MOViEA

AUCTION SALE

NOW

YALE TIRES

Low Prices

YALE
TIRES

Kendall & Whitney

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

AYER'S

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day
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TRAGEDY IN CAMDEN

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 25 Thomanton Ladies* AM and Ep
worth League serve luivhes on the Mall.
Juiy 25—Thouiaatxxi- qelbbratlon of Geo.
Knox birthday.
July 26—Summer fair by the Auxiliary of
St. Peters Church.
July 28 Joint meeting of 15th and 16th dis
trict Odd Fellows in this city.
July 31—Fair at Ash Point chapel.
Aug. 1—Thomaston, annual sale on the Mall.
Aug. 2—Thomaston, aunual Baptist fair
and sale on the Mall.
Aug. 7—Knox County Field Day Association
meets at Glencove.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Fair.
Aug. 10—Annual Muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League at Knox Trotting Park.
Aug. 15—Owl’s Head Hah.
Aug. 17-18—'Friendship Field Day.
lug. 22-Thomaston : Library fair* on the
Mall
Aug. 23-24—Maine State Amateur Golf
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.
Championship Tournament In Bangor.
Sept. 10—State election.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.

GUARANTEECL0TH1NG&SH0EC0

POSITIVELY
Must Vacate
August 1

REUNIONS
Aug.
Grange
Aug.
Grange

1—Ingraham family at Penobscot View
Hall, Glencove.
8- Hall family at Penobscot View
Hull, Glencove.

There will be no meeting of Wins
low-Holbrook Post tonight.
Frank Harper is having his annual
vacation of twq weeks from the office
staff of the .Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corp.

Harold R. Cross, formerly with
Penobscot Grill, has taken over
Colcord Lunch on Winter street.
has had 12 years experience as a
terer.

Leonard Hall, Overcome By
Heat, Has Fatal Fall From
a Pole.
Leonard A. Hall of 11 Center street,
Rockland, was killed, almost instantly
yesterday, when he fell from one of
the Central Maine Power company’s
poles on Spring street, Camden.
Eye witnesses of the tragedy believe
that the accident was- due to his be-*\.
ing overcome by the excessive heat.
A.
The tragedy occurred shortly be-j
fore the time when the men quit work
for the afternoon. Mr. Hall started •
to descend the pole, and when part ■
way down, made a slight outcry and
pitched headforemost to the ground.
He struck on his face and shoulders.
A few minutes later he was pro
nounced dead by Drs. Hart and
Hutchins.
Mr. Hall, who is a native of Islesboro, was 34 years of age, and is sur
vived by his wife.
He had been employed as lineman
by the Central Maine Power Com
pany the past 11 years, having a
record of efficiency and being well
liked by all who came in contact
with him.

Lewis Crosby, formerly athletic di
rector of Rockland High School, and
later at Danvers, Mass., was in the
city Tuesday from Bangor, where h^
is spending'the summer. Friends will
regret to learn that he is suffering
from quite a severe form of eye
trouble.

The steamer Sankaty, riding at
anchor in the cove off Snow’s ship
yard, attracts its full share of atten
tion, with its fancy red girdle. And
It’s about time the craft was attract
ing the attention of somebody with
a fat pocketbook who wants a mighty
good and useful craft.
Crosby Ludwick is employed at the
V. A. Leach store for a few weeks,
substituting for Stanley Gregory
who is at the desK during the ab
sence of Mrs Jessie Smith, who is
home during Mr. Smith’s convales
cence from a serious appendicitis
operation.
A motor car, owned and driven by
Arthur Harjula, left the highway be
tween Penobscot View’ Grange hall
apd Oak Grove cabins at 2 o’clock
this morning, crashing into a tree,
and being practically ruined.
Mr.
Harjula pulled himself out of the
wreck uninjured.

The transfer of the E. Mont Perry
residence on Beech street to the First
Baptist Church was completed yester- |
day and with this property, which will [
be used as the Baptist parsonage, has
been obtained from Walter H. Spear
a lot of land which will give access,
to Maple street extension. The par
sonage is already occupied by Rev. J. |
Charles MacDonald and his family,
which consists of his wife and daugh
ters Emily and Helen.
The ladies of Rockland and Thom
aston are to serve a lunch to the
visiting midshipmen fr6m the U4$.<S.
Utah at the Uni versa list Church ves
try next Wednesday noon. All ladtes
who are willing to contribute cooked
food for this occasion will please have
it at the vestry at 9 o’clock Wednes
day morning. Don’t wait to be askgd,
plan to send either cake, sandwiches
or doughnuts. Sandwiches should he
full slices of bread and wrapped* in
parafine paper. There will be 400
midshipmen. Rockland women have
always beeh famous Tor their cooking
and their generous hospitality. Please
help to make this a gala occasion.

v
A Rockland delegation consisting
of M- and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. Mrs.
Robert Bicknell, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
F. Hills and son Bobbie. Miss Gladys
Blethen, Miss Edith MacAlman and
Miss Myrtle Hemenw&y visited the
Y.M.C.A. camp at Winthrop yester
day. and found the local contingent
delighted with their summer outing,
which is certainly being conducted
under favorable auspices, as the camp
is thoroughly equipped and has
a beautiful location of Lake Cobbossecontee. The Rockland boys ore
Nelson Ro.kes, Charles Whitmore,
John Karl, Ted Ladd, Francis McAlary. Charles Low, Charles Bicknell
Dick French, Graham Hills and Her
bert Goodwin.

Baseball Saturday 3 p. ni. Rock
land vs. Camden, Community Park.
—adv.
•
Saturday at 3. Rockland vs. Cam
den at Community Park.—adv. f

The coolest place on a hot day and
the coziest on a stormy one is the
' ne\v porch at Two Steps Inn, Ingra
ham Hill.
86-tf

1 HAVE TAKEN OVER

THE
COLCORD LUNCH
on Winter Street
And will give the public
the Best of Service
Twelve Years’ Experience

Harold R. Cross
86*88

Atwater
Just in time for the Summer Dresses. Here is your opportunity to get
three or four new dresses at very small cost.

RADIO

Celanege Voile, 36 in. (have sold at $1.25) .. .. .. .. .. .. 98c
A big variety of patterns

Water Vacationists Want
Rockland
If
Rockland
Wants Them.

Steamer Gov. Bodfwell is on her
summer schedule, arriving at this
port at 9.30 a. iu. and leaving at 2.30.
In this manner she connects with the
afternoon train from the west.

Simon K. Hart and John T. Berry
are well pleased to have been re
membered by the Hydraulion Engine
Co. of Bristol R. I., which recently
sent them a special invitation to at
tend their 85th anniversary celebra
tion which will be held July 23.

Sale of Summer Fabrics

Radio Speakers,
3 sizes, each $20.

YACHT CLUB TALK

the
the
He
ca

William G. (“Bill”) Robinson of
Gardiner is in the city on a week’s
vacation, taking in the Maine Coa9t
League games, and rooting for Rock
land as usual.

Page Three

We Are Making An Absolute Smashing Cleanup of

SUMMER

ALL
■

AND

FALL

GOODS

PRICES CUT TO THE BONE

GUARANTEECLOTHING&SHOECO
Rockland, Maine
N. B.

Opp. Burpee’s

Every Article Sold Fully Guaranteed

“•Miss Rocl&and:’’ kicked up her
heels in Rockland harbor Tuesday
and gave the denizens of the water
front some real thrills. This par
ticular “Miss Rockland’’ is a 12-foot
racing boat, equipped with an out
board motor, operated by a 16 h. p.
Evenrude engine. The boat was built
by a Rockland ship carpenter, Ernest
Gamage,. and he was at the ’wheel
Tuesday when she tuned up at the
rate of 35 miles an hour. Every
thing was going gloriously until the
motor clamps suddenly loosened and
the motor was hurled overboard. Mr.
Gamage got a severe ducking, and
for the space of a few minutes wond
ered what in the world had happened.
MMiss Rockland” is entered for the
outboard motor boat regatta at. Port
land Friday. This is the third boat
of this type that Mr. Gamage has
turned out, the others being at pres
ent the property of Harolu Coombs of
this city and his brother in Somer
ville, Mass.
Gov. Brewster will attend the
Gen. Knox birthday celebration in
Thomaston next Wednesday and
will be accompanied by several
members of his staff. Mrs. Wil
liam Smith Shaw of South Port
land will extend the greetings
from Daughters of American Rev
olution.
Three companies
of
Coast Artillery Corps wilk take
part in the parade.

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Codding of
Keane, N. II., who have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe for
a week returned to their home Fri
day.
Lewis Ryan of Boston is the guest
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Palmer
Ryan.
Arthur Merrow of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting at Abner Griffin’s.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth who for the
past year has been living with hei
sons in Massachusetts is visiting
friends in town.
Mrs. Amanda Merrifield, Mrs. Lena
Moody, Mrs. Ethel Griffin and Mrs.
Agnes Creighton were in Rockland
Saturday on a pleasure trip to cele
brate Mrs. Creighton’s birthday.
Clyde Davis has returned to his
work in New Hampshire after a few
weeks’ visit with his mother Mrs.
Linda Davis.
Harry Thorndike motored from
Michigan last week and is the guest
of his sister Eessie Thorndike for a
few weeks.
Charles Lucas who has been in
i poor health is able to get to the
common but looking rather pale and
thin.
I
The Storer family and Reverdy
Burns family were at Fort Knox on
a picnic Wednesday.
Frank Fendric of Kennebunk is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grif
fin.
K
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Fairbanks and
family of Massachusetts are camping
at Crawford's Lake.

Ten years ago there graduated
from Rockland High School a boy
who had given remarkable promise as
a piano student. He went away to
other fields, tq the metropolis of the
nation where he became a graduate
of the Damrdsch school, and where
today he is studying with Elizabeth
Strauss, teacljlng and concertizing
the W’hile.
now Manuel Bernard
is- back home jihe guest of his brother
Harry Cohen of the Knox Book Store.
Mr. Bernard’s visit here is with a
view to presenting a piano recital
inside of three weeks—a 10th anni
versary event in which the public is
bound to be ’deeply interested. Mr
Bernard plans a nationwide tour next
year, and) fo this end he has already
engaged a manager, who is attending
to the hundred and one details inci
dental thereto.
And speaking of
anniversaries! Mr. Bernard hopes
that his fellow students of the class
of 1918, R.H.Sji -w ill combine for a
reunion while he is in the city.

1 * ----

Girls from 16 different communi
ties in Maine, representing 11 of the
16 counties, have already registered
for Camp Wa/tewin, the Younger
Girls’ Camp of- the Maine Council of
Religious Ddweatfon. which will hold
its fourth annual session at Lake
Cobboseecontw.’AVinthrop, Aug. 1825. Miss Ruth A. Carter of Boston,
the founder
Camp Watewin and
its director for the first two years,
will again direct its activities. A
program
of
Christian
culture,
through Bible study* outdoor n^ivities, such as organized games, hik
ing, water sports, etc; vesper servIces at twilight; will be offered th?
girls during the seven days. Camp
Watewin is fortunate in having an
unusually beautiful site through
the courtesy of the State Y.M.C.A.
whose property is used. Among the
faculty members will be Rev. Edward
H. Brewster -of Portland; Miss Alice
Louise Brown of Port’and: Miss Lu
cille Rouse of Poultney, Vt.: Miss
Bertha Wood of Lewiston; Miss
Ruth Crockett of Portland; and Miss
' Elizabeth Leslie of Augusta. Infor
mation about the camp may be ob
tained at the office of the Maine
Council of Religious Education, Press
Herald building Portland.

SPEAKING OF QUILTS!

Ohio Woman Has One Into Which
14,572 Pieces Entered

Like Joseph’s Coat of Many Col
ors, Mrs. J. M. Beal, 66 years old,
has a quilt of many pieces.
When Mrs. Beal was a girl of 15
a prize was offered by the county
fair officials to the woman who
could make a quilt containing the
most pieces.
Tlie young girl undertook to com
pete for the prize. It was said that
a neighbor girl wun the prize with
a quilt of more than 7,000 pieces in
it—but at the time Mrs. Beal’s quilt
had not been Finished. Her quilt,
which now contains 14.572 pieces, re
quired 20 spools of thread.

.Mist two yeeks from next Monday
Rockland will have its biggest and
best week of trotting, outdoor sports,
a big midway and many feature acts
from the fair circuit of B. F. Keith’s.
New Yor|$ City. Everything is mov
ing smoothly and Rockland is going
to have a real fair as well as an Old
Ifoaie Week Celebration. The Fair
Association has spared no expense in
rebuilding and improving the old
trotting park and » new grandstand
is nearly finished. Among the features
are the races which the Assoc to Up n
has planned for the entire w’eek. and
these races will be without dou,bt the
fastest horses that have ever been
seen in this vicinity. Thousands of
turf fans from all parts of New Eng
land will be here and already many
entries have been received. So plan
on having all your friends come to
Rockland the week of Aug. 6 and you
can assure them of a big time.
Cooked rice has a good many uses
besides beinti served for dinner in
puace of potato or as a breakfast ce
real. Put it in soups; combine it
with baked and stewed dishes; use it
in** wattles, spoon bread, muffins,
cookies, and even in sponge cake;
use it in salads; make it into des
serts, such as farmers’ pudding or
custard rice pudding, or rice with
stewed fruits or preserves.

• Baseball spectators at Community
Park last night were angered 'by a
German police dog which was harrassing chickens on a neighboring
Telephone 78?-J and your luncheon lot. Foyr able bodied men who were
or dinner will be ready when you watching the game outside the T>ay
arrive at Two Steps Inn, Ingraham limit made no attempt to interfere.
Hill.
86-tf
Before the game the dog killed two
chickenJ.
Baseball Saturday 3 p ni. Rock
Camden vs. Rockland. Community
land vs. Camden, Community Park.
Park Saturday at 3 p| m.—adv.
•
«pftdv.
•

Nineteen business and professional
men met Tuesday evening at Berry
engine hall to discuss tne forming of
the Rockland Yacht Club.
Today thousands of vacationists are
turning to the oceah for pleasure and
health. Yachts and boats of every
description are cruising beautiful Pe
nobscot Bay.
Rockland is the logical trading cen
ter for every yacht on the Maine
coast. Here every class of merchan
dise, stores, repair yards, railways
and machine shops are available. A
yacht club would bring to Rockland
hundreds of boats that now pass on to
some other city.
It is a business proposition to at
tract this trade to Rockland. At this
preliminary meeting matters were
discussed in a general way and ad
journment made to Tuesday evening
July 24 at 7.30 at Berry engine hall.
Every citizen interested in the bet
terment of Rockier.d business should
attend. It Is not a meeting to raise
money but to talk over and learn if
the citizens want this yachting trade
to come to Rockland.

Printed Voiles, 40 in. (formerly 45c).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 39c
This season has embraced voiles as its particular fabric for light,
cool wear. They’re fast color, exceedingly fine weave. Dots,
florals and small figures—40 inches wide.

Printed Pamico, 36 in.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Similar to fine beachwear in texture. A new shipment shows
bright figures on white backgrounds.- Summer dresses aud coats
of this fabric are very smart—36 inches wide.

Right on
your living-room
rug.. * THURSDAY—July 26
—big night—hurry home—we’re
going to the fightl Going to the
fight? No—we’re bringing the fight
home I Tunney and Heeney are
going to stage their scrap right on
the living-room rug I By radio I
Clear and complete through the
new 1929 Atwater Kent electric
set—Model 40. You can buy fine
radio for less money than ever
before.

’

TOILET GOODS NEEDS

St. Denis Bath Crystals, trial pkg. at

BLUE ROSE
WEEK END SET

25c

The odors Russian Pine Needle, Violet, Rose, Ofrapa©
Blossom, Lily of Valley, Narcisse.

Individual packages, 5 for ....................... 50c
Individual packages, I 2 for..................... 1.00
Cotys French Soap ...................................... 23c
Cotys Talcum
Cotys Colcreme
all for............. 1.00

Bath Salt Soap and Pow
der Refill ....................... 29c
Cold Cream Soap, ! 2
cakes .............................. I 00
Sea Spray Soap,
12
cakes .....
1-00
Colgates Vacation Package
3 cakes Cashmere Bou
quet ................................... 75c
I Week-end Pack........... 25c

SOUTH THOMASTON
Misses Blanche. (Mildred and Emily
Pierce who have been spending part
of their two w’eeks’ vacation here
w’ith their parents, left Monday’
morning for a trip to Canada. Mrs.
Harvey Pierce accompanied them and
will visit her mother there while
Harvey’ helps his father with his hay
here, having come home from Au
gusta for that purpose.
Joseph Norton of Worcester is the
guest of his son Joseph in this place.
Mr. Norton was born in South Thonvaston and spent many years of his
life here and his many old; friends
are glad to welcome him again.
Tuesday night George Green left by
boat for Boston on the first lap of
a journey which will culminate in a
visit to his birthplace in Dalbeatty,
Scotland.
Mr. and Mrs. C .L. Bleeper are en
joying a motor trip to Canada this
w’eek.
A. S. Kaler of Waldoboro was the
guest Monday of his cousin, Mrs.
George Green.
Miss Annie Keating Beutel of Spo
kane and Hawaii, a granddaughter of
the late Capt. William and Mary
Spalding Keating formerly’ of this
town, arrives on the boat Friday
morning for a visit with Mrs. George
Green.
Mrs. Ada Jenkins of St. George
visited Mrs. Emily Watts Monday.

HOSIERY SPECIAL

77

N«w Lilia Ribbed Net Hosiery at a n«w price—

$1.00

{without tubes)

Alias Alice Dodge

Chorus—"Jewels”

Alariou Watts, Myrtle Harlow, Helepamae Ma
honey, Miriam Wiggbi. Virginia Brown,
George Kittredge and Charles Watts, Jr.
Recitation —"The Highway Man"
Miss AUce l)odge
Vocal Solo-"In the Garden"
Rev. A. C. «chme

In spite of severe colds every num
ber was excellent and greatly en
joyed by everyone in the church and
also evidently by the group listening
outside.
Mrs. Sleeper wishes to thank all
who helped in any way either on the
program or in other ways, and de
sires to make special mention of the
kindness of Mrs. George Everett of ;
Ingraham Hill who not only made
the ice cream without charge but I
also furnished part ^f the materials.
Such generosity should certainly be (
appreciated. The ice cream was es
pecially fine and found a ready sale.
The proceeds are not as great as
the excellency of the program war
ranted but $17 was netted and there
are yet some donations to be re
ceived.
^Several other enjoyable social af
fairs are being planned to take place
in the near future, the proceeds to
be devoted to the same cause and
everyone will have an opportunity
to help.

AU for 70c

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
G. Coombs) would wish. Her heart
was in every movement for improvenient in this town and the work
should be carried on until completed. If there are men who can and
will give their time in cutting bushes, etc., it will help greatly. Those
who are situated so they cannot give
time, can give money to hire some
one to help do the work. Now is
the time to carry it on effectively and
it is something that should be done.
i IJ seems, the least anyone can do is
to keep the resting place of their
dear ones in a respectable condi, tion. There are some very beauti1 ful monuments there and with some
1 care the cemetery could be made
j very attractive. It is hoped that
j everyone who reads this will do all
they can to help. Donations from
people who cannot come in person
j may be sent to Mrs. A. F Sleeper,
’ secretary of the Cemetery Improve
ment Association.

Will sell cheap a kitchen range,
perfect condition, hot water front,
two shelves. Mrs. Millie Thomas at
( Gonia’s store.—adv;

BORN

KNOX ARBORETUM BUDGET

'
j
1
‘
1

____

I Sears—Trumbull, Conn.. July 13. Io Mr. and
I Airs. Clmuucey F. Sears, (Eva Haskell I'or........... $101.00 merly of Waldoboro, a son Richard Lowell.

Previously reported ..
E. B. Crockett, Rockland ...........
A Friend. Rockland ...................
Howard & Brown, Rockland ....
Edw. 11. Veazie. Rockland .......
McDougall-Ladd Co., Rock
land ...............................................
Collections at Museum .............

2.00
MARRIED
2.00
100
Frlcnd-Mneken iTIioniastun, July 17. by
Kev. II. S. Kllbom, Frairls H Friend of
100 Skowlieu'iin
and Mbs Elizabeth Liuekeii of
!».00
6.85

Total to date .............................$118.85

♦ • * »
Dr. A. C. Hildreth, associate biolo
gist at the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Orono, has accepted an in
vitation to give a talk on Blueberry
Culture at the Slate Ffeld Meeting
to he held at the Arhqreiuin. Wednes
day, August 15. 'Phis will la? a good
opportunity for tin* farmers of Knox
County, who are turning their atten
tion to blu.chgrrles as one of tha best
poyin ? crops of the farm, to learn the
best methods of culture

Thomaston.

DIED
Bunker—Thomaston, July 15, Miss Arollue
L. Bunker, lined 90 years, 9 mouths, 0 days.
CARO OF THANKS
I wish to thauk my neighbors and friends
for (heir ttoral tributes aud kindnesses during
my recent bereavement.
L. Belle Simmons.
Unlq#, Me.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to publlry expiess our thanks for
fi,e beautiful flowers aud tin* no less beautiful
words aud deeds of sympathy and helpfulness
that did so much to help us hear our burden
of sorrow at the pusslnu of our beloved hus
band i,n(l brother, Joseph A. West. We would
especially thank the Local Brunch of the
Granit^ Workers’ Union, Gettysburg Camp,
Sous pf Union Veterans, the Grand Army of
• *, ♦ *
the Republic ipid the group of neighbors and
The I^ady Knox rose Is now in full fi lends whose luyally and kindness we hall
’ forget.
bloom as well as several other varie never
Annie B West, William West and family,
John F. West aud family.
*
ties.

Beautiful and Tasteful
in Mahogany or Walnut

$19.50

o

Vocal Solo -*"Abide With Ale.”
Mrs R. W. Tyler
Vocal Solo—"Rock of Ages”
Virginia Brown
Vocal Solo—"Nearer My < God To Thee”
Mias Alii^e Dodge

$1.00

This is bound to be a big seller for eport and general
summer wear. White and colors.

,|5rown superintendent of all religious
education in Maine .and she was
much pleased with the work accom
plished and with tlie fine school be
ing; conducted.
Miss Dodge has
greatly endeared herself to all who
have met her here and it is with
real regret |liat the children see the
school close Friday. In the eve
ning there will be an exhibition of
the handwork and a demonstration
of some of the methods used to Instyll the teachings of the Bible in an
attractive way into the minds of the
children. Everyone is cordially invited to attend and see for himself
a part of the good work accomplished. There is no admission fee.
A silver offering will be taken to help
defray expense of materials used by
the pupils. Friday evening 7.30 in
the church everyone come, A fine
program will be presented.
During the past week Harold
Coombs has been doing much need
♦ ♦ ♦ *
ed work in the cemetery, graveling
Fine Program Enjoyed
the avenues and working on tihe en
Tuesday’ evening .he following pro trance. Mr. Coombs in starting this
gram was most pleasingly presented movement and accomplishing so
much is doing as lie thinks his
in the church:
mother (the late Mrs. Lillian G.
Piano duet
Mia. Charles Watts. Mrs. Fred Allen
Musical Recitation—"The Old Hymns’’
Marion Watts
Vocal solo—"Lead Kindly Light”
Rev. A. C. Kt lime
Chorus—“Onward Chiis’lau iSoldlers”
Marlon Watts, Myrtle Harlow, Helenaniae Ma
honey, Miriam Wiggin, Virginia Brown
George Kittredge and Charles Watts. Jr.
Vocol Solo—"Aly Faith Looks Up To Thee”
Mrs. Kollo Gardner
Vocal Duet—"Just As 1 Am"
Kev. A. C. Kehnie. Miss Alice Dodge
Musical Recitation—“In Gossip Town"
Mrs. Kollo Gardner
Vocal Solo—"Jesus Lover Of My Soul”
Mrs. .Maynard Jackson
Vocal Duet—"Bringing in the Sheaves"
Marlon and Charles Watts, Jr.
Recitation— "Laska”

The Biggest Value in Four Poster Beds
Ever Offered in Knox County
A Beautiful New Creation in Mahogany Veneers and Other Woods with Quaint Lines and
Graceful Turnings and Posts. You Must See This Number to Truly Appreciate Its Superb

Honest Value

Full Size or Twin Bed Size
Mattresses and Springs
We Carry a Fine Large Array of High Grade Mat
tresses and Springs to Match. AH Grades of Mat
tresses—One to Suit Every Purse.
THIS SMASHING VALUE YOURS
CASH OR TERMS

• « « •

Tomorrow’ (Friday) is the last day
of the Vacation Bible School car
ried on in the church for the past
three weeks by Miss Alice Dodge of
Boston University. She has been as
sisted in the work by Rev A. C.
Rehme, Mrs. R. W. Tyler and MiAs
Ethel Holbrook.
Last w’eek the
school was visited by Miss AUce

39c

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Phone 980

Rockland, Maine
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SOUTH WALDOBORO

I COURIER-GAZETTECROSS-WORD PUZZLE I
^ff/Zee-^Do/i/i^atn'i

^oM/ant/,

announce Mete
S-Jnnaa/ ^/a/o- o/ ^fne f^url
Qfiuriny

an (/ S'/upurf
84-tr

25 YEARS AGO
A revi-ew from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity in
July, 1903.

©THl INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.
HORIZONTAL
1-Phrases
6-ltallan province
11-Celebrated

navigator
12- Cupld (Roman)
14—Dozen
16-Worthlesa
18- ConJunction
19— Girl’s name
21- Suffix for forming
the comparative
degree
22- Edge
24- Narrow stripe
25- PreflX’ meaning
“thrice"
26- Dlstingulsh
28- Entreat
29- Stylleh
30- Canal which held
German Navy In
- War
31- Separate
32- Otherwlse
33- Rafter In roof

Every-Other-Da/

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 19, 1928

T

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
35-Loud sound
37- Perch
38- Whetstones
40- Self
i
41- Symbol for "tin"
42- Physlclan
44-For example
(Latin-abbr.)
46- Representatives
47- Gratlfy
49- Step
50- Splkee of corn
61-Lamenta
52-Refuse
VERTICAL
2-Unlt
8-Klnd of bread
4- U. 8. Secretary of
Labor
5-Raclng boat (pi.)
•-Small
7- Fortlfled city In
N. E. Franoe
8- Gralned sheepskin
leather

VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Handwritten

papers (abbr.)
10-Bird with long legs
13-Pertaining to a lyre
15-C reasing
17-Blrthrights
20-Praising
23-Damp
25-Trlo

27-Tlny
29-Head covering
32- Attempt
33- Supportlng
frameworks
34- Chirped
35- Theater boxes
38- A coop
39- Pertaining to the
sun
42- Knot
43- Famous Roman

fiddler
46-Prefix meaning
upon
«>
48-Beast of burden

*__________
Solution to Previous Puzzle

Four year old Bobby had been to
the seashore overnight.
At the
breakfast table bis auntie asked him
if he’d slept well.
“No auntie, not very well,” he re
plied.
“Why, dear?”
“The ocean snored so bard.” —-New
Zealand Leader

WEST ROCKPORT
Gladys Louise Simmons of Woodfords spent the weekend with her aunt
Cassie Hussey.
John Lane is interviewing the farm
ers in this vicinity in the interest of
the Adams-Chapman Co of Boston,
buyers of farm produce.
Mrs. J. F. Heal and Mrs. C. E.
Rhodes. Jr., of Rockport visited rela
tives in Lincolnville Tuesday.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton has as
guests her mother Mrs. Bennett and
her aunt of Boston.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton entertained Friday
evening in honor of her guests Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Collamore. The com
pany included relatives from East
Union, Camden and Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Monkhouse
of Portland were recent guests of
Mrs. A. A. Clark.
The* little misses Blanche Collins
and Gloria Mills visited their grand
mother Mrs. S. I). Rankin last week.
Miss Roberta Nutt who has been ill
is now much improved in health.

JMPSON

Spring
BEVERAGES

ABSOLUTELY
PURE
ALWAYS INSIST
UPON THEM !

Simple,
healthful and
economical
Just the .right kind of food
for hot weather. Ready-toeat—no cooking to do. Just
add .milk and sugar or salt.
Easy to digest — shredded
and toasted grains of whole
wheat in loose biscuit
form. And about the most
inexpensive food you can
buy. Twelve large full size
biscuits — twelve ounces of
pure whole wheat in every
package at a price that is
low for everybody.
Ask your grocer to
send you a supply
today.

Made by The Shredded Wheat Company
at Niagara Falls
Visitors Welcome

Deer Isle. July 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Gross, a daughter.
Rockland. July 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield Scott Young, a daughter—
Julia.
Rockland, July 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
John I. Snow, a daughter—Alice.
Vinalhaven. July 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Aldrich, a son.
Camden. June 28, to Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Prescott, a daughter.
Camden. June 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Abraham Bryant, a son.
Thomaston, July 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Counce, a daughter.
Lincolnville. July 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. T. E. Gushee. a son—Stephen.
Spruce Head. July 14. to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cousins, a son.
Spruce Head, July 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Carr, a son—Royce.
Stonington, June 26. to Mr. and
Mrs. Harlow L. Gray, a daughter.
Stonington. June 26. to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick A. Wescott, a daugh
ter.
Stonington. June 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie A. Beverage, a daughter.
Stonington. June 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Furia Felice, a son.
Warren. June 12. to Mr. and Mrs.
F. M. Kenniston. a (laughter.

The graduation exercises of Thom
aston High School were held in Watts
Hall. The participants were: Salu
tatory, Edith Russell; orations. Celia
Roney and Ralph Reed; history.
Frank Jacobs; essay. Stonie Hall;
prophecy. George E. Dunn; valedic
tory. Jessie Stewart; ode. Ruth Rob
inson.
Camden’s graduation was held in
the opera house. The program: Sa
lutatory. Anion B. Brown; essay,
Florence L. Ayers; essay, Frank C.
Manning: essay. May H. Mason; his
tory. Sadie L. Easton; essay. Mary A.
Grinnell; essay, Charles L. Tobin:
essay. W. Lee Dickens; class willt
Louise B. Currier; essay. William H.
Eells: essay, Agnes B. Gilkey: vale
dictory. Emma H. Harrington.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman of
New York have arrived at Firefly
Farm for the summer.
George T. Palmer is treating his
house to a new coat of paint.
Mrs. George Buckland and daugh
ter Charlotte of Jacksonville. Fla.,
have arrived at ’heir farm for the
summer.
Mrs. Percy Miller of East .Waldo
boro spent the weekend with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Mrs. Inez Shuman of Portland Is
visiting her mother Mrs. Alice Bur
rows.
Mrs. Nettie Drown and son Hollis,
have moved there household goods
here and will live with Mr. and Mrs.
W. O. Pitcher who are in poor health.
Mrs. Horace Sipimons visited her
<on Charles Freeman at the village
last week.
Mrs. Edna Turner attended the
Eastern Star picnic at Bremen.
Mrs. Victor Burnneimer of North
Waldoboro was a business visitor
here Friday.
Miss Evelyn Genthner and Naomi
Galencia returned to Portland last
week after a two weeks’ vacation with
their parents here.
Edgar Winchenbach is driving a
new IX>dge truck.
A. B. Little. Mrs. Alfred Milliard of
South Bristol and Misses Mildred and
Mabel Huke of Philadelphia were at
George T. Palmer’s Saturday.
Mrs. Marcia Buke*1 of Richmond is
visiting her mother Mrs. George J.
Winchenbach.
Joe Studley spent the weekend
guest of Miss Louise Palmer.
Mrs. George T. Palmer entertained
her Sunday School class at her home
Sunday afternoon. Ice cream and
cake were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson were
Sunday visitors at Ernest Creamer’s
in Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Simmons of
Friendship were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Wotton.
The farmers here are all busy
haying.
Friends are glad to hear that Mrs.
Vera Cushman who is in State Street
Hospital is gaining.
Frank Woodlock and friend of
Staten Island. N. Y.. and Mr. Woodlock’-s mother are at Fern Lodge for
the summer.

Schooner Flora Pressey was sold
by Capt. L. B. Keen to L. «W. & P.
Armstrong Co. of New York.
Upon the retirement of Julia L.
Hills. Henry A. Howard and Edwin
L. Brown became sole proprietors of
Rockland Commercial College. A new
teacher. Miss A. Mabel Femald of
ROUND POND
Camden was added to the corps of in
Miss Cynthia Prentice Is spending
structors.
the school vacation at her home with
Samuel Gray had one of his hands
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
badly jammed while playing with the
Prentice.
hoisting gear at Bird’s wharf.
Mrs. Foster and daughters of Mas
sachusetts have opened |helr cot
A barn in Park place owned by
tage at the North Point.
Charles T. Spear was destroyed by
Mrs. Minnie Bradford of Massachu
an incendiary fire. P. i. Burns and
setts was the guest of Mrs. John
child who were in an adjoining house
Schroeder last week before opening
made a hasty exit, for the dwelling
her cottage here.
seemed doomed.
Everett Nichols of Roslindale Mass.
These were the marriages recorded:
The body of James Hartnett, aged
Cushing, June 21. Albert L. Lawry : was a guest here over the weekend,
63. was found near Case wharf, from
EAST WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Carter and
which he had evidently fallen over and Miss Stella Wallace, both of
Friendship.
, family of Massachusetts were guests
Mrs. Fred Sawyer arrived at The
board.
Rockland. June 22. Herman Benson of Mrs. Clara Smith over the Fourth, Firs for the summer’s sojourn last
J. Fred Knight, son of Col. and Mrs.
I Others who have been recent guests Friday.
F. C. Knight, passed the State bar ex and Miss Hilma Soderland.
Rockland. June 25. Ray M. Hath- ’ of relatives in this place are: Mr. and
Miss Mary Oesting who has been
amination. He was a graduate of
; Mrs. James Monroe. North Jay. Miss at the Little Brown House for a
Bowdoin. 1900 and had studied in J. away and Neola M. Savage.
Thomaston. June 24 Ralph Ayers of Boris Mason and Mr. and Mrs. Harry week or more is the guest of Mrs.
E. Moore’s law office.
Rockland and Banclie Robinson of [ Blake and sons of Dexter.
Sawyer for a week or more before
Capt. Edwin E. Chandler died at the Thomaston.
! Mrs. Malcolm Fox and family of returning to her home in New Bed
age of 71.
Warren. June 20. Charles S. Hysler ] Salem. Mass., are in town for the sum- ford, Mass.
Charles C. Lovejoy, 85, died at his and Miss Effie M. Bickford.
nter.
Harry Atkins Jr., arrived at W. M.
home on Limerock street.
Falmouth Foreside. June 23. Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Bowie and Prescott's Saturday for a two weeks’
The Camden Anchor & Rockland W. Tolman of Portland and Miss children of Hyde Park. Mass., are here vacation.
Machine Co.’s speed boat Henrietta Mary G. Merrill of Falmouth.
| for four weeks at the old Brown homeMrs. Jean Atkins and daughter
won first money in the first class of
Helen are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
North Haven. May 13, Frank W. stead.
the Fourth of July races. Her engi Waterman and Miss Annie L: Whit-' Ernest Osier is home for a few days. Will 'Prescott, arriving Sunday aft
neer Frank Skinner of Rockland, more.
The sewing society met with Mrs. ernoon for a two weeks' stay.
cjuight his coat sleeve in the coup
Mrs. Clara Overlook Is in Farm
Thomaston, June 30, Warren R. Martha Prentice last week.
The boys of this vicinity are on a ington where she will attend the
ling on the propeller shaft and was Washburn and Minnie B. Clark.
hurled with great force against the
Rockland. July 2, Parker T. Pearson camping trip at Damariscotta Pond summer session of Normal School
Isaac Meservey is working for L.
exhaust pipe, breaking his nose and of Farmington and Miss Edith A. Kal- for a week.
L. Morton during the haying season.
bruising his face.
loch.
Miss Sarah Moore. Miss Allen and
Three large buildings on Spear
Camden, June 30, Sumner T. Pack
RAZORV1LLE
Mr. And Mrs. Harry Smith who have
wharf used as a grain mill and coal ard of Brockton, Mass., and Maud E.
The heavy shower Wednesday and been in town for a two weeks’ vaca
sheds, were burned July Fourth, Norwood of Rockport
dull weather following made haying
causing a loss of $25 000. The grain
Cushing, June 3ft. Arthur W. John- rather slow work and thert> ig a ,ol to tion returned Sunday to Massachu
setts.
mill had been built by George Mayo son of Haverhill. Mass., and Miss cut in this vicinity.
Mr. and
Charles Norton of
30 years ago.
Grace L. Rivers of South Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond "Stuart of Liberty were visitors Friday at the
Camden’s big Fourth of July cele
Vinalhaven, June 29, -William fW. Rockland visited at William and
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Over
bration was the mecca of Rockland Doane and Miss Maud I. Peaslee.
Forest Lessner’s over Sunday.
look.
pleasure seekers.
The principal
Vinalhaven. June 29, Vinal H. De
Edmund Prescott has returned
Mr. and Mrs. John Stover and
speakers were Senator Staples of lano and Miss Agnes Knight.
fro... Uteitefleld where he spent a dallghter Luetta'were recent guest,
Washington, and Uncle Solon Chase
Rockland. June 30. Charles W. Hal week with his son Pearl.
I at the home of charles (>VCTiock.
of Chase’s Mills.
stead and Alice J. Maguhe.
Mrs. Gertie Turner passed Sunday
Elmer S. Bird bought from E. G. S.
Rockport. July 1. Wilmot R. Shibles at her farm on the mountain.
Ingraham a lot at Mirror Lake with a of Camden and Dina M. Cook of Rock
SOUTH BELFAST
Mrs. Alberta Lelgher and daughter
! view to building a cottage.
port.
A supper will be served at the
Geneva were business visitors Satur
H. A. Larrabee was elected prophet
Camden. July 1, George Simonton of day in Augusta.
Community iHouse this Thursday
at Nahanada Tribe. I. O. R. M.
• Camden and Olive Herbert of Rock
Mrs. L. P. Jones has been ill the evening for the benefit of the Waldo
i A suit of clothes belonging to J. F. land.
County Hospital Aid.
past week.
Carver, together with a quantity of
Razorville, June 28, Harry A.
News was received here Saturday
Ralph Hibbert and son Alvah are
cigars and some money, was stolen Crockett of Washington and Miss helping Cleo Bartlett at haying.
of the death of Joseph Emery in
from Welch’s restaurant.
Elizabeth Colby of Windsor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sawyer of Mal Bangor.
Fred Condon left the employ of the
Rockport, June 21 Alfred Crockett, den, Mass, are at their summer home,
Roy Wight has a new Chevrolet.
1 Street Railway.
Jr., of Rockland and Miss Bessie E. “Dolph's place,’’ for the season.
Harold
Herrick, Ruth
Wight,
Edward
B.
MacAllister
was Mears of Rockport.
Harry Kahrmann is with his family George Rideout and Mr. and Mrs.
| awarded the degree of L.L.D. by
Camden, June 30. Arthur S. Moore here for the remainder of the season. Clarence Drinkwater were in CamNashville College. Mr. MacAllister and Miss Florence L. Towle.
Mrs. Clara Hibbert has been con- den Sunday
was the first Rockland attorney to be
iWUrren. June 29, Orland J. Brooks fined to the house with a severe cold.
Ruth Wight spent the weekend
enrolled in the Commercial Law of Boston and Elizabeth Bartlett of
Mrs. Sanford Jones who is in poor with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
i League of America.
Warren.
health made a trip to Rockland for Fred Herrick.
Edward S. May went on duty at the
Rockland. July 11, Charles Barter medical treatment this week.
Mrs. Abbie Henderson of Grand
Post Office, the number of clerks being of Rockport and Miss Laura M. Ca
During the shower Wednesday , Manan has arrived to spend the sum*
increased to four.
bles of Rockland.
night lightning struck a tall tree in i mer
hpr daughter Mrs. Ivan
I
The Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.
Rockland. July 8. William K. Clin Mrs. Ida Light’s yard peeling of a1 Bartlett.
| was paying the city a tax of $15,534. ton of Rockland and Winnifred L. narrow strip of hark and following the ! Grand \ iew Grange met at the
A. O. Pillsbury was promoted from 'Wentworth of Hope.
root into the house cellar, loosening a Community House and conferred the
d
lieutenant
to
1st
lieuten
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.. July 18, Wilfred portion of the wall, but doing no fur- j third and fourth degrees on tv*o
ant of
Tillson
Light Infantry D. Bagley of Portland and Grace K. ther damage.
candidates, after which a harvest
succeeding Willard C. Pooler, who had Ham of Rockland.
Miss Villa E. Burroughs of Boston i tcast *was served. District Deputy
been appointed battalion adjutant
Vinalhaven. July 15. Arthur B. is conducting a vacation school at the Mrs.
* ” Annie vL. Ahorn
a<
~ and Mr. Ahorn
James F. Carver was elected 2d lieu Arey and Helen L. Sanborn.
Methodist Church for two weeks. Rev. w’ere present. Saturday evening 28
tenant.
• • • •
Mr. Corson. Sea Coast missionary, is members of the Grange were enter
tained by Mystic Grange of Belmont.
The Maine Pharmaceutical Asso
Mrs. Lutie Weston was installed as calling in the interest of the work on After going through the work of the
ciation held its annual reunion at the
worthy matron of Grace Chapter, families who have children. Miss Bur first degree a recess was declared
Samoset Hotel. F. L. Crane of Ma
roughs is hoping also to hold sessions
O.E.S., of Thomaston.
and all retired to the diningroom to
chias was elected president.
John Rogan. an employe of Main's in other parts of fhe town.
John E. Mulligan, long a member of
Fred Wellman passed Sunday with partake of a harvest feast following
Circus, was knocked from a car and
W’hich they returned to the hall
the Sears Hose Co. died at his home on
killed while the train was passing his family here.
where a very interesting program
Winter street, aged 65.
under the Wadsworth street bridge,
Disgusted
Husband
—
Clothes!
was given. Later the guests left for
The annual convention of the Knox
Thomaston. He belonged in Pitts Clothes! ! All you women think about their homes enthusiastic in their
County W. C. T. U. was held in Cam
burg.
—
talk
about
—
and
do
evertyhing
but
praise of Mystic Grange’s entertamden. Miss Alice H. Moore being elected
F. F. Thomas of Camden bought wear—is clothes.—London Calling.
ment.
president.
George Orbeton’s gray pacer Miranda,
Charles McKenzie left on an eight
2.31%.
months' trip to Brazil.
Dunn & Elliot Co. of Thomaston
E. I). Linscott was elected chancel
were about to build a 1200-ton
lor commander of Gen. Berry Lodge,
schooner for Capt. James T. Fales.
K. of P.
Frank Archer was drowned at
Robert H. Crockett while touring
Friendship when knocked overboard
Europe attended a session of the In
by a vessel’s boom. He was 25 and
ternational W.C.T.U. in Geneva,
had come from Boston to spend the
Switzerland, where he heard Miss
Fourth
Sarah Monroe Hall of Rockland sing.
Oliver G. Dinsmore became editor
Charles B. Morey, 65, died at his of The Courier-Gazette’s Thomaston
Southend residence.
Since Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
department, Edward Brown being
Rev. William J. Day of Winthrop,
compelled to relinquish this work on
Compound
Mass., entered upon his duties as pas
account of his added duties as post
tor of the First Baptist Church.
master.
On St. John’s Day Claremont Comcouldn't hold out to do any work
Marian Bucklin fell from the Wash
mandery entertained Dunlap Com
to amount, to anything. I gave her
ington street bridge in Camden and
ma ndery of Bath and Pilgrim Comthe Vegetable Compound and now
was rescued by George Pendleton, an
mandery of Farmington. Clarence E. employe of Frye & Porter's grist mill.
at 13 years of age she is like a dif
Daniels was commander of Clare
ferent girl. We are willing for you
J. F. Burgess sold his news-stand in
mont. The banquet was served in
to use these facts for a testimonial
Camden to D. J. Dickens.
as we cannot praise the Vegetable
Elmwood Hall.
Alden Wetherbee of Wlarren had at
Compound too much. We will con
Bert Farnham opened a lunch room tended 44 sessions of the Grand Ma
tinue to take it and tell of Its won
on Spring street.
sonic Lodge.
derful value.”—Mas. G. H. Cobdi.e,
The Maine Press Association held
The Appleton baseball team de
833 Hazel Street, Macon, Georgia.
an outing in this city. A trip over the feated the Shepherd Hill team 35 to
Lime Rock Railroad was an interest n Appleton made 5 errors and Shep
Will Answer Letters
ing feature.
herd Hill 57. Waterman. Simmons,
"I am a young mother, eighteen
Frank L. Clark, who had been man Cookson, Coggin and Williams were
years of age. From early girlhood
ager of the Postal telegraph office in the pitchers.
X suffered terribly because of a run
Brunswick returned to Rockland.
Lucretia B.. widow of Capt. George
down condition. My mother advised
John May, Ensign Otis. Harold W. Robinson, died in Thomaston, aged
me
to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Robinson and Don Fuller were em 93.
Vegetable Compound to see If It
ployed as hell boys at the Samoset
Raph N. Cushing of Thomaston had
would help me, as she was worried.
Hotel.
been elected assistant manager of the
I did, and now I feel fine. After
James P. Russell was appointed Bowdoin Glee, Mandolin and Guitar
suffering for five years like I did
State bacteriologist b5’ the State Clubs.
and then taking nothing but the
DAUGHTER OF MRS. G. H. CORDLE
Board of Health.
.Washburn Bros’, schooner Martha
Vegetable Compound, you may be
833 Hazel St., Macon, Georgia
Arthur L. Orne was elected division T. Thomas was run into by the Bat
sure I am recommending it to
commander of the Maine S>ons of tleship Massachusetts, 21 miles from
Macon, Ga.—“I am taking Lydia others. I am willing for you to use
Veterans.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound anything I say as a testimonial and
Boston
Lightship,
causing
the
• • • •
and feel much relieved and I am I will answer letters from any
schooner to leak two inches an hour.
giving It to my daughter, too. At woman wanting to know about the
Rev. Maurice Dunbar was ordained
These births w’ere recorded:
twelve years of age she was so ps le medicine.”—Mrs. Df.wey
Moore,
Sunset. June 26. to Mr. and Mrs. pastor of the Baptist church in Camthat even her lips had no color. She 827, Broderick St., Columbus, Ohio.
Dudley L, Sellars, a son,
flen.

MRS. CORDLE’S DAUGHTER
LIKE DIFFERENT GIRL

J

-*■

Daily On(-D(iy Excursions

from ROCKLAND
BANGOR LIU;
Steamer "Belfast” or "Camden” leaves Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern
Standard Time, for Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bucksport, V interport.
Bangor, and returning, leaves Bangor at 2 P. M., Eastern Standard Time,
due in Rockland at 7 P. M. See time table for leaving and returning timea
from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at all landings between
Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue.

One-wap fart far the routed trip

BAR HARBOR LIAR
Steamer "J. T. Morse” leaves Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Tirketa good going and returning on day of issue, and will be sold
from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate points. ONE-WAY
FARE for the round trip.

BLUE HILL LINE
Steamer "Southport” leaves Roekland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern Standard Time.
Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will be sold
from all landings to Bine Hill and to intermediate points at ONE-WAY
FARE for the round trip.

TicMPto and information at Ea*tem Sleamthip Line* Ticket Office*

EASTERN
steamship tines
WALDOBORO

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Eastern Standard Time
The Methodist and Baptist Sunday
Trains Leave Rockland for
Schools have held delightful picnics Augusta, |7.45 a. m., fl.53 p. m.t L4.45 p. m.,
10 p. m.
at Jefferson Lake during the past
Bancor, t7.45 a. in., tl.55 p. ni , k4.45 p. m.,
week.
J6 10 p. m.
Mrs. Alice Flint went to Gardiner Boston, 17.45 a. m , |1 53 P- nr. L4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p.m.
Tuesday.
Brunswick, f7.45 a. m., |l-55 p. m., k4.45 p. nr,
Mr. and Mrs. William Black of 16.10 p. in.
i,
.
a Lewiston, t7.45 a. m., |1.55p. in.
Hammontown, N. J., have opened New York, k4.45 p. m.. JG^IO p. m.
their home here for the summer.
, Philadelphia. C6*io p. m.
T .
tt
t
,, t
...
Portland, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
John H. Lovell is in Boston this I fg.iop. m.
Washington, C6*10 p, m
week.
Waterville, |7.45 a. m., |L55 p. nr, k4.45 p. nr,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger and I jo.iop. m.
son Who have been at Martin’s Point i t Daily, except- Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
......
♦ Pullman nassrnrrrs
passengers onlv.
only, exceot
except coach between
have returned to Abington. Pa.
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
Mrs. W. T. Speare qf Fort Fair- C Daily* except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept 16, inc. Tues , Thurs. and Sun.
field. Mrs* E. Robertson, Miss Lucille July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.
Fogg of Bangor and Harry Childs of
Lewiston have been reqent guests of
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. MiRer.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Blanche Dodge and John Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
Swan’s Island
Bruso of Worcester, who have been
Summer Arrangement
guests of Owen Winslow and Mr.
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
and Mrs. Thomas Kuhn, have re
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
turned.
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. fShorey have •
VINALHAVEN LINE
been in Surry a few days.
Merland Castner has returned i Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
at “ 00 a. ni. and 1.00 p. ni. Arriving
from a vacation spent in New Sunday
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kingsbury ’ p. m. direct for Vinalhaven. arriving at 10.50
of Portland were in tpwn for the a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
weekend.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Mrs. Lillian Reed ^nd Miss Bessie Sunday
at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30. North
Reed are in Lakewood, guests of Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell.
3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
Fifty members of the Knox and Haven
rive at Swan's Island about 6.00 p. m.
Lincoln Club enjoyed a picnic at
B. H. STINSON,
•
General Agent.
Dr. George H. Coombs’ camp at Medomak Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock and
son Walter C. Sturrock are at Mrs.
Nellie Overlock’s.
Miss Ella Blaney who has been
Tel. 527R
spending several weeks in town has
returned to Waltham, Mass.
J. F. WHALEN
Mrs. Emma Ashley of Allston,
ASH POINT, MAINE
Mass., is at Allen Creamer’s.
40-tf
The Library is indebted to Russell
«S. Greenwood for a collection of
books including a boupd edition of
Harpers, dated 1851; to Rev. H. O.
Megert for several of religious ref
erence; to Mrs. J. A. Johannison for
books of adventure; to Mrs. Otis
Benner for a book of fiction; to Mrs.
Frederick A. Brummitt for a copy of
Since 1840 this firm hae
“Kidnapped” by Robert Louis Ste
faithfully served the fami
venson; to Mrs. S. H. Western for a
lies of Knox County,
German ivy plant.

FOR ICE

it

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Ivaura Brown who has been
at the home of C. S, Staples since
early spring is now in Penobscot.
Mr. Knight, keeper of Goose Rock
Light, who fell and hurt his leg Is
reported to be getting along well, his
injuries proving not serious.
Mrs. Waltz of Roekland visited
friends in town Sunday.
Capt. Roderick Gillis' is with his
family at the Little Thoroughfare.
Sch. Annie Sophia of New York
has recently discharged a load of
coal for the North Haven Fuel Co.
Capt. John Gillis, formerly of this
pllce, who is sailing a Boston
schooner for summer parties, has
been in the harbor the past few days.
Harold Richards, William Mont
gomery and Hattie Rankin of the
Fuller-Cobb-Davls staff have been in
town the past few days, in connec*
tion with the Dwight
Morrow es
tate.
Regtnning July 18 Steamer Gov.
Bodwell will leave North Haven at
8.30 a. m. for Rockland, returning
at 2.3ft p. m. This elbnlnateo the
late train boat which •rcvlously ar
rived at 4.30 p. m.
.
X’ictures will be shown in Crock
ett's hall Thursday evening, featur
ing Bebe Daniels In “Fifty-Fifty."

W.

T

EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. George’McLain. Mrs.
Eunice Qulgg with Mr. and Mrs. T.
N. Quigg motoTed tt> Skowhegan
Sunday where they met Inez Quigg
Pride and family and .spent the day
at Coburn Park.
Hazel Adams and Adijie Hall have
returned from Everett. Mass., where
they went to attend the wedding of
their niece Marie BStMIle Bennett
and Kenneth Peebles Jpne 30.
Edwin Ryan is in Weldo County
Hospital recovering from a surgi
cal o^ration.
Mrs. Ruth Ladd atafl family are
spending the summer, with her
mother Gertie Colby. , J,

Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE'S
ROCKLAND, ME.

OFFICE CLOSED
AUG. 1 tg 27
When I shall take
Special P. G. studies
in Chicago
BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor

86-tf

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
79-tf

F. B. ADAMS. M. D.
P.

Office Hours; 1 to 4 and 7 to I
Sundays By Appointment

IL

Nurse In Attendance
Electric Treatment Given
400 Main Street
Tel. 100

DR. E. L SCARLOTT
(Succeasor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
5 Limerock St.
RocklanS
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist

Dental X-Ray and Oiagnotle
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to •
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
SOUTH WARREN
Tel. 1020
Mrs. Sarah Kuhn of Waldoharo is 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

visiting her sister Mrs. Mary Libby.
Charles Maxey and Mrs. Laura
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Copeland motored to Portland Satur
day. Mrs. Copeland returning with
Office Hours; 1 to S and 7 to I P. M
a new Hup 8.
Good Will Grange was well repre
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
sented at the Baptist Church in War
ren village Sunday evening and a
Appointment. Telephone 114
fine discourse was listened to, given
THOMASTON, ME.
by Rev. H. M. Purrington.
A few of the farmers have com
menced haying. Grass is unusually
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
heavy owing to the wet weather.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland were
Dentist
at Harris Copeland’s at the Meadows
last week.
Roeklar
Ralph Libby who has been at the W0 Main St.
Knox Hospital has returned home Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-N
much benefited by treatment re
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
ceived there,
Evenings by Appointment

r

Every-Othcr-Day

VINALHAVEN

When your

Children Ciy
for It
Baby has little upsets at times.
All your care cannot prevent them.
But you con he prepared. Then you
can do what any experienced nurse
would do—what most physicians
would tell you to do—give a few
drops of plain Castoria. Ko sooner
done than Baby is soothed; relief is
’ust a matter of moments. Yet you
lave eased vour child without use
of a single doubtful drug; Castoria
is vegetable. So it’s safe to use as
often as an infant has any little pain
you cannot pat away. And it’s always
ready for the crueler pangs of colic,
or constipation, or diarrhea; effec
tive, too, for older children. Twenty'five million bottles were bought last
year.

i

CASTORIA

The Aviator
Absolute dependability
is aviation’s first law
and that is why I use
dependable Champion
Spark Plugs.
Champion is the better spark plug
because It has an exclusive sillimanite insulator spe
cially treated to with
stand the much higher
temperatures of the
modern high-compres
sion engine. Also a new
patented solid copper
gasket-seal that remains,
absolutely gas-tight un
der high compression.
Special analysis elec
trodes which assure a
fixed spark-gap under
all driving conditions.

Champion
SparlCPlugs
ToUdo. Ohio

Dependable

•

625

for Every Engine

"I
at the home of Vk*. Eliza Arey Tues
day included also Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Vinal and immediate relatives. Those
from out of towft were Mr. and Mrs.
R. Mont Arey of Rochester. N. Y., Mrs.
Louis Folsom o( Minneapolis, Douglas
Littlefield of [Wollaston, Mass., Mrs.
Ira Smith and .daughters Ruth and
Priscilla of Nevy Orleans and Mrs.
Wellington Smij^b of Augusta. A fish
dinner was served.
Mrs. Ida Orottpn anud Mr. and Mrs
Robert MattinsQQ of Roxbury, Mass.,
who have been at Lane's Island for a
week or more4 left 'Wednesday for
their return hoA&
Mrs. l\ W. FI field and Mrs. Lucy
Coombs made ir* business trip to Au
gusta this weeki Miss Glennis Coombs
substituted d urbig their absence from
the Fifield Dry M*Joods Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Ji. W. Swan of Brook
line. Mass., whlwiave been guests at
Camp Aloysea for 10 days, returned
Tuesday to their summer home Crow
Point, Hinghamy accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. O. C. Mac. Monday evening
before leaving they were guests at
Rockaway Inn,"the recently opened
hotel at Lane's Island and were much
pleased with tli^,excellent menu and
fine service.
E
“Notaman” njftnes the new bridge
club whose memb* rs are Ola Ames
I Blanche Klttrpdge. Faye Coburn,
1 Maude Peaslee, Janette Carver, Mu• riel I^ane, Marion Headley and Lucy
Coombs. The tfemt- meeting was held
Friday at Ledg^lqdge, the Ames bun
galow.
At Bridgeside? Saturday Miss Mar
garet Riley of New York was given
a surprise celebration of her sixth
birthday anniversary when in addi
tion to the regulai* meal a handsome
ly decorated birthday cake was placed
before her. The guests of the house
| also had a share in the joy giving and
« number of gifts were presented. The
favored one is a newcomer who with
her sister Miss Alice Riley is enjoying
a fortnight’s stay at Bridgeside being
chaperoned by their aunt Miss Mari garet Riley.
Mrs. Emma Green spent Wednesday
! in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith and
I daughter Nathalie are occupying
I Camp Aloysea at Shore Acres. Their
I guests Friday were Mrs O. V. Drew
1 and Miss Clo I)rew\
Mrs. Berger Magnuson entertained
| friends at bridge Monday evening.
J Those present were Mrs. Lettie Moore,
' Miss Muriel Chilles. John Chillds,
| Howard Upton And Mr. Magnuson.
R. S. Sherman, agent for the Steam
ship Co. was a guest at Bridgeside
• Aiesday.
‘ Mrs. Bernhard Ericson and daugh
ters Mabel and Alice are guests this
week of friends at Tenant's Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Winslow’ and
sons returned Monday from a week
end visit with relatives in Rockland.
Mrs .Ira Smith entertained friends
Monday evening at bridge.
Dean’s Dance Band of Camden with
Albert Adams at the piano will be an
added attraction at the movies Friday
night.
The Fakers will he at Town hall
July 21. This will be the fifth summer
hop.
Miss Sylvia Murc’.i of Calderwood’s
Neck is a guest ibis week of Mrs.
Marie Teele.
Mrs. Hilton Ames is a guest of Mr.
, and Mrs. Frank Rokes in Rockland.
It is noted in July 17 issue of The
Courier-Gazette that Mrs. E. W. Ames
offers for sale her Vinalhaven property
of house with shore privileges, fish, house and wharf, all remodeled last
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins are
visiting friends In Rockland.
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Jenkins, son Joe
and daughter Ruth were in Rockland
Tuesday.
WORLD’S

High Tributes to
Value of Friendship
Seneca, a famous Roman, born
In 5.4 B. C., crowned friendship very
tenderly:
“Of all felicities the most charm
ing Is that of a Arm and gentle
friendship. It sweetens all our
cares, dispels our sorrows and coun
sels us In all extremities. Nay, If
there were no other comfort In It
than the bare exercise in so gen
erous a virtue, even for that single
reasons man would not be without
it; It Is a sovereign antidote against
ali calamities—even against the
fear of death Itself.”
Five centuries later, Euripides,
the Greek dramatist, "a master In
the handling of the tender and the
pathetic," laid down what friend
ship meant to him. “It Is a good
thing to be rich," he said, "and a
good thing to be strong, but It is a
better thing to be beloved of many
friends.”

“Nagging”
From the days of Socrates and
Xanttppe, men ond women have
known what Is meant by nagging,
although philology caDnot define It
or legal chemistry resolve It Into
Its elements. Humor cannot soften
or wit divert tt
Prayers avail
nothing and threats are Idle. Soft
words will Increase its velocity, and
harsh ones Its violence. Darkness
has for It no terror, and the long
hours of the night draw no drapery
of the couch around It. The cham
ber where love and peace should
dwell becomes an Inferno, driving
the poor men to the saloon, the
rich one to the club, and both to
the arms of the hariot. It takes
the sparkle out of the wine of life,
and turns at night Into ashes the
fruits of the labor of the day.—Jus
tice Hill, In West’s Docket.

LARGEST BEACON

Trying Hard To Extend Pro
tection To the Dairy In
dustry.

DON’T suffer headaches, or any of
those pains that Bayer Aspirin can
end in a hurry 1 Physicians prescribe
it, and approve its free use, for it
does not affect the heart. Every drug
gist has it, but don't fail to ask the
druggist for Bayer. And don’t take
any but the box that says Bayer, with
the word genuine printed in red:

Aspirin In
the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture
of MoDoacetlcacldester of 8alicyllcscl4

CUSHING

MINTURN
Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh who have
been visiting their son Ray Tinker are
now in Belfast.
Charles Parker is ill with a severe
cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley are in
Sullivan where‘they will spend a few
days with Mrs. Stanley’s rtiother.
Wilson Watts is housed for a few
days with a sprained ankle.
Miss Lois Torrey of Rockland vis
ited Monday with Miss Annie Grant
Mrs. Harvey Tinker of Swan’s
Island spent Monday with Mrs. Nettie
Tinker.
Lawrence Veeney of Stonington is
here for a short slay with his par
ents, Mt. and Mrs. Robert Veeney and
while here is performing the duties of
a mechanic.

Tommy's Manners

TENANT’S HARBOR
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach were at
Temple Heights, Sunday to meet
their niece Miss Margaret Heald
who is summering at Islesboro. Miss
Heald returned with them and will
be their guest here at the Harbor
for the week.
The Radcliffe Chautauqua enter
tainments will he held July 18-19-20
The 40 animals, all educated pets
which appear thfc first night wijl be
worth seeing, the 3-act comedy on
the second night, “Putting Pep in
Papa,’’ will create laughter; and the
third day the “Henri Boyd Concert
Party’’ entertain, and every one
knows what concert music is when
it is the best. The entertainments
are afternoon and evening.

Forming Habits

-r-’

If the old street is rough,

and the repair gang al

Thought and habits travel by cer
tain nerve-routes, and the same
thoughts and habits always by the
same route. These get In time
actually well trodden, like a foot
path, and a nerve-current will flow
more readily along them than
through an unaccustomed channel.
To prove It, try and write or use
a knife, or spoon, with the left
hand. A physiological reason why
habits are so easy to check at first,
so difficult afterwards, Is thus
shown.
Never, then, let a child
acquire had habits, however trivial.
An Immense amount of life-educa
tion may be done between two and
six years of age with far less diffi
culty than afterwards.

ways puttering around—
then it’s time to repave.

Discard the old expensive
surface and repave with

portland cement concrete.
You can enjoy driving

when the streets are smooth
and safe.

10 High Street
BOSTON
A National Organisation to "
Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete

"Mah-Jongg,” said Hl Ho, th«
sage of Chinatown, “Is an ancient
game, tiresomely designed so that
h« who remains awake longest do
servedly proves the winner."

SPRUCE HEAD
IWlnsley Patterson and Carleton
Pinckney of the Mae Edwards Stock
Co. were recent guests of Norman
Waldron.

Office* la 32 Cities

Baseball Saturday 3 p. m. Rock
land vs. Camden, Community Park.
—adv.

i
I
'
|
1
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Amazing Values
And Easy Terms
Visit our used car display and inspect our
wide selection of O. K. reconditioned cars.
We have the car you want at a price that
will please you—and our terms are un
usually reasonable.

Against Auto Tax

Through its legislative agencies at
Washington the Grange is bringing
strong pressure to bear In behalf of
the elimination of the tax on automo
biles. and Is urging Congress to in
clude this in the tax reduction pro
gram which is certain to be enacted
in some form before Congress ad
journs. This Is an object which the
Grange lias been striving for a num
ber of years and will concentrate its
energies at Washington in this direc
tion more vigorously than ever tlie
next few weeks.
It is figured out that more than a
billion dollars in war-time taxes has
already been paid and that the war
excise taxes have been repealed on
all other articles except automobiles
and pistols. The farmer In particu
lar is hard hit by the auto tax, since
in addition to the Federal tax he
must pay heavy road taxes, an auto
mobile licens* fee, a gasoline tax in
all states but two, and a drivers
cense in some states, while in others
h« is also required to stand a per
sonal property tax on his automobile.
Probably no other phase of tax re
duction would bring greater benefit to
the farmers of the country than the
elimination of that on automobiles,
which is the reason for the vigorous
present Grange action.
• •••

The Red O. K. Ta" is attached to the radi
ator of every one of our reconditioned cars.
This tag shows how completely the car has
been gone over and reconditioned by ex
pert mechanics. We use only genuine
parts for replacements — and the prices
quoted represent honest value, as deter
mined by expert appraisers. Look for the
Red O. K. Tag—and buy with confidence!

SEA VIEW

Among the active participants in
the several hearings recently con
ducted by the Interstate Commerce
Commission relative to the appeal of
Western rallroaita for an advance in
freight rates have been representa
tives of the National Grange, who
have vigorously opimsed the granting
of rate increases until such time as
the entire railroad rate structure can
be rebuilt on a basis that shall be
fair to agriculture In proportion to
other branches of industry.
The
farmers at the West contend that
they have been sharply discriminated
against in the making of freight rates
and that any increases at the present
time will be disastrous to their in
dustry. Grange representatives testi
fied before the commission that far
mers In general are carrying a tax
burden that has positively reached
the limit, with profits on their pro
ducts so low that the addition to car
rying rates in getting their crops to
market will absolutely put thousands
of them out of business. As further
hearings of the same nature are held
this year the Grange will he vigor
ously on hand in every case to utter
the farmers’ protest.
• • • •
Very Unusual Occasion
One of the most unique Grange

gatherings ever held will the featured
on the Pacific Coast early in the
month of June, when the Washington
State Grange and the Oregon State
Grange will combine in a monster
joint meeting at Ixtngview, Washing
ton. near the boundary line, between
the two states. The meeting dates of
these two annual Grange sessions are
Identical and this year the Washing
ton session will be at Chehalis, and
the Oregon meeting at Ranier. Con
sequently for one day all the dele
gates are to come together at Long
view for a great outdoor demonstra
tion, expected to bring together
thousands of farm people and their
friends.
Specially chartered ferry boats will
bring the Oregon members across the
river and the Washington members
will bo conveyed 40 miles in a great
automobile parade. iSome of the most
prominent farm and business leaders
In the Northwest will Ibe on the
day's program.

Mrs. Henry Sadler and children of
Swampscott, Mass, were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest last
1 week.
I Mrs. Hazel McCartney of Somer
ville, Mass., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest for
: short time.
Rosa Hannon and Luther Hill of
Palermo are engaged in peeling bark
on the Hannon lot, now the property
of I N. Quigg.
Some began baying here Monday,
Manufacturer of
An all around poor bay season is pre
dieted. So much rain, it is said
CEMETERY WORK
serves to make the crop less than the
And Dealer in
average.
Mr. and Mrs. Rlaine Worthley and
NATIVE AND 8COTCH
Misxes Dorothy am Muriel Wbrthley
of Augusta were Sunday guests of
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W*. Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy l-enfe«t of South
ETC,
Liberty visited friends here Sunday.
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
Baseball Saturday 3 p. m. Roek
TEL. 911-M
ROCKLAND
land vs. Camden. Community Pnrk.
73-tf
—adv,
*
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GARAGE

Rockland, Me.

QUALITY
PLEASANT BEACH

Oppose Raise in Rates

, NORTH WASHINGTON

SIMON K. HART

Endurance Contest

J'

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Every successful man I have heard
of has done the best he could with
conditions as he found them, and not
waited until next year for better.—
E. W. Howe.

Socrates’ Eloquence
When we hear any other speak
er, eveq a very good one, he pro
duces absolutely no effect upon us,
or not muck, whereas the mere
fragments of you and your words,
even nt second kand, and however
Imperfectly repented, amaze and
possess the souls of every man,
woman and child who comes within
hearing of them. . . , My heart
leaps within me, and my eyes rain
tears when I hear them. And I ob
serve that many others are afflicted
In the same manner.—Alclhlades, tn
"The Symposium." (Jowett's Trans
lation.)

The Grange organization of the
country is right on its job at all
times in protecting the interests of
agriculture and just now is centering
its energies on a matter of vital importance to the dairymen of the
country, because it has to do wit'h
the rapid growth of new products on
the market made from nuts, etc., and
sold as cooking compounds, entering
into competition for household use
with genuine butter; yet the sale of
such products not subject to tax. nor
to other licensing restrictions, as re
quired in the handling or oleomarga
rine. Years ago the Grange took the
lead in the fight to prevent the sale
ot oleo and simil|^ products in com
petition with genuine butter, and it
was through the influence of this
farmers’ organization that present
laws were enacted forbidding the ar
tificial coloring of such imitation
butter products, requiring a license
for their sale and various other sharp
restrictions. It has been found, how
ever that such legislation does not
cover the nut products of more re
cent origin, yet the dairy farmer finds
himself subjected to the same unfair
competition as was the case before
the sale of oleomargarine was re
stricted.
At an early date demands will be
presented for such legislation by
Congress as will adequately protect
the dairy farmers, inasmuch as a
large portion of the natural dairy
market of the country is taken up
by the sale of these imitation prod
ucts.

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore of 'War
ren were at R. J. Marshall’s Wednes
day.
Willis Goudy and Eugene Tibbetts
of Hartford. Conn., are guests at the
Rockwell cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn of War
ren were at IL L. Killeran's Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of
Modomak were guests of relatives in
town Friday.
Mrs. Fannie Robishaw is driving a
Dodge sedan.
Miss Barbara Fales was the guest
of her aunt Mrs. Byron Thompson last
week.
Eben Davis is cutting hay for Mrs
Ames.
Miss Audrey Langille is a guest at
Montpelier.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Finnegan and
friends of Stoneham. Mass., are at
the Frye bungalow for their annual
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Woodcock,
daughter Ruby and two grandsons
Eugene and Richard Woodcock of
Thomaston were Sunday guests of'Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Killeran.
W. G. Maloney has had a Ford en
gine installed in his motor boat by
Messrs. Wilbur and Thomas Morse of
Pleasant Point.
It is good news fo announce that
Mrs. R. J. Marshall is gaining in
health each day.
Mrs. A. R. MacMillan and sons of
Atlantic City. N. J., and sister Miss
Mary Robinson, an artist, of Green
wich. Conn., are at their home here
for the summer.
William Murphy and Miss Gertrude
Morse of Boston are at E. B. Hart's
for a few weeks.
Mrs. Daniels of Boston is the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. F. C. Wheelock

The substantial part of the meal
The largest bbacpn in the world, waR finished, and the dainties were
with a candle power of one billion,
on the table. Tommy's eyes bright
two hundred million, will be dedi
ened—It was an interesting mo
cated tonight atop the Hotel Beacon, ment for him. “Will you take tart
New’ York, now* nearing completion. or pudding?" asked his father.
The beacon wilt dominate the New
“Tart," said Tommy promptly.
York skyline and will be discernible
The parent sighed as he recalled
30 miles at sea In clear weather. It the many lessons In good manners
w’ill be over 300 feet above the sea
' and decent behavior which he had
level. The beacon will be lit at a
endeavored to Instill Into his son.
given signal by Governor Smith who
"Tart, what 7’ he queried gently.
will push a button at Albany that
But Tommy’s eyes were glued upon
w’ill Ignite It.
the pastry.
“Tart, what?" again
asked father sharply.
Tommy hesitated for a moment.
He looked from his father to the
delicacy, as If for Inspiration:
“Tart, first!” he said, triumphantly.

Time to
Repave ?

Jor Economical Transportation

THE BUSY GRANGERS

Pathos in Display
of Oldtime Photos
A table near the door of a second
hand bookshop speaks pathetically
of ambitions, vanities and sentl\
menta of the past.
It displays a
pile of once proud, now humbled
and discarded photographs. If one
burrows through the mass, fair
women come to view In sleeves as
wide as their shoulders, in ruffles
and furbelows and frills; hips In
spangles and limbs in tlgltfs. The
men are In whiskers and high hats.
Many of them are boldly Inscribed
with tatraes once well known.
Costumes call to mind popular
theatrical roles of long ago.
A
pompadoured beauty with a rose
behind her ear once acted with the
"Innocent Mnlds" company at the
Trocadero, and a girl In a tight er
mine Jacket once played at Para
dise gardens. A saucy miss from
some
forgotten
musical
show
naughtily lifts her skirts *to her
knee. Many of these photographs
did publicity duty In their day. A
stately form In black carries the
dashing line; "Allow me to present
Elizabeth Barry, Mr. Ebert."
Even among those obviously of
the theater, however, the behindthe-scenes flavor Is as strong as the
publicity tang. A wistful face in a
decorative sunbonnet wishes “true
success In all things In life" from
Duluth, Easter, 1897.
And where do they go? There
are always people who are collect
ing old photographs and some of
the stars that have set are remem
bered still. There are other buy
ers In search of photographs of lego-’mutton sleeves and bustles, or
pompadours ond picture hats.—
New York Times.
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Mr. and Mrs. John O'Donnell of
Waterville have returned to their
cottage here.
Miss Lillian Rowell is visiting
her sister Mrs. Archie Radcliff.
The Blethen cottage had as guests
over the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Lawrence. Miss Esther Steven
son and Arnold Rogers all of Rock
land.
Dr. and Mrs. Linwood T. Rogers.
John McLoon and Dr. Roy Teed were
at the McLoon cottage over Sunday.
Mrs. Anderson after making ex
tensive repairs on Iter cottage, is
having Capt. Frank Foster give it a
thorough painting.
Kenneth Perry who for several
years has spent the summer here
with his parents is now on a 10-week
trip on the Steamer Albatross going
to England, Ireland, Holland. Bel
gium. France and other countries.
The Albatross was used by Com
mander McMillan on Ids trip to Lab
rador and Is almost a sister steam
er to President Coolidges official
yacht Mayflower as far as dimen
sions and tonnage are concerned. The
trip made is under tlie direction of
ex-naval officers.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holdstock nt
Troy, N. Y., are guests of Dr. ami
Mrs. Frank Smith for two weeks.
Mrs.
Herbert
,W.
Thorndike,
daughter Mrs. E. Kenneth Mills anil
her daughter Marjorie Vesta were
guests at tlie Gould cottage last
Tuesday.

The peppery colonel was letting
off steam. "What is the present day
girl coming to?" he snorted to his
partner. "Look at that one over
there. Imagine her parents allowing
her to appear in public
plus fours,
and an Eton crop. Attempting to
copy our dress. Rah I "
• That, sir. Is my daughter," re
plied the partner.
"Oh, sorry," said the colonel. “I
didn't know you were her father."
"I'm not," replied the other. "I’m
her mother.”

COST

Absolutely Fresh

N
SALADA'
Old tea is bad tea—the SALADA system
assures that every package Is fresh.

H

TEA

Agalnsi

Decay

Burglary

SOUTH CHINA
It Is pleasant to announce that
green peas have arrived, several fam
ilies having their first ones Sunday
and Monday.
Clarence Esancy is helping Fred
Plaisteil and Calvin Rowe at haying.
A terrific thunder shower, the first
real one of the summer, visited this
place last Wleilnesday afternoon. No
real damage was done except to the
telephone and power lines and an oc
casional tree.
Mrs. Wilson Haskell who recently
fell and broke her hip returned home
from the hospital Monday.
Clyde Mitchell, Perley Crossman,
Clarence Esaney and Ralph Esancy
were business visitors in Watervile
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Grindell and
son Donald were recent visitors at
Herbert Esancy’s and Herbert Hall’s.
Miss Irma Buzzeil is at home from
Squirrel Island.
Clarence and Ralph Esancy spent
Sunday In Burkettvliie.
Fred Plaisted and family passed
Sunday in Clinton.
Miss Hortense Starkey Is at Squir
rel Island.
Mrs. Alice Grindell was a weekend
guest of Miss Leone Washburn at the
village.

LOW

AT

Once your house ii properly
painted it is insured against docay. Decay is juat as destructive
as fire.
Paint, to serve its real purpose, must protect
—< pleasing effect is only a by-product. Buy
your house paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.

I

SWP
(Sherwin-Williams House Paint)
has in it the staying, weather-resisting properties that
give a house protection. It ha* wonderful covering
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements; it insures value in your property| it insure*
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Williams product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
for walls, Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, eta.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints £-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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CLARK ISLAND

Camden vs. Rockland, Community
Park Saturday at 3 p| m.—adv. *

For a long time the restaurant
manager had out a sign—“Home
Cooking.” Then he removed it.
”1 see,” remarked a customer, “that
the old sign is gone.”
‘‘Yes, I took it down.”
“But, why?”
“Well, I came to the conclusion that
it was doing the place no good. I got
to watching the passersb.v. A great
many would take a look at that sign
ami then hurry on.”—Weekly Scots
man.
t'amdvu
Kockland. Community
3Piuk Saturday at 3 pi m.—adv.
•

FOR SALE—Farm produce at reasonable
LOST—Amethyst brooch on Main St. MRS.
small or largo quantities. Tel. 9-11, West
SETH W. KELLEY. R. 2. Union, Me. Tel. IJn rate,
Appleton.
SUNNY BROOK FARM, L. BelW
colnvllle 11-31,________________________86*88
Simmons, R. 1. Union. _______________ 86*9.1
LOST—(Near Ingraham Hill, Tuesday afterFOR SALE—Ford roadster, all In goqd con
noon. package containing bedspread. MRS. |
86-tf
KINSLEY DRAPER. Spruce Head. Tel. 853-31. dition. ( ALL 168 M.
('an be left at Courier-Gazette Office. 86-88 ,
FOR SALE—Young, sound, safe and good
LOST—15-foot skiff, painted white, flat lived chestnut mare, weight 1350. II. H. H'UP86*88
bottom and guuwhale painted slate color. PEK. Tenant s Harbor. Me. Tel. 3-3,
Adrift from Tenant's Harbor. Notify W. H. i FOR SALE—65 laying hens, one year old, R.
FOLEY. Tenant's Harbor,______________ 83*87 i I. Reds. $1.49 each quick sale. M. R. A1LLLRR,
LOST—Gold and black pocketbook with R F D 2, Union. Tel, 10-::2._________ 84*88
chain. Contained small sum and glasses. Lost
FOR SALE Ford ton truck or Keo 1% ton
week ago between Ash Point and Lioierock truck. W. L. OXTO.N. West Rockport. Tel.
St MABEL LAMB Phone 786-M.
83-87 Camden 152-4.
86-tf
FOUND—Watch chain near Rankin block.
OR „
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
86-88 Building In flue shape, water In house and
FOUND—New skiff, lo ft. long, white. barn. 60 acres cleared up for blueberries, lot
84-86 of berries this year. Good apple trees. Right on
CHESTER WALL. Spruce Head.
the Stifie Road. Will sell or exchange for
other property. GE )RGE M. SlMlVIOXS. 23
To Let
Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Maine.
85-87
FOR SALE—McIntire & O'Nell property op
TO LET—Furnished front room at 10 Tillson avenue: building In first class shape.
86-88 Will let or sell at a good trade^GEORGE M.
PLEASANT ST.___________________________
I FOR SALE OR TO LET—Houses and stores. SLM'AIONS, 23 Tillson Avenue. Bock land. Me.
85-87
Easv payments. I. BEKLIAWSKY, 385 Broad, way _Ti-L 958-W.
________________ 85*17
FOR SALE—30 acres of land at Lincoln
TO LET—In Thomaston 3 rooms furnished ville Center: right on the Main Road, mostly
for light housekeeping, central location, $2^ wooded. Will sell at a good trade. GEORGE M.
per month. EASTERN REAL ESTATE COM- ^SLMMONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, RocklamL Me.
85-87
(’ANY. Tel. 818.
FOR SALE—1 farm at South Thomaston : 70
TO LET—Five rooms, modern home with
___
sun porch. EASTERN REAL HBTATE OOM t acres, nice blueberry field and good lot of ap85-87 '
trees. Buildings in first class shape: ar
PA.NY. Tel. 818.
tesian well, new furnace last year. Right on
TO LET—5 -room apartment, heated, with the State Road, next place to the schoolliouse.
bath. 44. RUBENSTEIN. 61^ Park St. Tel. 916. (kKOKGK M SUMMONS. 23 Tillson Aveuue.
83-tf Kockland, Maine.
85-87
TO LET—6 room tenement at Rankin ami
FOR SALE House, til and barn con
Broadway. Good location, modern. Apply at nected ; building newly renalred, painted In
( RIE S GIFT SHOP.
'
85*87 side and out. 9 acres of land. Located on
TO LET—Rooms with lights and hath. MRS. Llmerock street. dEOBUE -M. H1MMDNS, 23
85-87
E. (’. GRANT, 184 South Main St.
85-87 Tillson Avenue, Kbeklan^, Maine.
FOR SALE On Viii.ilhat cn, house with
TO LET—6-room apartment, all modern con
veniences. Apply MIKE ARMATA'S STORE, shore privilege—flsh house anti wharf, all re
Park Theatre Bldg.
85-90 modeled last year: It Is one of tlie many beau
tiful locations for which Vinalhaven Is noted.
TO LET—( Ivan rooms with bath, telephone, Unsurpassed as a summer home. Price $500.
$1 day. $3.50 week. MEDOMAK HOUSE. Tel. Tel 452-K MRS. E. W AMES. Lake Avenue,
39, Waldobolo.
85-87 R. D. Box 95. Rocklantl.
85*«7
TO LET—Large front room, furnished. Con
FOR SALE —Strand phonograph, excellent
venient and very central. TEL. 1186-R.
condition. Price very low. Apply MIKE AR84 86 MATA STORK. Park Theatre Wdg
85-87
TO LET—Five room, furnished cottage with
FOR SALE—Braided nigs at 10 tiunlv St.
shore privilege on Pleasant Point road, by MRS. NAN FARRAND HALL.
8}*87
week, mouth or season. Inquire of DEWEY
FOR SALE—Chamber sets, sideboard, din
LLLONEY, South Cushing. Maine.
84-tf
ing table, vacuum clearer, clothes reel, mis
TO LET—Bourns with modern conveniences sion set, odd chairs and other articles. Mat
97 UNION STREET.
82 tf
tresses. StNtiER HOUSE, Main St., Thoinastou.
85 87
TO LET—Apartment, furnished or unfur
nished : room with private bath. Inquire 85
FOB SALE—Forty-foot cruiser with equip
MASONIC ST.
85-87 ment at a trade. ORRIN J. DlCRBY, Belfast,
85-90
TO LET—Building on Knowlton St. Would Me.
make a good storehouse, joiner or paint shop.
FOR SALE -1927 Standard Hoick. 7.00M
U MELVIN. 21 Gay SL Tel 624hM. 79-tf mileage, .lust painted and overhauled. MRS.
8j-87
TO LET—7-room house and garage at 90 H. D AMES. 12 Florence St.. City.
Mechanic St. WALTER SNOW. Tel. 373-W.
FOR SALE—6 room house on Broadway, hot
76-tf water heat. All modem, known as Luther
MRS. F. S. POWERS, 395
TO LET—2 -room furnished apartment at 72 Smith hil^e
84-86
?anukn St., adults only. Inquire 74 CAMDEN Broadway, phone 74.
ST.
73-tf
FOR SALE—Stroller, kiddie coop and child's
TO LET—Modern apartment of 5 rooms, play yard. Apply MRS. F. S. POWERS. 395
84-86
all Improvements, 7 Granite St. Apply NEL Broadway.
SON B. COBB at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
70-tf
FOR SALE—Floor show case, book cases,
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Waxer. wall cases, iimiiters and scales. ('HARLUS
85*90
$2 per day. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.. Cook. 71 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
408 Main St
79-tf
FOR SALE—Nice H unc on Broadway, 6
FOR SALE—Three I .inner Glenwood oil roopis, modern improvements and garage. Ap
85-tf
stove with oven. Practically new. Will sell at ply to T. .1. FOLEY.
bargain. L. W. BENNER. 2 Lafayette
FOR SALE—Nice Jersey cow. also 41) acres
Square.
79-tf of grass. K H BURKETT, Union. Me 84 86
FOR SALE—9-ft. show case, cheap for quick
Summer Cottages and Board sale. Inquire R1TTREDGE PHARMACY84-86
FOR SALE—Oak sldebuaid. diuing table. 2
FOR SALE—New bunfcalow, seven rooms; hook
cases with glass .routs, roll top desk and
all hard wood floors. Facing the Penobscot chair. Hub Heater stove at 20 OAK ST., City.
Bav between Searsport and Belfast, on the
84-86
State Road, 20 acres of land. Most sightly
FOR SALE—Ford 1 ton truck. Ruxtell shift,
place ou the road. GEORGE M. SDSMONS. 23
Tillson Avenue. Rockland, Maine.
85-87 stake body. HAROLD JONES, West Rockport.
84*86
FOR SALE—-Mt. Vernon cottage at MegunFOR SALE—Bottling Work-' in Rockland do
ticook Lake; large living room, kitchen and
four chambers. Newly .painted, electric lights ing. fine business must be sold at once. V. F.
84-86
and water. Porch newlv screened and a good STUDLEY
garage. Lot 250 ft. depth. GEORGE M. SIM
FOR SALE—The ('apt. Patterson house.
MONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, Kockland. Me.
85-87 North Main street. 6 looms and garage, good
as new. V. F. STUDLEY.
84-86
FOR SALE—Thurston cottage at MeguntlFOR SALE—6 room house, hot water heat,
cook Lake: two car garage, two extra lots. bath,
fine location, $6,000. V. F. STUDLEY.
Electric lights In garage and cottage, all fur
84-86
nished can move right in. GEORGE M. SIM
MONS, 23 Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Me.
FOR SALE—7 room house and 12 room
85-87 house with 1 acre land and large barn. Fine
both in Thomaston. 4 room house, Gay
FOR SALE Cottage at Crescent Beach ; fur cellars place
; 4 room house, Pleasaut Gardens,
nished In good shape. Porch has hard wood street
Rockland.
All can be paid as rent. V. F.
floor and glassed In. AU In fine shape, elec
STUDLEY.
84 86
tric lights and water. GEORGE M. SIMMONS,
23 Tillson Avenue, Rockland, Maine.
85-87
FOR SALE—Several art hies of used fur
TO LET—Five loom house. South Wishing. niture. Just the kind for your cottage or
Me . garage, shore privilege, near Postoffire camp. TEL.J26-W. 19 FRANKLLN ST.
77-tf
per week or month. MRS. R. H. l’EASE.
FOR SALE—lo mowers, one and two horse,
Warren. Mr. R. R. 2.
84*86
; 12 horse mowers, new and used,
TO LET—Six room cottage at Crescent new and used
Yankee; also a full line of John
Reach, running water, 1 car garage. C. A. (humpion,
Deere
Implements.
(’. M. BURGESS, I’nlon,
ROSE. Rockland or MRS. A. B. ROSE Tel. Me.
85-87
213 W.
72-S tf
LET—“Red Roof" Farm, Alford's Lake,
TO LET—7 room cottage at Pleasant Beach. sixTOrooms
completely
furnished,
water
iu
the
Wanted
MRS MARIETTA BLETHEN, 50 Holmes St. house, screened in porch, if desired, garage.
79-tf Inquire of OSCAR S. DUNCAN. 156 Main St.
WANTED—Stenographer, some experlenci
in bookkeeping and office work . also want re
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Tel. 457.
84 tf
liab'e engineer for plant. LIBBY-BURCIIELL Reach, electric lights, lum ing water, garage,
FOR SALE—Standing glass on Burton
FISHERIES CO., Vinalhaven.
86-88 price reasonable. LENA K. SARGEiNT. Tel.
Farm at Cushing. MRS. HATTIE BURTON.
83-tf
WANTED—Girl for kitchen work MRS 197 R or 994-M.
Billerica. Mass.
M tf
MARY BtRKETT, 75 Broad St. Tel. 669 -M
TO LET—House and log cabin on shore at
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
86-88 Friendship for summer, by week, month or
per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
WANTED—I •sition as janitor or watchman season. Good bathing beach. A. W. MORTON. ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C.
Friendship, Me.
78*86 PACKARD. Warren, Me.
can take care of machines. Write “WATCH
83-tf
MAN," care This office.
86*88
FOR SALE OR TO LET—G room furnished
FOR SALE—Hooked rugs, nicely made. alsQ
WANTED—We pay >1 26 dozen, sewing summer cottage at Ingraham Hill, city water, fancy work. Inquire 33 PURCHASE ST.
bungalow aprons at home. Spare time. Thread elec, lights, 5 minutes to elec. cars, nice view
83*8i
furnished. No button Ivies. Semi stamp. <'E of harbor. Also summer voltage lots for sale.
FOR SALE—A very flue canvas covered,
DAR GARMENT FACTORY, Amsterdam. New Apply to G. A. TARR. Tel. 614-M or 232 W.
76-tf square stern. Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
York.
SB* It*
tion, used vefy little, almost new. Copper
TO RENT--Three cottages furnished on sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. D^VJS.
WANTED—Anyone iu Knox or Lincoln
Counties, who plans to attend the G auge Lee Lake. Boating, fishing and bathing. Write for
82-tf
particulars,
WILLIAM
SANSOM,
Rockland.
tillers Conference at Burlington, Yt., In Au
FOR SALE—Two 15 foot row boats, new.
73-tf
gust, to write Immediately to BOX 277, Rock Me.
FOSTER,
South
Thomaston,
Me.
FRANK
land, .Maine.
85
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains,
82*87
WANTED—Girl fer general housework at 30 small and large, summer homes and resl
FOR SALE Standing grass. Telephone
denees.
mountain, river or lata. Copy free
SUFFOLK ST. Tel. DU'..
85-8"
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Me.
79-tf 1192 W. R. L ANDERSON.
80*tf
WANTED—Lxpertauced .stenographer tor
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,
FOB SALE—Cottage at Hobb’s Pond, Hope,
substitution during summer ru<uiths. KxceLlent
modern
Improvements,
hot
water
heat,
three
pay Write "STENOtiRAI’HKR. ' P. <). Box Me., one tnlle from postofflee, all furnished,
with
_ lot equipped
...
, oil
.
104. Rixklaiid.
85-8' ready to occupy; or will let for the season car garage. Adjoining
sniiill ulnro
VV BENNER.
M MV V I* 11
*>
at $150
ComnMrtllcRte with J. F. BURGESS station and small
store. I.
L. W.
2
WANTED—Girl for general work In lunch Kockland. Me. Tel. 426 R or 1186-M.
79-tf Lafayette Square.
«9-tC
room. CaJI at MYRTLE ST1LEKT LUNCH
FOR
SALE
—
Cabbage
plantsDanish
Ball
MyrtI.- St.
M-M
..
^ ynbbs SAKKES1AN,
head. and. others.
OViiRN
WANTED—Young man would l'.k ■ positio'
157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W
79-tf
Miscellaneous
to do typeWLltlug or general office work. Ex
IN l«M. COVNT HlUAZfc IrtAXb >NNST. A fSEMH CMtMlSI. SEEKING A SUBSWtVTF
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
perLenceai* 'Kefereuces. T&L. 3, Tuouiaston
85’
» Xtt*. rWST OJSCOVEEED A CEU U ,Vii TEXTILE METHOD. SESEM8UNG SILK? IN THAT ITS
DEALER IN HOOKED RUGS, home made quality at an attractive price. Order noip for
comforters, and wall paper. E. W, immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
---- -— are LONG ANO I USTkOl « WON « NOT A SLESTITITE FOE THAT FABRIC. BUT A
WANTED ^Position as a chaffeur. Can patchwork
HODGK.
:M92 Main Rt.
86*88 67 M RALPH P. CONANT, South Hope. «8-tf
give references. Will go anywhere, ('all 27-1
THE SAME AS SILK OR CO TON OR WOOL ANO CAN BE BOTH KN<I IK) OB WOVEN
FOR SALE—Several hundred R. I. Red
J. W. B0YINGT0N. DECORATOR of Au
DAVIS T i'ONDON.
.
85*8
i o« w con.il notion wrm nttse others.
chicks. 5 weeks old. price reasonable. E. R.
WINDSOR burn has been appointed bv the Fair Asso
WANTED—Chamber
V
ERR
ILL. 354 Broadway.
78-tf
to do the decorating for tlie Fair and
76-tf elation
f ■AGUMRSE ISSHOWNHKRE in !•> WE AISLE Of A RAYT^I MILL AND TWO FAOMO MA
HOTEL.
Old Home Week celebration, August 6-12.
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed and oak
CHftfflS WHfOT S«N THI VISCOSE OR RAW RAYON BMTO THREAD. IT MEANS Of A RBBOSI86*31 bureau. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE office.
WANTED—Your Bummer cottage adver
tLsed iu this column, If for rent or sale. Try
CARS WASHED—( tiled for and delivered
*7?tf
it aud notice the many replies you get.
KENNETH GREEK. Phone 828-M.
85*97
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted woo<l; fitted soft
62-tf
I AM PREPARED to make your wool Into wood slabs $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
MMM
yarn. Write for particulars. Also yarn for P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Camden vs. Rockland, Community sale. Samples free. H. A. BARTLETT,. Har
74-tf
^.milUIUaUUHIUIllllHllllilllllllllll!IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilltll!IIIIIIIHHIIItt(UlllHIHII^ Park
inony. Me.
33-94
.Saturday at 3 p| m.—adv.
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
BIG AUCTION SALE—At Simonton farm. St., Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
West Rockport, Maine August 9, posters out electric light aud bath. 1 minute from car line.
STREET FLOOR
=
(’. S. GARDNER, Rockport,
" '
"
In a few days. J. H. SIMONTON
82-tf
Me.
72-tf

a®

A

Reverend Mr. Loadstone and son
were overnight guests of Mrs. Rose
Edwards last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pierson of
Stonington are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
William Pierson.
William Rogers spent the weekend
in Lewiston the guest of a friend
Leslie Milne and Miss Winifred
Williams enjoyed a motor trip to Old
Orchard Beach Sunday.
Misses Rose and Olive Edwards
left Sunday for a motor trip to Con
cord, N. IL, where they will visit
relatives and then continue through
the White Mountains and return by
the way of Boston.
A party of young folks consisting
of Mr. and Mrs. Everet* Baum and
Bob McGufiie and Bud Dicky and
Mr. and Mrs. George Baum accom
panied by Miss Marjorie Wright of
Thomaston motored to Old Orchard
Beach Sunday and enjoyed a day’s
outing returning in the evening.

IJRNITURB COMPANY
283 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

July 19, 1928

To the General Public:

We wish to take this opportunity to thank
you for the fine response given us during our
Dollar Day and Warehouse Clearance Sale. The
results have gone way beyond our expectations,
due to the fact that from the start to the closing
there has been no let-up whatsoever. We feel
that scores of customers have been unable to
call at the store to take advantage of the hundreds
of extraordinary values offered them. For this
reason and to show you our appreciation of your
cooperation in making this sale the greatest ever
held in the City of Rockland, we are pleased to
advise that we, in turn, are going to cooperate
with you by extending the sale for the balance of
the week. We again wish to impress upon you
that even though the goods are priced at such un
heard-of figures, should any of our customers find
that they are not satisfied with their purchases,
the Eastern Furniture Company stands ready at
any and all times to refund or exchange. Again
accept our thanks.

In Everybody's Column

WARREN

The ladies of the Baptist Church
circle are serving a public supper
this Thursday evening.
C. A. Overlock is at work building
the annual allotted length of cement
sidewalk in Union.
Rev. IL M. Purrington will speak
on “Bigger Religion" at the Baptist
Church Sunday morning. There will
be special music. “The Weather”
will be the subject of the sermon at
the evening meeting. Some of the
old songs will be selected for the
song service at that time in order,
that everyone may sing, and all are
invited to attend.
Hiram Moody of Boston and Miss’
Helena Hinkley of Millbridge were
I weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sid
ney Wyllie.
Miss Alice Walter spent Monday
with Mrs. Harriet MacFarland and
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Star-1
rett of Somerville, Mass., they mo
tored to Friendship during the aft
ernoon. Mr. and Mrs. Starrett are
spending the summer at the Maynard
Leach homestead on the eastern road
to Union.
Mr. and Mrs. (Sidney Wyllie and
guests spent Sunday at Spruce Head
where they enjoyed a clam hake.
The Baptist Church acknowledges
with deep appreciation the gift of
a piano, the donors being Mrs. Angeline Greenough and Mrs. Oscar E.
daunted by this new peril and black
Ingratitude It Involved, William Starrett.
Samuel Williams of Hopedale,
continued calmly on his way.
But, though threatened men live Mass., visited his father Nelson Wil
long, the end came all to soon for liams and aunt Miss Mina Williams
the welfare of the United Nether at North Warren last week.
lands. On July 10, 1584. a man
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moody and
named Balthazar Gerard, actuated sons Wellington and Jackie, who
by desire for the blood-money prom have l>een spending the past week
ised by Philip, entered William’s with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie,
house and shot him.
left Wednesday morning for their
Philip had conquered. In so far home in Auburn, N. Y.
as he had rid himself of an Invin
Miss Charlotte Campbell of Boston
cible foe.
But the independence
that William the Silent had won for and Miss Priscilla Dade of (Medford,
Holland has remained to this day. Mass., who have been visiting Mrs.
The example in disinterested pa C. A. French are expecting to return
I
triotism.
statesmanship, honesty home today.
and Justice that he set to the whole
Wilder Moc.e and crew of three’
world served as a guiding star to painters went to work at Friendship j
many another sorely perplexed Monday with a large contract ahead
ruler In those dark corrupt days.
of them.
William the Silent’s character
and career bore a striking resem
blance to those of George Washing
ton, the resemblance being further
carried out In the former’s affec
tionate nickname of “the Father of
the Netherlands.”

The Rack
The secretary of the golf club
had been having a thoroughly bad
morning, not only with the com
mittee, but with various members.
He svas touched when a nervous
ly polite, obviously new member,
approached him.
“Do you mind telling me where
I can hang my coat and hat? I’ve
only Just Joined, and I don’t know
ray way about yet.”
“Hang ’em on me, old chap," was
the answer. “I’m the secretary."

For Sale

Lost and Found

OOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCXXX?

One of the earliest gifts for the
WORLD’S
remembrance table at Library Fair THE
was received Tuesday from Miss
Edith Russell in far-off Hawaii. An GREAT
EVENTS
other early gift is from Springfield.
Mass. Mrs. Edith Clark. Mrs. Minnie
McLain and Mrs. Small, who are to
ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE
run the “fish pond,” will be glad to re
ceive 10-cent and 25-cent articles, and OOCIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
(® by Dodd. M.ad 4b Company.)
would like to have the articles
wrapped and price-marked.
Mrs.
William the Silent
Edna Smith with her committee will
YOUNG man—scarcely more
provide and sell the ever-welcome fir
than a boy—tall, dark, strik
pillow’s. A most entertaining feature
ingly handsome, stood listening to
will be the Midway .run by the Legion.
A complete list of committees and at a plan outlined to him by Henry II
of France, to whose court he hud
tractions will appear later.
Shirley and Arnold Allen Friday- been seut as hostage by Ills sov
celebrated their fifth and sixth birth ereign, Emperor Charles V of Ger
days by entertaining twenty of their many. Henry's plan was of a some
little friends to whom ice cream, cake what alarming nature, for it in
and other refreshments were served volved the massacring of all the
as a part of the good time. Many Protestants in France and tlie
Yet the young man.
pretty gifts were made to the young Netherlands.
himself a Netherlander, gave no
hosts. .
sign of the horror he felt, and
William Manning is home from
Phillips Exeter, but will spend only spoke no word to put the wily
French king on his guard. For this
a part of his vacation in town. As
bit of discretion lie received there
usual he won a scholarship.
after the nickname of “William the
Stephen Barry is at home on vaca
8ilent," although his nature was
tion from his New’ York position.
open, frank and far removed from
Ellis Thompson, on furlough from
taciturnity.
Staten Island, Sailors Snug Harbor, is
“William the Silent,” prince of
the guest of his nephew Karl Coates.
Orange and count of Nassau, was
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merry went to born in the Netherlands in 1833. As
Beverly, Mass., yesterday, called by a youth he attracted the favor of
the death of Mrs. Merry’s mother Charles V, who taught him war and
which occurred early that morning.
statecraft On Charles' abdication
The F. H. Jordan family and guests the retiring monarch's son,, Philip
had a picnic at Huppe'-’s shore in St. I, became king of Spain and of the
George yesterday.
Netherlands. He was cold-blooded,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Ham, Mr. bigoted and stupid; the exact op
and Mrs. Jackson (Doris Ham) of Au posite of his great father. The
gusta and Miles Ham of Detroit were Dutch states making lip the Neth
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence erlands had even In Charles' time
Dunn Monday.
resented royal authority, and it
July 31 for the benefit of the Thom had required all the old emperor's
aston Nurse Association the cele tact and statecraft to keep them
brated Mrs. Jarley will exhibit in pacified. Now, under the new king,
\Watts hall her world-renowned col they again grew restive. To make
lection of animated wax works, in things worse Philip ordered a
cluding a number of new’ figures never branch of the cruel Inquisition es
before shown on any stage.
tablished in Holland. This raised
Miss Milwood Richardson of North
a storm of angry protests, and
Weymouth, Mass., is visiting her aunt Philip sent the bloody duke of Alva
Mrs. M. G. Davison.
with an army into tlie Netherlands
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Demuth who to enforce order.
have been visiting Mrs. Demuth's sis
Enruged by the oppression of his
ter Mrs. Addie Guild, arc returning to countrymen, 'William the Silent
Westport, Conn., today
raised an army to oppose Alva;
Miss Ruth Pillsbury won a full but the dull Dutch burghers were
scholarship at Smith College.
not yet ready for so radical an
Mrs. Maynard Creamer who has act, and William had to disband
been at Dr. Hodgkins hospital for his forces for lack of support. In
several weeks was taken to her home no way discouraged, he hit on a
in Warren Wednesday.
new plan for harassing the hated
At the home of the bride’s parents, Spaniards. • By advice of Admiral
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken, Tuesday, Coligny of France he issued "let
their daughter. Miss Elizabeth Line ters of marque," authorizing Dutch
ken, was united in marriage to Fran privateers to prey on Spain's ships
cis H. Friend of Skowhegan. The and seacoast. These privateers
banded together under the nick
ceremony was performed at three
o’clock by Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the name of the "Beggars of the Sea."
Baptist church, the double ring cere They did Incalculable damage to
mony being used. The bride was given 8panish commerce and for years
away by her father in the presence of made their name a terror to all
the families only. She wore a dress of their country's foes.
In 1572 the Dutch again revolted
biege crepe de chine with hose and
shoes to match. The room was deco against Spanish tyranny and made
rated with sweet peas and roses. The William their stadtholder. or gov
wedded pair left after the wedding for ernor. Yet. warned by his former
failure, he saw that the people
ten days trip, destination not an
nounced. Mr. Friend is.a forest en were not yet ready for absolute
gineer and his bride is home demon freedom; so he simply ruled In the
strator of Somerset county. Both are name of King Philip. Spain In
graduates of the University of Maine. creased its oppressions and war fol
The bride will resume her position lowed. William’s two brothers
were slain In battle, and at one
July 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Friend of critical Juncture he ordered the
Skowhegan were in town Tuesday to dikes broken down that kept out
attend the Friend-Lineken wedding. the sea from the low-lying Nether
The Ladies Circle »nd Beta Alpha lands and the country flooded to
Club sale on the Mall Aug. 1 will fur- save It from falling into the en
nis ban opportunity to get big return emy’s hands. Philip's armies be
sieged I.eyden, but William drove
for a small investment.
Twenty members of Beta Alpha at them away and raised the siege.
At lust the time for freedom was
tended the picnic at Mrs. Payson’s
ripe. Through William’s efforts a
farm.
number of the Netherland prov
Rev. J. P. Chadbourne will preach
inces combined, drew up and signed
at the Baptist church next Sunday
a declaration of Independence witli
morning.
the avowed purpose of driving out
Mrs. Dona’.d Robbins and children
the Spanish and forming a free and
of Pittsburg are in town.
united country where all religious
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn were in
sects should be nt liberty to wor
town Tuesday, called home to officiate ship God in their own way. Thus
at the Friend-Lineken weddin
the United Netherlands was formed.
Miss Aroline L. Bunker, whose
In 1581 allegiance to Spain was
death in her 91st year took place
fomally renounced. William, the
Sunday morning, was a daughter of prime mover and central figure in
WJilliam J. and Jane M. (Reed) Bun
the revolution, had devoted his enker, the second in a family of ten
tler life to this one great pur
children. She was born in Thomas pose. Yet when it was accom
ton, Oct. 9, 183", and here her entire plished he would not make himself
life was lived. A skilled tailoress, king of the newly created nation,
she worked for many years for E. AV. but coutented himself with govern
Robinson, the merchant tailor. She ing It under the less pretentious
was a good singer and her voice was title of “count.”
heard in church choirs.
In later
Philip, seeing that William was
years she was active in the home, the backbone of the entire revolu
caring for the sick ones and making tionary movement, hit ou a most
life pleasant for the family. Ninety characteristic plan for wrecking
years were alloted to her span of life. the union and the provinces. In
Services were held at her late home stead of sending armies at once to
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Joseph attack the revolutionists or to rav
Strout of the Congregational church age the country In true medieval
officiating. The bearers were Freder Spanish style, lie merely issued a
ick Berry, Stanley Cushing, Nicholas proclamation offering a huge sum
Anzalone and Harold Simmons and of money for the murder of Wil
interment was in the Thomaston cem liam.
etery. Surviving relatives are
Even In the country William had
brother, Isaac Bunker of Thomaston
freed there were many scoundrels
two nieces, Mrs. Jane Berry of Au ready and eager to win the reward.
gusta and Mrs. Dr. Boyer of Portland
Attempt after attempt was made
and two nephews, Ralph Cushing of to kill him. and for the last three
Chicago and Stanley Cushing of this years of Ids life the Liberator was
iu continuous danger of death. Un
town.

M1CK.IE SAYS—

The remainder of our-stock of

Dress Coats
Reduced from one-third to one-half of the regular
price. Twills and charmeens.

All coats at $29.50, $35.00 and $39.50 now priced at

$20.00

THE BRIDGE TRAFFIC

All coats at $45.00, now priced at .

While not so many cars crossed the
bridge between Bath and Woolwich
Sunday as the previous week, all re
ceipt records were broken, the total
reaching »1.364.85, which is $39.50
more than the previous high mark
reached on July S. There were no
horse-drawn vehicles, hut otherwise
the traffic for the two Sundays ran
along very evenly, the difference in
income being made up In the sale of
trip tickets. As an example of how
closely the traffic ran, there were on
Sunday 1970 automobiles crossed
over the bridge as against 1973 tlie
Sunday previous and the number of
passengers was 4814 or three less
than the preceding Sunday.
Saturday at 3, Rockland vs. Cam
den at Community Park.—adv.

•

$25.00
=

Colors:

Navy, Black, Tan, all with fur collars.
Regular sizes 16 to 44
A few extra sizes, 46 to 52

Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly Filled

In our basement department
Special Twill Coats at $12.00

I

=

|
=
==
—

Bargains in
Girls and MisSes’ Kain Coats

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

PAINTING. PAPER HANGING.

£

I

rr TAKES AU gtuos OF (JEWS
TO MAKE A MEWSPAPEH, AUD
VUE TRY TO PRIUT SOME OF
EACH XIUD, FROM BASKET BALL
TO CHURCH UE1US, SO TUERE’U
BE SOMETWIUQ TO IMTER.6ST
EVESVSODV. SO SKIP WHAT
YOU POUT CARE Tt> REAR AUD
POUT tX5 LIKE AU OOOASlOUAL
OC QA0UCH DOES, WHEU ME
COMES IU AMD HOLLERS THAT
B/aonwiMQ we priwt oomt
IMTERCSr HltA<
HEW! HEHl MEH!

MASON

FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.50.

work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor, Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1 ; also
3 Adams Bt. Tel. 194-J.
79-tf lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomas
ton.
70-tf
ROCK ANO CEMENT WORK. cellar walls
FOR SALE—2 5-ft. display show cases, 1
huUt and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL 12-ft. counter; 1 9-ft. counter; 1 large re
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
79-87 frigerator. TRAINER'S BAKERY, foot of
Spring s».
68-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write nesses. Small lots live cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
fast. Me.
*
79-tf buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. ?9-tf
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. IS,
Main Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing.
good as new, at half price. 64 Summer St.
Suits made to measure. Fur coats refined.
TEL
186 R.
9«tf
Tel. 738-R.
79-tf
LADIES— Reliable stock of hair goods at
fhe Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
orders solicited. KHLEN C. RHODES.
79 tf
G. K. MAYO representing J. L. Taylor &
Co.. Wholesale Tailors. All wool suit or over
coat made to measure as low as $25. Best
linings, trimmings and workmanship. G. K.
Standard FI
MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 304.
79-tf

FOR SALE

ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS—,

Applications are now being received for ad- j
mission to the School of Nursing. New llamp- '
shire State Hospital. Tlnr Hospital is located I
on extensive grounds and excellent living'
conditions are provided for students in a new
Nurses’ Home now ready for occupancy. Pupil
nurses receive board, room, laundrj' and an
allowance of $49 per month. This school Is
registered and accredited and Is affiliated with
the Yale School of Nursing. Preference given
to high school graduates and a minimum of
one year high school required. For further
information address DIRECTOR OF NURSING,
Now Hampshire State Hospital, Concord, N.
H.
85*87
To Whom It May Concern :—
No bills will be paid by me that are contract
ed by any persons beside myself
G. K. BREWSTER
Yakima, Washington
84*89
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any

color; storace. J A STEVENS ft SON, Mc
Loud Si. ToL 241JM or 13-U.
79-tf

ADDRESSOGRAPH
s
Par M Plataa
With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinat
All Complata

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 19, 1928.

Every-Other-Day

filN SOCIETY

Mrs. Freeman Young entertained’
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and children. Vernet and Kenneth, nt her Cooper's,
Beach cottage Tuesday.

•CIR NT IPIC

A VARIED PROGRAM

EXPLORING PAST

Brotherhood Bible Class Ex- Scientists Are Unravelling
hibits Much Talent On
Mysteries That Would
Baffle Sherlock Holmes.
Annual Outing.

In addition to personal notes recording de
Lrturcs and arrivals, this department espeIlly desires Information of social happengs, parties, mipdcals, etc. Notes sent by
ail or telephone will be gladly received.

Mr. and Mrs. 11. P. Blodgett, Miss
Anna Smith and Miss Eliza Stacie,
motored to Augusta this morning, the
ladies to attend tiie Public Health
ELEPHONE .......................................... 770 Nurse meeting in that city.

Page Seven

MynlPiy, slender elews, sifting tlie
The Brotherhood Bible Class of the
First Baptist Church had its sentl-an- evidence, third degree, facts front a
HOLDS US TKi ARCH
I
,
,
, _
1 laboratory test tube, deduction by the
Dr. II. W. Frohock has lmd i** a
nual outing and elect.on of officers aUrg ilnprln, past(< treasurpa in
Miss Clara Hall who has been the
fcucst this week hi- broth-r Otorge guest of Mrs. Herbert Hall, Summer
recently, going by automobiles to I^e- caves, unknown code languages!
roliock who had bwr qn a visit to street, returned to her home in New
roy McConchie’s at Ash Point. While I All the standard devices of thrilling
tliH father of the fa’niiy in Mi’o and castle, Wednesday.
supper was preparing, Donald Karl, O. , oysterv stories stand revealed as the
With
Snap
was enroute to h’s b«»ine in Newark.
.
,
,, , , £, . ,
T rs, A,
I very stuff of the unrelenting exploraA to D—
X. J.
A. Palmer. Ralph Stickney, J. C. Mac-’ a,
___s_.
.
Miss Henrietta Libby is having her
lions
into the human race’s checkered
2 to 8
annual vacation from the John Bird
Donald.
Raymond
Pendlton
and
Don

past.
' Miss Maude Staples is occupying Co. clerical staff.
“Every good explorer of our racial
ald Crie ‘ passed ball” to get up an
5
•••-..
her new and attractive apartment on
appetite, those not having mitts and past must be a Sherioek Holmes.’’ says
the northern side of the Enuna F.
Mrs. Orrin J. Perry and daughter
catching with hare hands rather hav- ia bulI,'ti" f>'°m
Washington. D. C.
Crockett residence on Main and Mrs. Gladys Calhoun of New York
ing the worst of it. It was suggested headquarters of tlie Xatlonal GeograPleasant streets.
The kitchenette have taken a cottage at Crescent
that the class have a baseball team , hh*v ^o, iet\.
apartment on the northern side of tiie Beach for the remainder of the sum
and challenge other men’s classes in |
01,1 Monsieur I.ecoq ever turn a
house adds attractively to the struc* mer.
the vicinity. Other members of the , OAto* Uick, for example, than MariWASHABLE ELKS
ture, which has been thoroughly re
class sat on tlie piazza, viewed the .
paired and converted into a sevenMrs. Irene Pugh has returned from
The Mystery of the Sphinxes
sea and greeted Rev. B. P. Browne, a I
room apartment for rental purposes.
a visit with relatives and friends in
special guest of th" occasion, as well
“While Marlette was in Alexandria
Westbrook.
as watching the ball players, until the locking for Coptic manuscripts he noMrs. Charles Morton Mrs. Frank
call to “the feast” .vas sounded.
tic^ some sphinxes in gardens 6f
Temple and Mrs. C. M. Wihittier are
Miss Iona Leavitt of Woodfords is
Twenty-seven sat down to the ta wealthy officials. Later he saw simi
occupying the house at 47 Broad the guest of her grandmother, Mrs.
bles and after Mr. Browne had “said lar sphinx figures at Giza and Cairo,
street for tlie summer.
Herbert Hall, Summer street.
grace.” the procession of good things and the idea came to him that they
V.,
that make up a first class shore dinner might have been brought from a sin
I . Dr. Roy Teed of Hartford. Conn., Mrs. Douglas W. Fuller enter
and “then some,” began. Some of the gle ruin. But where?
D^ias been a guest the past week of tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
men present have redoubtable appe
“Then while walking near Saqqara.
|fc)r .Linwood T. Rogers.
Frank W. Fuller last evening at
tites and rank high as consumers of Egypt, he found a sphinx half buried
three tables of bridge, the out of
viands
at
Beaptist
Men
’
s
League,
in sand. Suddenly be remembered
CREPE OR BEAR-FOOT SOLES
Mrs. Lizzie Boylde goes Friday to town guests including Mrs. Edward
Grange and other suppers hut it is Strabo and a paragraph written by
Others $2.98 antj $3.50
her home in Tenant's Harbor.
Wiswall of iWellesley, Mrs. Standish
doubted
if
any
one
was
able
to
take
that Greek geographer two thousand
BOYS’ AND MEN’S SNEAKERS
Perry of Camden, Mrs. William
care of all that was set before him of yeqrs ago: One finds also (at Mem
98c
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyles of Cam Sharpe of iNew Yprk, Mrs. Richard
the
abundance
provided
by
the
com

phis) a temple of Serapis In a spot so
MAIL ORDERS FULLED
bridge, Mass., who have been on a S. IFuller of Dedham. Mass., and
petent corps of waiters. Everything sandy that the wind causes the sand
motor trip to Canada, will arrive here Mrs. Rodney Wleeks of Birmingham,
was
well
cooked,
well
served
and
ap

to accumulate in heaps, under which
Saturday, enroute lo their home in Mich.
petizing to the highest degree and we could see many sphinxes.’ Mari
Tenant's Harbor for a two weeks’ va
much
praise
was
given
the
Mcette dug at the sphinx and found an
Mrs. C. F. Snow arrived home yes
cation.
Conchies for tjie “great feed” pro inscription. This was it! This was
terday from Brunswick where she has.
SHOE STORE
vided.
Strabo's Memphis
This was the
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry. been on business for the American Le
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Following the satisfying of the in Egyptian Serapuin where the sacred
Jr. and Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry en gion Auxiliary.
ner man, Vietrola selections were in bulls were buried with a funeral
tertained a large gathering of rela
order, but some seemed inclined to worthy of a Pharaoh. Gathering
Alfred Meachem of Alhambra, Cal.,
tives at a dinner party Tuesday even
exercise before the businss meeting workmen Marlette stripped off the
was
the
guest
yesterday
of
Mrs.
Anne
ing at Green Gables, Camden. Danc
was called to order by president R. sand and revealed an avenue of 141
Haskell,
Ocean
6treet.
ing at Oakland followed. Among the
I. Thompson. A nominating commit sphinxes leading to the massive bull
out of town guests were Mr. and Mrs.
tee. C. S. Beverage. Elmer R. Verrill, caskets housed in a quarter of a mile
Miss Gladys E. Young of MatiniOrrin Perry, Jr. ahd Mr. and Mrs.
and H. V. Tweedie presented these of galk r.es.
cus is at Knox Hospital where she
Gordon Freeland of New York.
names and the nominees were elected,
underwent an appendicitis operation.
Reading the Maya Calendar
for the ensuing six months: President
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woodside and Her mother, Mrs. Judson Young, is
“
Another
remarkably clever piece
Rodney I. Thompson; vice president,
cf scientific detection closer home
ion Howard Jr., and Mr. Nicholas of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Edward J. Morey; treasurer. George
Spear,
Broadway.
only last year released the secret of
Kew York were Tuesday guests of Mr.
The majority of guests of former A. Brewster; secretary, Edwin H,
the Maya calendar.
|nd Mrs. A. E. Morton at The Highseasons who make the Samoset-by- Crie; teacher. F’rank H. Ingraham;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Pierce
of
Lew

“Although Yucatan was the home of
ands. Mr. Woodside is the Seeretarj’
the-Sea their summer home have ar assistant tefreher, Elmer R. Verrill.
iston
were
guests
Monday
and
Tues

the Mayas, the first clew to their writ
If Labor of the State of Maine.
Music and stories were incidental
day of Mrs. Evelyn Snow, Mechanic rived.
ings was discovered in 1863 in the
The first obstacle golf tournament to the social period which followed, dusty archives of a Madrid library;
street.
Mrs. IJlian S. Copping and Miss
of the season was held on the 18 hole Francis Dyer being drafted as pianist the first real advance in solving the
llartha Wight are guests of Mrs. C.
Mrs. George Gilchrist of Belfast is Samoset course recently, with Mr. and all joining heartily in the old
nigma came at Dresden in 1890; im
H. Duff at Jefferson for the week.
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. John and Mrs. Sheridan Scott presenting vocal favorites. “In the Good Old portant correlations were accom
Summer Time,” seemed to be es
I. Snow. Masonic street.
prizes for medal play.
plished within, the last twenty years
Miss Lucy Rhodes of Cedar street
Miss Kama Degerberg of Philadel pecially popular and whatever else at Washington, I). C.; and the final in
who has been suffering from an in
Misses Addie Sf»w, Mabel Snow phia atid W. H. Caldwell of Brook was sung made little progress before terpretation of Maya history in terms
fection of the head is atJCnox Haspi- and Virginia Snow returned yesterday lyn won the first prizes and Mrs. L. the familiar refrain would be started
of Christian time, year for year, day
tal for treatment.
from a motor trip to Houlton.
F. Benekenstein of Orange, Tex., and by someone (usually by a former for day, and even hour for hour, was
Major A. D. Williams of Richmond. Rockland pastor) and the new song worked out last year.
Mrs. George W. Leadbetter of Au
would be left unfinished all joining in
Rev. and Mrs. Madison A. Hart Va., were awarded second prizes.
“Dr. Morley, in Washington, linked
gusta is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. (Nellie Barker) of1 Danville. Ky., are
Flume Cottage is occupied by Mr. the catchy air that has lived for many the M iva and Chrhttlan calendars
Philip Thomas, Chestnut street.
expected the latter part of the week to and Mrs. James P. Roe of New York, summers. Then the party was divided racujilg back to 600 B. C., with the
be guests of Mrs. Eben Alden in who take their meals at the Samoset. and one •part ?ang the “Battle Hymn possible error m about a month and.
| Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran. Jr., are Thomaston.
Justice David F. Manning of New of the Republic,” while the other di in 1022. predicted the elimination of
visiting in Berlin, N. IL, for the week.
York and Mrs. Manning are passing vision stuck to “The Good Old Sum that error by an appeal to astronomy.
mer Time.” The French wrestling
Commander C. F. Snow was a vis another season at the Samoset.
By studying the phases of the planet
Miss Anna Coughlin and niece, Miss itor in Portland Tuesday.
contest was staged after some diffi Venus which were use 1 for time-fix
Mrs.
Charles
Thorley
of
New
York
Mary Cough fin, returned Monday
culty in getting anyone to tackle A.
ing by the Mayas, Dr. Spindee, of
is enjoying a visit from 'her grand
from a vacation spent in Lucerne-inMr. and MrS. Harold Coombs and daughter. Miss Frances Goodwin. P. Blaisdell, the acknowledged cham Harvai 1. finally wound up th • Maya
'•Maipc.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Cook are occupy Miss Goodwin, who has just returned pion. O. A. Palmer was finally pre Calendar Case’ 63 years after it was
ing a cottage at Lncia Beach for the from attending school in France, is vailed upon to enter the lists, but after first pi • pounded.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Quick of Port week.
some “scoring’’ or “stalling,” the
Dead languages have always puz
the daughter of Countess Palen-Klar, champion maintained his supremacy
land are guests of Mrs. Frederick
zled archaeological detective.
formerly
Mrs.
Frances
Thorley
Ke

Powers, Broadway, for a few days.
and retained the honor, which he has
Mrs. James P. Balloeh and son,
‘Egyptian hieroglyphics were just
hoe^
held for several years, no one else
James P. Jr. of Ranchester, X. H.,
many mystifying sketches until
Guests from Greenwich. Conn., in being found to challenge him.
Mrs. A. E. Morton is entertaining are visiting Mrs. Bulloch’s parents,
the Rosetta stone camr to light. And
the Educational Club tills afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Orbeton, and clude Mrs. W. M. Stevens. Miss Celia
The occasion ended with remarks by numerous scholars over a period of
and evening at her home nt The High her sister Mrs. Berkley Winslow. Mr. Anita IStevens and Miss Mary Carey Revs. Browne and MacDonald and one
230 years concentrated on cuneiform
Monks.
lands. Picnic supper will be served.
of the best of many gqod times of this
Winslow who recently underwent an
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel S. Minuse of sort, in which this organization has writing before the key to the .Sumer
operation at Knox jHospital, is much
ian language was found and coukl he
Meriden, Conn., and the latter’s taken part, was concluded.
Miss Gertrude Ladd left yesterday
improved.
used to unlock the clay tablet library
morning for Vinalhaven to spend
daughter, Miss -Marjorie Lawbaugh,
Those present besides previously of Ashurbnnipal and the vast litera
weak as tlie guest >f friends.
who recently was graduated from Miss mentioned were: It. Anson Crie, Win.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Brown of
Bennett’s school, have leturned this J. Frye (champion coffee drinker) ture of man’s earliest, well developed
Everett. Mass., are guests of Mrs. S.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gay and son
season and will Temain until the lat George A. Judkins, Frank S. Keep, G. civilization. Then with one thrust
the long awaited discovery opened the
Stanley are at the Bay View Camp. 'F. Closson, Head-of-the-Bay.
ter part of August, when they sail Kaler Mayo, E. J . Morey, Albion
door to 3,000 more years of may’s his
Saco for the week, returning Sunday
on
the
lie
de
France.
Miss
Virginia
Palmer.
Fred
S.
Pendleton.
Maurice
Miles Haskell. Jr. of Portland who
tory.
T
when Mr. Gay lea yes immediately on a
is vacationing here was called to Bald Wycoff of New York is visiting them A. Snow, Otto C. Deisler, H. VV. Fro
Deciphering an Ancient Billboard
business trip to Boston.
here.
hock
and
Frank
B.
Miller.
Peak Country Club. Lake Winnepe“A tough bone for anyone to chew
William B. Severn .and Frank Ruck
* Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Miss saukee, N. II. to do interior decora of Philadelphia have joined the old
on was the cuneiform arrow head'
tion
tor
a
few
days.
He
expects
to
EAST
SENNEBEC
Daphne Winslow and Joseph ('lough
text Pietro del Valle copied in 1621
guard of golfers and daily play over
motored to Waterville Monday and return Sunday to finish his vacation. the Samoset course.
Mrs. Lulie Hills of Ludlow, Mass., and brought back from the ruins of
called on Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr.
New Yorkers who are at the Samo and Mrs. Mary Ames were afternoon Persepolis in Persia. After two hun
Oscar L. Perry came from Portland
set for an extended stay include Mr. callers of Genevra Robbins Thurs dred years the scholars had made a
Tuesday
and
returned
the
following
Mrs. M. A. Rae of Melford. Mass.,
little progress on it; they found that
and Mrs. L. F. l>odds Mr. and Mrs. tR. day.
is tlie guest of her daughter Mrs. day, accompanied by Mrs. Perry and A. Grannis. Earle F. Palmer and
Mr. and ll*.s. Lu ther Calderwood Darius, Hystaspes, and Xerxes were
son
'Malcolm
who
have
l>een
guests
Margaret Williamson, Lisle street.
daughter, Mrs. Thomas R. Knox and ' and two children of Waronoeo, Mass. the subjects of the paragraphs in
At the conclusion of this visit she of Mr. and Mrs. Berkley Winslow daughter; Mrs. Walter II. Nash. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Will Brow were code. They found that they were
the
past
month.
will be entertained by another
*
and Mrs. C. VV. Ednie and Mr. and entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Roland working with a syllable writing like
daughter at Vinalhaven. It is the
shorthand. Slowly the case moved on
Gushee iSunday.
Mrs. Franklin L. Gunther.
Miss
Helen
-Clark
of
Franklin,
first time Mrs. Rae has seen Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hayes and Miss until the most interesting cipher
From Morristown, N. J. are Mrs. B.
Mass.,
is
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Elbridge
land in a decade and she is much
T. Francis. Miss Betty Francis. Other Agnes Robbins, all of Detroit, are hunter of them all. Major Henry Rawpleased with the progress she sees. Orbeton, Gay street.
arrivals are Mr. and Mrs. B. Sears, * motoring to East Sennebec and will linson, went after it.
•'What detective in fiction is more
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roakes of East Mrs. II. R. Burt, Mr. and Mrs. George be the guests of Mrs. Cassie Paul intriguing than this amateur philolo
Mrs. Elsie Moody, ’Mrs. Millie
Davis, Bronxville; Mr. and Mrs. Ed- and Raymond Paul.
Boston
are
guests
of
Mr.
Roakes
’
Thomas. Mrs. Ethel Gonia. Mrs.
ward Gray. East Orange, and Dr. and | Mrs. Edith Gurney has returned to gist using up his annual leave sitting
Maude Spear and Mrs. Grace Veazie mother Mrs. A. I,. Vose, Warren
Mrs. Harrison Betts, Yonkers.
.her home after spending three weeks on the hot sands at Behistun with field
street.
motored to Waterville as dinner
The
Philadelphia
contingent
inwith relatives and friends in iSaugus glasses pressed to his eyes. He drops
guests of Mrs. Gertrude Boody Wed
on
eludes
Charles
-Potts
and
son
J.
Webb'
Ballard Vale. INorth * Eastbam and the glasses a moment and makes cu
in
Boston
Harry
Berman
J
ls
nesday and in the evening attended
rious lines on a paper; once again he
Potts,
who
have
joined
their
family,
South
Carver, Mass.
business.
the performance at Lakewood. The
trains his lenses on the red cliff be
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Willcox.
|
Elmer
E.
Davis
of
West
Somerville
night was spent in Waterville, guests
fore him. High up an ancient tyrant
Guests
from
Boston
include
Dr.
and
Mass.,
was
an
over-night
visitor
reMr. and Mrs. Edward Norton ar
of Mrs. Boody and of Mrs. R. J.
has carved an eternal billboard of bis
cently
at
Z.
C.
Gurney
’
s.
Mrs.
Nathaniel
Allison.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
rive from New York tomorrow and
Bowden, a sister of Mr. Gonia.
own prowess and fame. Although he
Miss
Laura
Walker
of
East
Somer

Frank
Holbrook,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
will divide their two weeks’ visit be
illustrated his self-advertisement his
Miss Annie O. Conant, who for tween Mr. Norton’s Rockland home VV’. Otis, -Mrs. A. A. Thorndike and ville, Mass., is spending part of her poster was a ’flop.’ Nobody could read
vacation
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Z.
C
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
S.
Rowe.
many years past lias made her home and Deer Isle.
it. Still Rawlinson’s curiosity was
Gurney.
with her sister, tho late Mrs. Etta O.
aroused and so he sat on the sand
Frances
Clafliln
and
son
Robert
of
Clark, in Allston, Mass., is now re
Dr. and Mrs. VV. E. Buck of Ran
A surprise party and utility
scrupulously copying cuneiform bold
turned to her former home city and dolph. Mass., are guests of .Mr. .and shower was given at the home of Saugus, .Mass., are guests of the Gur face type hoping to discover what the
neys
for
a
few
days.
has an apartment at 17 Lindsey street. Mrs. Carl Morse ut Outlook cottage, Mrs. Amy Tripp in Thomaston last
vain king was trying to shout across
William Graham of Waltham, Mass, the mllleniums. After a year’s study
Crescent Beach.
evening for Miss Elsa Hayden. The
•was
a
caller
at
Robie
Robbins
’
Fri

| At Edgemere, the Ash Point .sum
guests numbering 15 included the
of his copybook Rawlinson sent to
mer home of her grandparents, Mr.
Neil Huntley and Charles Huntley officers and substitutes of Golden day.
London a translation of the first two
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Pierce
of
Dam

and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards, the of Attleboro, Mass., are spending a Rod Chapter, O. E. S. Ice cream, and
paragraphs containing the name, ti
ariscotta Mills spent Sunday in the tles and genealogy of Darius the
ninth birthday of Nancy Lou Weeks, few days with their brother, before cake were served.
family of Robie Robbins.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney going to Bar Harbor to spend the
Great.
Weeks of Birmingham, Mich., was balance of their fortnight’s vacation.
Darius’ generous remarks on the
Mrs. Hugh A. Bain, Miss Margaret
celebrated Tuesday afternoon. The
Baseball Saturday 3 p. m. Rock subject of himself were not nearly so
Snow and Hugh Snow are about to
list of young guests included Martha
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pugh of Mc leave Riverside, Calif, by motor for land vs. Camden, Community Park significant as Rawlinson’s solving of
Wiswall of Wellesley, Jeanette Ful Loud street are/ entertaining Mr. Rockland, expecting to arrive here —adv.
the Sumerian cuneiform cypher. With
ler of Dedham. Mass.. Jean Robin- Pugh’s sister Miss Althea J’ugh. and the early part of August.
Rawlinson’s key Smith went to clay
son of Boston. Elizabeth Faber of Mrs. Pugh’s niece^ Miss Viola Mc
tabirts found in the Euphrates Valley
Peoria, 111., and Mollie Rhodes of Clure of Westbrookand read from them the story of a
Portland.
Kenneth Spear was all dressed up
flood like that recounted in the Bible
Mr. and Mrs. franklin Bass of yesterday and thereby hangs a tale.
and another story of a baby in the
Mrs. Sabra Chandler has returned Newark. Ohio and Mrs. Bertrand A. It seems that Tuesday night he !<
PUBLIX THEATRE
from Camden where she has been the Bass of Springfield, Mass., arc stepped out the back door of his Tai- '
TODAY
guest of her brother Bert Skinner the guests for a few days of MV. and hot avenue home to call in the cat. !
past week.
Mrs. Henry Keating.
Too late he noted that tabby’s stripes
“BUCK PRIVATE”
were strangely altered. He shortly
< Misses Myra and Winnifred Fitch of
LYDA DEPUTTI
Members of thoi Wawonoek Club afterward buried al, the clothes he
Worcester. Mass., arc spending pari had an enjoyable picnic at Oakland wore and hence the unwonted finery
COMEDY
NEWS
Owl's Head Town Hall
of their vacation at Owl’s Head, oc Park Tuesday, having as special of yesterday.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
cupying the Davis-Jameson cottage guests members of tlie Tarratine
Every Wednesday Evg.
aftd incidentally calling on friends and Club, Miss Helen Davies of Mon
Camden vs. Rockland. Community
83Ttf
relatives in this city and vicinity. treal, Mrs. Helen Wilkie and «on Jo
MORRIS R. SCHWNK
Previous to coming to Maine they mo seph of Ridgeway, N. J., and Miss Park Saturday at 3 p| m.—adv. *
tored .through New York State into Catherine Snow. H
Canada visiting Quebec and other
places. Last week they visited MrsMr. and Mrs. Stanton Glover of
Leslie Rich in remont. During the Naugatuck, Conn., have arrived to
adapted from Ihe slory by
winter Miss Myra Fitch attended the be guests of Mrs. Lucy Glover for
Teachers’ College in Greeley. Col. two weeks.
AT
While Colorado is a wonderful coun
BOWLEY HILL
fealurmg
try and she enjoyed her stay there she
A lively delegation of the* Ful’erSOUTH HOPE, MAINE
much prefers Maine as a place of res Cobb-Davis
crowd
motored
to
Pioneer Pavilion
Community Sweet 'Shop Tuesday
idence.
NOW SERVING
EAST UNION
night and dined rbvally in honor of
Have you watched the Boston boat the birthday of Xt'iss Lillian Fifield.
FRIED SPRING CHICKEN
EVERY SATURD’Y EVG
arrive and leave from the new porch Followed an hour of social relaxa
“VANISHING RIDER" No. 10
PLENTY OF GREEN PEAS
at Ingraham Hill. Two Steps Inn. P. tion preceding adjournment to Oak
AND
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Music by
S. The boat don’t arrive and leave land. Only one of the group for
FRESH BLUEBERRY PIE
sook the pleasures of Leo Doucette’s
at th« porch.
86-tf
Belle Bennett
TELEPHONE
UNION
11-42
Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
jazz band, she choosing to view the
IN
FOR RESERVATIONS
Saturday at 3, Rockland vs. Cam moon. Norwood ahe come in even
K6*S7
“The Devil’s Skipper’
73T&Th.tf
den At Community Park.—adv.
-♦
for a single waltz.

Light Up-•for

Cheerfulness

SPORTSTERS

$4.95

>u

R. E. NUTT

EMPIRE

DANCE

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

% dlavei

JAMES OUVERCIIIMWI

PAT O’MALLEY

-sCABMBUU GUtAfiHn

DANCING

“Isn't that a beautiful home ! That’s where so-and-so lives !” Are fre
quently the remarks of friends as they pause to admire some home where
plenty of light shines forth.
Pride in appearances governs the average family today. Neatly and cor
rectly groomed in their personal dress—and as much so in the appearance
of their homes in the evening, calls for an unstinting use of electricity.

And why not ! When electricity is so cheap—you can burn a 25 watt lamp
an average of 3 hours every night in the week for the price of an ice cream
cone.

For greatest efficiency use Edison Mazda Lamps.
at these

Buy them by the carton

New Low Prices
Per cartor
$1.20
1.20
1.32
1.32
2.10

Each
20c
20c
22c
22c
35c

25 watt
40 watt
50 watt
60 watt
100 watt

We’ll gladly assort the sizes in a carton—if you prefer them that way !

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

our ttorti

with the kings of early Egypt, the
mummies from many empty I’harqoh J
tombs, that had been secretly r<
moved to this out-of-the-way pit after
a tomb-robbing scandal had alarmed
ofiieialdmu 3,000 years ago.
“There is young (’astyret with
Cache of Mummies from Empty
an exploit in 1923 lor scienc«»'s sake
Tombs
‘Sometimes the Sherioek Holmes which might figure In a ‘thriller’ only
sort of subtle, mind-leaping expert is if some athh t<* would he tlie leading
not so effective as a strong-arm. pre flgur<’. (’asteret was exploring a eave
cinct captain, type. Superthird (le- in southern France, hoping to find
gree methods once forced a confession the dwelling place ol cavemen known
that revealed the most astonishing i to have lived in tin* region 20,000
Pharaoh mummy cache in Egypt. ,n years back, lie penetrated the grotto
1861 the appearance of ancient papyri ! until the stFbam running through it,
in the bazaar stalls gave hint that touched the roof. Here there, beyond
some native had made an important the blockade, more galleries which
discovery. Suspicion fell on a cer might have been attainable in the fee |
tain Abd-el-Rassoul, who, when the Age? He resolved to find out. Taking
governor had carried on an investiga a deep breath (’asteret dived into the
tion ‘with his habitual severity,’ eave stream and soon found another
(probably a beating on hands and passage. Later he swam through
feet with a stick) meekly led an arch again with candles and matches in a
aeologist to an obscure shaft entrance, rubber cap. llis daring was doubly
the well of an unfinished tomb for rewarded, for there, shut in a
Queen Astemkheb Within, the acien-| chamber in the hills, lie found tlie
tist came upon a catacomb crammed statue of a eave hear; the larg<‘.st pre-

bullrushes closely parallel to Moses'
experience. 'Hen tracks on the tab
lets revealed the Hammurabi (’ode of
the first recorded laws and also the
business letters, deeds and marriage
contracts of Abraham’s people.

historic statue ever discovered and In
cla.v bears flanks were the spear
incisions by which the cavemen
showed what they would do to any
bear that Died to invade their homes.

Let Our Arctic Nu-air Keep You
Cool

TODAY YOUR LAST CHANCE
TO SEE

CLARA BOW
“LADIES OF THE
MOB”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Double

SUPPER AND DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON GRANGE HALL

FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 20

Big
Feature Program

Columbia
Pictures
tweilU

7 MEN—KIRK’S FULL ORCHESTRA-7 MEN
Dancing 8.30 to I 2.00 P. M.

“Come On Down"
SUPPER 5.30 TO 7.30
Sti’lt

PARK

LAST THREE DAYS
Matinee 2.15. Evening 8.15
Seati Reserved at Night Tel. 409

i Viola Dana

W.Su’

MAE EDWARDS Players
THURSDAY MATINEE

“IT WONT1 BE LONG NOW”
A Play Worth Seeing
THURSDAY EVENING— FRIDAY MATINEE

“Saintly Hypocrites and Honest Sinners”
Best Play of the Year—Broke All Record, in New York
FRIDAY EVENING—SATURDAY MATINEE

“HER COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE”
Sweeping the Country—The Whole World’s Talking AboTut It

SATURDAY EVENING

“LAUGH, CLOWN LAUGH”

Ralph Graves
Burr Mclutesb Cart Gerar*
MwioHorrtng Sy4Creesley

PSANS CAPBA
AND

RANGER
The Wonder Dog

7HBLAW0FFEAR’
MONDAY-TUESDAY

SPECIAL FEATURE

Thomas Pleighan

MAE EDWARDS ORCHESTRA

IN

MON.-TUES.—COLLEEN MOORE in “HAPPINESS AHEAD”

“THE ROCKET”

1

Page Eight
seems to me an essential part of the
farmer’s education, but strange as it
may seem, my Grange is not. as formeri.v. composed of a body of farmers, for the children and grandchildren of the original Grange have
chosen other occupations, so that
there are very few real farmers left
to do Grange work, though nearly all
are in some way connected with
farming interests.
In our weekly talks most members
prefer a broader scope for their dis-|
missions than is furnished by bugs
and toads, caterpillars and bobolinks,
so they talk of exported water
power, rural electric lighting, taxes ;
and syndicates, which is all right
and very interesting, but in the
meantime the cut worms are at
work, the caterpillars are destroying
the beauty of the landscape, and
few eeognize the insect that lays
the egg which hatches the larva
which causes all this wholesale de
struction.

RAMBLES AFIELD

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Spring.
[Tenth Ramble]
Just over the edge of the “Look
out” on the western side of Dodge’s
Mountain was a sloping tract, half
■field, half pasture, where grew rasp
berries, strawberries, bunchberries
and blueberries, but more interesting
to me than all the rest was an ever
green plant which grew in long
wreaths and which I have never seen
elsewhere. There were two patches
of this and for want of a better name
1 called it “running cedar.” as it had
an odor like the evergreen trees and
I knew it was neither hemlock nor
juniper both of which I had seen
many times. The fruit was not a
berry, but a small, bud-like object
which ripened so late that I never
saw it fully developed, as I did not
visit the place after the berry season
was over.
I would like to know if other
plants of the kind have been noted
and 1 am anxious to learn its name,
for "running cedar" was just guess
work on my part and I have no real
reason to class it in the cedar family
except that the partially developed
fruit reminded me of cedar.
During that much quoted visit to
New Hampshire I made the ac
quaintance of a shrub which my cou
sins called "Running Hemlock:"
Why "running" 1 have no idea, for
it didn’t run nor even creep, but was
a low. dwarf bush whose foliage re
sembled that of the tree known to
us as hemlock. It bore sparingly,
bright red berries with a large, da. k
seed situated partly inside and part
ly outside the center of the berry.
These the children ate freely and I
followed suit and have always eaten
them wherever found, with no ill
effects whatever.
In later years I read a perfect de
scription of bush and berry in the
Botany and was surprised to learn
that the juice of this bush was for
merly used to poison arrows, and
that it was called "Yew." After the
first shock I reasoned that if the
berries never had harmed me they
probably never would, so I continued
eating them and as I often found
them in the Jameson pasture at
Glencove I presume 1 have eaten
some quarts during the more active
portions of my career.
How many things we. miss in life,
owing o our lack of information!
We who enjoy tomatoes as an essen
tial part of ou-r daily food, have the
advantage of our ancestors who
called them ' Love Apples" and con
sidered them deadly poison, and I
well remember how superior I felt
when eating the various wild berries
which other children dared not
touch because they did not know
them, while I had been taught about
them at home and so felt quite sure
of my ground.
I find many persons who could not
be hired to eat eels, insisting that
they are "water snakes" and I often
hear women say they would as soon
cat cat as rabbit, while to me thc<e
Is no sweeter, cleaner meat than
rabbit, which feeding entirely on
vegetation cannot be anything but
clean. The same persons who object
to rabbit will greedily devour great
slices of roast pork and ham. even
after seeing Piggy wallowing in un
speakable filth and eating it while
he wallowed.
This prejudice is
purely a matter of habit.

• • ♦ •

I have been looking over the map
of New England, and I find that
there is a difference of only about
one degree of latitude between Rock
land and the place where the Sassa
fras grew in New Hampshire, which
was at Northwood Narrows, not
many miles from Concord. I am
hoping that by planting seeds we
may be able to grow it here, and at
the risk of bearing some one say,
"(Hi. teach your grandmother to suck
eggs’" 1 am suggesting that an ex
periment he tried which I have found
very successful with young shrub
bery in winter.
Instead of tying up plants with
burlap and other swaddling clothes
and finding the tops mouldy and
soggy in spring. I wait till • the
ground is frozen hard (about Christ
mas usually) when 1 pour a hod full
of coal ashes over the roots, heap
ing it high about the stem of the
shrub which comes out very much
alive when spring opens. I have
even had nasturtium seeds sprout
and grow after being buried in such
heaps of protective ashes. While
there is probably very little if any
fertilizing material present, yet there
seems to be some unknown quality
which is at once protective to the
plant and beneficial to the soil, and
more especially to clay soil.
I have a friend who has emptied
the ashes from her furnace into her
dahlia bed several winters, and her
dahlias are the wonder of the
neighborhood, some being as tail as
herself and always blooming pro
fusely. So let those of us who are
fortunate enough to £et Sassafras
plants, heap high our coal ashes
about them and try if we can bring
a Sassafras plant to maturity.
Adella F. Veazie
Rankin street. Rockland.

WHY SMALLER CROP

State Horticulturist Tells Why There
Will Re Fewer Apples This Year
Speaking Tuesday regarding the
decreased apple crop in Maine and
all over New England which will re
sult from the abnormal drop. State
Horticulturist Yeaton declared that
the decrease will be especially not
iceable in the McIntosh, Grasenstein
and Wealthy varieties.
"There was the usual June drop
of the apples from June 20 to the
1st of July, that being due to lack
of pollenization. When the apples
were in blossom, we had cold, rainy,
damp weather which prevented the
pollen from floating to pollinate the
blossoms. There is now a second
drop of apples from the trees, this
being due to lack of sunshine, caus
ing the small apples to drop.
"The loss will cut down the har
vest very materially, continued Mr.
Yeaton. "The McIntosh blossomed
full this spring and up to two weeks
ago it looked like more than a nor
mal c;rop.
“The extreme cloudy weather has
been very favorable to the develop
ment of scab. The foliage ot the
trees that are susceptible to the scab
has been attacked so that the apples
that remain on the trees will not be
so good in quality as had been
hoped, even in the orchards that
were sprayed."

I know personally very little about
the digestive processes of rabbits
but I have been told that rabbits
are ruminative animals, and if this
is true they are no more under the
ban of the old Jewish law than tfm
pig which parts the hoof hut does
not chew the cud. Be that as it
may. I love a dear little soft, cuddly
rabbit alive and I have no prejudice
against him in a stew, provided I do
not see him killed. The cruelty of
the art would destroy my appetite,
I am quite sure.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
I often wish the Grange would
show more interest in discussing tin wJ(h (j|C ,iome news. at Hotallng's News
habits of animals and insects, for it 1 Agency. Broadway and 43 St.

r

Through

Preparation

There are unlimited possibilities in the great field
of business for men who are prepared to do some one
thing particularly well. Therefore, a young man who
desires to follow a business career should supplement
his high school training with a professional training
which will enable him to qualify as a specialist. He
should select the department of business administra
tion which appeals to him most strongly, and then
specialize accordingly. This applies to graduates of
the commercial course quite as much as to graduates of
the college preparatory course or the general course.
The department of accounting and finance offers
more favorable opportunities than any other depart
ment of business administration.

This is the largest professional school of college
grade in the world devoted exclusively to training
men for the duties of office manager, cost accountant,
auditor, credit man, comptroller, treasurer, or public
accountant. It offers an intensive two-year course of
college grade, and its graduates are in demand be
cause they are trained to meet the exacting require
ments of modern business in which specialization is
the key-note of efficient administration.

We have already enrolled men from the following
places in Maine: Auburn, Augusta, Biddeford,
Dover-Foxcroft, Easton, Jay, Lewiston, Mexico, New
Gloucester, North Whitefield, Portland, Rockland,
South Elliott, South Portland, Springvale, Strong,
Waterville, South Bristol and Norway.
Fit Yourself for a Worth-while Future
Send for % catalog; It will interest you

Do not attempt to master all the, departments of business
administration, but specialise in some one of them.

THE BENTLEY SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
921 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
<

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 19, 1928.
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SOUTHERN UNREST
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CAPITAL

a

I hings rias Been rurther Aggravatr'
J
round
ed By Selection of Com
Spot.
mitteeman Raskob.

Rockland, July 18.
Tile political seething in the South
Is reflected in a leading editorial in
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Whether
Monday a small party of friends "The Tampa Tribune.”
:ultong whom were Mr. and Mrs. "The Tribune" is Ironic or serious, j

(Special to The Courier-Gazette.)

A New ReoWolverine

Augusta, July IS—The railroad
worm or apple maggot (trypeta pomonella) is now emerging from the
f°Und
8h’ ,,as*d the wlnte,r'
^ees wlth\'polXuV^lutlo1'^’’^

John Howard of Winslow, visited
Knox Arboretum. There they found
a cordial welcome from N. W. Lermond and the younjr man who is
assisting him this summer. Walks
were taken along the various roads
and paths, inspecting the different
kinds of trees, plants, and flowers,
of which there are a large number,
both wild and cultivated.
The iris has gone by with the ex
ception of the beautiful white Jap
anese variety. Some of the lilies
are still in bloom, the foxglove, sweet
William, monk’s hood, and many
others. Roses are still in blossom,
the old-fashioned white being espe
cially interesting. A slip taken from
one belonging to Mr. Lermond’s
mother, at the home place and so
125
years old, transplanted to
the rose garden in the arboretum is
thriving and doing well. Later the
gladioli will be in bloom, and will
be a wonderful sight, as there are
several beds of them, one alone con
taining 300 plants, with a carpet bor
der of portulaca. which with its vivid
cohu ing will be gratifying to the eye.
In the narrow path which sur
rounds the old cellar where once
stood a log cabin erected by the
first
settlers. Curator
Lermond
has dug out the stones from the old
chimney and fireplace and even
taken out ashes from under the fire
place. He did not mention finding
any hidden treasures, however.
Go into the museum and see some
of the birds, small animals, butter
flies. moths, as well as the shells
of animals that inhabit the earth,
air and sea. Go to the shore of the
Georges river, and rest and dream of
the old days when one had to cross
the river and take his musket or
gun along, that he might stand sen
tinel outside the door, ready to de
fend the people from the Indians. A
few hours spent in this spot is in
deed profitably spent.
Mr. Lermond has done much in
the way of time, money and strength,
to maxe this a real haven for birds
small animals and flowers. Tracks
of a moose deer were even seen.
One Who Went.

whether it sympathizes with or! that the insect’s first few meals from
disapproves the movement it alludes the surface of the leaves may be her
last, is the warning and advice of
to. is not clear to a reader outside George A. Yeaton, State horticul
the South. That the movement ex turist.
The proper spray to use is com
ists, however, is certain. "The •Trib
une proposes a new political organ posed of 2 Vs pounds of arsenate of
ization to be known as the "Florida lead to 50 gallons of water, he says.
Democratic Alibi Association." The In case of heavy rains to wash off
slogan of the organization will be not the solution, another application
should be made immediately. Fif
A1 but alibi.’".
teen days later another spray of the
The membership will be open to ' all
same mixture should be applied.
Floridians classed as Uemocrats, who
"The railroad worm" says Mr.
have affiliated with the Democratic
Yeaton, "passes the’winter in the
party, voted in its primaries, or held pupal stage in the ground under the
office under its name and by its sup- tree from which the apple grew in
P4gt, and who now refuse to actively which the insect was hatched. The
or passively support the national tick larva crawls from the apple and bur
et of the party. Preferred memberships rows into the ground two to four or
will be allowed to those who not only more inches and remains there until
refuse to vote for tile l>emoeratic na the soil becomes warm and the young
tional ticket but intend to vote the Re fruit begins to develop the following
publican national ticket.
season.
"Special memberships will be allot
"Formerly we thought the only
ted to incumbents of state and coun way to get rid of this pest was to
ty offices and former State and coun keep all the windfall apples picked
ty offleeholdei s. Members of the up from the ground from the early
new organization must pledge them season until the fruit crop was gath
selves to refrain from giving. by ered. but we have found that an
word or deed, any comfort, support arsenical spray applied as soon as
or encouragement to the Democratic the old fly emerges from the ground
nominees for President and vice- is more effective.”
president. They must also pledge
• • * •
themselves to forget and ignore all
Dr.
David
Jayne
Hill, former Unit
those considerations of race, color,
state sovereignty, official and party ed States minister to Germany; i>r.
integrity and high purpose and pol Arthur Deering Call, for many years
icy which have traditionally marked the secretary of the American Peace
the Democratic party as the party of Society; and Representative to Con
the South. "The Tribune” will care gress John E. Nelson of Augusta will
fully keep the record of members and constitute the speakers to take part
will advise the public of the particu in the exercises to be held at Minot
lar alibi that each pleads as a rea on the afternoon of Saturday, July
son for departing from the faith of 21. in observance of the 150th anni
the fathers.”
versary of the birth of William Ladd
• • • •
founder of the American Peace So
Whether or not this Florida paper ciety and the first outstanding
means to promote or strieally dis American champion of the movement
courage the movement it alludes to for international peace.
there can be no doubt the movement
exists and is growing. Most of the
Petitions have been filed by thre<
Democratic leaders and party or men asking for places on the ballots
gans are trying to stop the move
in the September election as inde
ment by threats to postscribe and
pendent candidates for the legisla
excommunicate all Democrats who
ture. Benjamin C. Bubar of Blaine,
do not support Smith. However, this
a Baptist clergyman, is a candidate
frowning gesture from party leaders
for State senator from Aroostook
has the effect, according to trust
county. Mr. Bubar was understood
worthy reports, of stimulating the
TEXANS ARE ANGRY
to be the author of the anti-evolu
movement toward independence.
tion bill introduced at the 1927 ses
The movement is further stimulat
Regard Gov. Smith’s Message ed by Gov. Smith’s appointment to sion of the Legislature and spoke in
favor of the bill at a hearing before
To Houston Convention be his campaign manager of John a legislative committee.
J. Raskob, whose attachment to the
Rodney I. Thompson of Rockland,
Democratic party is extremely ir
As Vile Insult To South.
regular.
When Mr. Raskob was a former State senator, is seeking
election as a member of the House of
< Opposition to the Presidential can named it was pointed out that he Representatives. Henry Emery of
didacy of Gov. Smith of New York voted for Mr. Coolidge in 1924 and
Manchester, a former deputy sheriff
was crystallized in Dallas. Tex.. that in his autobiographical sketch
and State detective, also is a can
Tuesday, at a conference of anti- in "Who’s Who" he described himself didate for the House. All three wehe
Smith Democrats of Texas, who as "Republican." He is also a mem
defeated in the June primaries.
pledged a statewide campaign for ber of the Union League Club of
the election of Herbert Hoover, the Philadelphia, which investigates the
A general tightening up in admin
Republican Presidential candidate. political antecedents of all applicants
Some 500 persons attended the for membership and accepts none istrative policy is seen in a recent
rally, and among the speakers were unless his orthodox Republicanism conference of the State Highway
half a dozen state party leaders, is satisfactory.
Commission with its 25 road super
After Mr. Raskob’s appointment visors on construction jobs.
ministers and prohibition workers.
The
Resolutions were adopted denounc last week the White House corres Commission told the supervisors
ing Gov. Smith for his advocacy of a pondent of "The Washington Star" they are to insist on a full days
modification of the present prohibi wrote that as late as last spring Mr. work and the elimination of idleness
tion laws. It was agreed to place Raskob supported the "draft Cool on the part of road employes. A
an organization in every county of idge" movement and “was most ar campaign is also underway to secure
the state to work for the defeat of dent in his advocacy of President more courteous treatment for those
the Democratic Presidential nominee. Coolidge for another term." This who use the highways, and each su
Leaders of the anti-Smith move last one item in Mr. Raskob’s politi pervisor was notified that he must
ment asserted that more than 300,000 cal record was explained by him as carry forward this policy or lose his
Texas Democrats would swing to the a misunderstanding of what he had position.
said to the correspondent. Mr. Ras
Hoover banner.
On behalf of the employes them
The “Anti-Al Smith Democrats" kob concluded his explanation by selves. the Commissioin is at work
saying
"I
have
always
been
an
inde

was chosen as the official name of
on a plan whereby a man injured in
pendent in politics." Naturally the highway work will receive his
♦he organization.
appointment
of
Mr.
Raskob
is
an
Gov. Smith’s message to the
workman’s compensation allowance
Houston convention in which he re ironic contrast to what Democratic' promptly instead of waiting on ac
leaders
are
trying
to
do
in
enforc

affirmed his stand for modification
count of delays in making reports
of the prohibition statutes was char ing party regularity in the solid and in office administration.
South.
acterised as "treason" by several
• • • •
•
speakers. The nomination of the
Harrison C. Lyseth of Augusta has
On the day when Mr. Raskob was
New Yorker was termed "the vilest
insult ever hurled at Southern Dem appointed by Gov. Smith, formal been appointed by Dr.- Augustus O.
action was being attempted in sev Thomas as head of the division of
ocrats."
Dr. J. W. Hunt. pjTesident of Mc- eral Southern states to bar from the secondary school education in the
Murry College. Abilene, attacked Democratic party all persons unwil State educational department. Mr.
Senator .Joseph T. Robinson, running ling to vote or promise to vote for Lyseth succeeds the late Josiah W.
mate of Governor Smith, declaring Smith. In three Texas counties, can Taylo r who held the position for
the Arkansas Senator "sold his name didates for state offices in the Demo many years. He has been teaching
to the party for the sake of a wet cratic primary were barred from in Cony High (School. Augusta, for
having their names .printed on the seven years and is now sub-master
nomination and a wet vote."
V. A. CoJlins. Dallas, former state official ticket because they had an and head of the science department.
senator and a dry worker, acted as nounced they would not vote for He was graduated from Edward
Little High School, Auburn, and from
temporary chairman. In opening the Smith.
In a South Carolina county the Bowdoin College. Last year he re
meeting he called on every Democrat
in the state to bolt to Hoover for official Democratic committee voted ceived a master's degree in education
President and defeat "the powers of to excommunicate from the party all from Harvard University.
who do not support Smith. In Vir
iniquity."
"Any man who would strike down ginia. according to a report received
The State fish and game depart
the Eighteenth Amendment." h° as in Washington, some Democratic
serted. "also would strike down sec leaders have under way a state-wide ment would be self-supporting with
all the earnings of the office and a
tion 3. article 6 of the Constitution, card index of Democrats who do not
support Smith with a view to dis resident license law such as other
pertaining to religious freedom."
states have, It is maintained by Wil
Mr. Collins predicted that Smith ciplining them.
There can be no doubt that the un lis E. Parsons, Commissioner In
would carry only the few counties
charge of the department.
which are nominally Republican. It rest in the South is fed by the ap“Then there would be more money
was his opinion that the majority of j pointment of Mr. Raskob to he Govthe voters in these counties were ernor Smith’s national manager. It for the propagation of fish and pro
dismays those Democratic leaders tection of game," he points out, add
"wet" sympathizers.
ing: “If the legislature does not
"I don’t know if there is still a who are trying to enforce party reg
Ku Klux Kian organization in ularity and trying to maintain the want a license law, it should in all
fairness give us an appropriation
Texas,” he said, "but if they are op notion that in the South party reg
equal to what a license law would
posed to A1 Smith I wish there were ularity is a sacred thing. At the
same time it encourages tihose who produce together with all the earn
10 million of them in the state."
contemplate irregularity.
Further ings of the office.
“The citizens of Maine who fish and
than that, it adds to a feeling in the
DRIVERS MUST STOP
South that the recent New York hunt would gladly gpy a license fee.
costing less than the ordinary box
Adjutant General Hanson Says That management of the party in the na
tion looks on the South as territory of cartridges, in order to have better
Signs Mean Just What They Say.
that will go Democratic under all game conditions, but the man who
never lishes or hunts is afraid his
In view of the number of accidents circumstances and can therefore be
which have occurred as result of auto- ! ignored.—Mark Sullivan in Herald liberties will be abridged.
“The old plea for the barefoot boy
mobile operators driving from cross Tribune.
with his bent pin and twine string, or
roads into or across trunk highways
without stopping, the State Highway
A deficit that may reach $30,000 for Johnny and his gun has been rel
egated to tlie past under the present
>lice will give special attention to WJIas indicated Wednesday as bills in
exemption for all those under 16
enforcing the rule that automobiles connection with the Maine Histori
years of age who do not require a
be stopped at points where the "Stop" cal Pageant given at Bath last
license, and it is now time for the
signs have been posted at the inter week began to collect before the govpeople to Insist that Increased pro
with
state
ernor
and
executice
council.
A
legissections of cross
pagation of fish and better protec
latlve
authorization
of
$10,009
was
highway
Adjutant General Hanson, chief of made to defray the expenses of the tion of game through adequate funds
should prevail."
the State Highway Police, in com- pageant, and the remaining defleitt
menting upon the matter declared I U was pointed out. would probably
that motorists must observe these I ^e met from a genetal contingent
iNearly a hundred campsites for
warnings, adding that they mean just • fund.
motor tourists and other travelers
what they say. Fie adds that the mo
are now maintained by the State for
torist must stop even though he has
estry department. They are located
a clear vision onto the Slate highway
along principal motor routes, along
which lie is approaching.
canoe routes and near important rec
"The law was placed on the statute (
reational gathering points such as
books by the last Legislature, the
at the base of Mount Katahdin. The
highways have been designated by the A good face powder today must do forestry department believes that
State Highway Commission, and our more than merely remove shine—it tourists greatly appreciate the con
officers cannot do otherwise than to should stay on longer, prevent the venience which these campsites offer,
see that tills law Is obeyed," says pores from getting larger, spread and that the campsite service is one
General Hanson.
| smoothly, and leave a peachy look on of the greatest preventives of for
"The penalty for each violation the complexion. A new French Jro- est fires.
upon conviction is a minimum of $10,I cess powder called MELLO-GI.O does
Two new camping places have just
with a maximum of $30, or imprison- I these things. MBLLO-GLO is truily been completed with shelters and
ment In the county Jail for not more j wonderful You will smiply love It. outdoor fireplaces on the Blair Farm
than 00 days or both tine and Impris- • Corner Drill; Store and all oilier good overlooking Mnosehead I.nke. The
onmeiit at the discretion of the court." gtores,
trees have been trimmed so ae to

Big Change
In Face Powders

The Sedan
11295
Lerutnf

OF TOMORROW

DRESSED I
IflER
E Is a new Reo Wolverine on
I
the streets today ... a car built
to fill a very real need: the need of
modern men and women for a car
that Is distinctively smart without
being ostentation®, that Is beautiful
and able, but inexpensive.

T

You’ll find new grace in this latest
Wolverine Sedan ... a new feeling of
length, of roominess without bulk
. .. and, of course, many of the re
finements which characterize fine
larger earsi all-metal rear contours,
bullet-type headlamps, deeper radi
ator, special belt treatment blend

ing Into a new paneling on the sides.
And beneath this up-to-thc-mlnute style, these new Wolverines carry
a hard-working, punishment-taking
power plant that assures delightful
mastery over traffic . . ■ that says,
“I’m a car that means business,”
every time you touch the accelerator.

You’ll enjoy looking over the new
Reo Wolverine... and if you haven’t
driven one already, just take a turn
behind the wheel . . . you may find
that it’s just the car you’ve, been
waiting for.
REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Michigan

WOLVERINE

FLYING CLOUD

Sedan, ttluewsts'l
............................8,298
(( wire wheals. S»« sss®»,
Cabriolet . . 81195
Brougham. . 81195

11625
Coups . .
11795
Victoria
•1645
Brougham.
•1845
Sedan . .
•1685
Roadster .
F. O. B. Lsnstns

r. o. a.

GEORGE n. SinnONS
23 TILLSON AVENUE

TELEPHONE 4 W

JUDGES APPOINTED 1
give a fine view of the Lake and a have said so. Republican politicians j
roadway and parking space has been have apparently eiliausted its possi
provided.
bilities. and in the recent primary
• • • •
election the "preservation of the H. R. Smith of Waldoboro
Safety to employes in Industrial people's heritage” made no impres
the New Justice For Lin
plants is a project that Is receiving sion. People are beginning to take
coln County.
much attention from the State de the view that water power as such
partment of labor
Commissioner is no issue at all, hut that the sale
F;
Charles O. Beals of the department of hydro-electricity, the product of
Gov. Brewster announced the ap
has extended an invitation to the water power, is a business matter pointment of three Municipal court
Pulp and Paper Mill Safety Coun and should be treated as such. Mr. judges, one being a reappointment,
cil to hold its first safety confer Moran’s position is all the more In- and two being new Incumbents. Harence ever conducted in this vicin terestlng since his party in its con- j o;d R BniRh of Waldoboro succeeds
ity, at the State House sometime ventlon declared for the permission j CyrU3 R Tupper of Boothbay Harof export of surplus power some
ag Judg0 of the unc0|n County
during the month of August.
The conference will take in the days before he was mentioned as a Munlcl|)a| Court. Judge Sumner E.
Maine and New Hampshire region candidate. In his statements he has M,„s was nalnpd t0 succeed himself
and will be attended by safety en thrown the party platform overboard in the F’armington court.
gineers from the pulp and paper and asks for the votes of Democrats
Mr. Smith was born in Whitefield
mills of the two states as well as a and such others as lie can win on a and graduated from Coburn Class!-*
number of engineers from other personal platform of his own mak I cal institute in Waterville in 1888
parts of the country. The program ing.
and from Bowdoin College in 1892. He
will include general discussions of
practices law in Boston and Lewis
safety work and safety appliances in
ton. hut has resided In Waldoboro
HOME DEMONSTRATION
the pulp and paper mills, and the ed
for several years. He was assistant
ucation of employes in the move
The Home Demonstration depart secretary of the Wtate "Senate in
ment.
ment of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bu 1893 and 1895.: He Is a director of
• • • •
the Waldoboro Water Co., and a
reau announces tills schedule:
The annual summer conference of
Appleton, July 24—Salads and member of the Republican town
committee.
school superintendents will be held Sandwiches.
Judge Mills was born In Stoning
as usual at Castine Normal School
Bristol, Aug. 3—Preparation of
ton in 1874, and was educated at
August 20-24. The seacoast location fruits.
Stonington high school and Boston
of this school makes it highly de
Bunker Hill, July 31—Basketry.
sirable for summer school sessions
Burkettville, Aug. 1—Renovation University, He studied law in the
office of the late Congressman
and a large registration is expected. of furniture.
John J. Tigert. United States com
Damariscotta, Aug. Zo—Kitchen Charles E. Littlefield of Rockland,
and was admitted to the bar In 1904.
missioner of education, will he one improvement.
of the important guests and speak
Dresden. Aug. 9—Gift suggestions. He was a member of the Maine
ers at the conference, and others will
Hope. Aug. 2—Preparation of veg House of Representatives in 1903 and
of the Senate in 1905 and 1907. He
Include Ruel W. Lamkin. president etables.
of the National Education Associa
Montsweag, July 19—Preparation ! was for several years a trustee of
tion, and Randall J. Condon, superin of fruits.
j the University of Maine, and was
tendent of schools of Cincinnati,
Newcastle, July 20—Home furnish- first named judge of the Farmlngton court in 1920.
formerly of Friendship, Maine.
ings.
Orff's Corner, July 18—Clothing
Wife -AMliy did they turn you out of
Maine poultrymen ran take advan construction.
17—Foundation th»» club at ten o'clock last night, my
Rockport,
July
tage of higher prices for their eggs
] dear? What had you been doing?
If they are put up tinder the New patterns.
Husband—What arc you talking
England quality label, in the opin
In-Between Meetings
about! Somebody has been telling you
ion of the State department of agri
Bristol, July 18—Home nursing.
lies! Why. I was dill playing cards
culture's marketing division.
In
Orff's Corner, Aug. 9—Home nurs there at three o'clock.
Rhode Island eggs so labelled are
Wife—You wretch! Now 1 know
bringing at wholesale 62 cents while ing.
Rockport. Aug. 14—Home nursing. I what time you came home this momrt
nearby fresh were bringing only 48
Simonton, Aug. 8—Home nursing. I ing.—Cleveland News
cents. Fred C. Sturtevant of the
marketing division Is ready at any
time to demonstrate how to put up
eggs to meet the standardization re
quirements, and will furnish labels
JUST SEE HOW WHITE ------to applicants.
YET I DIDN'T SCRUB OR BOIL

The yellow and black boulevata
"Stop" signs which have recently
been placed by the State highway
department at the intersection of
side roads with main line highways,
mean just what they say, and must
be obeyed. Adjutant General Han
son. chief of the State Highway po
lice. Interprets his duty to enforce
this law and has given his officers
to see that it Is enforced. In the in
terest of safer motoring. ,
"The motorist must stop even
though he has a clear vision onto
the State highway which he is ap
proaching." General Hanson says.
“The law was placed on the statute
books by the last legislature, the
highways have been designated by
the State Highway Commission, and
bur officers cannot do otherwise than
to see that -this law is obeyed. The
penalty for each violation upon con
viction is a minimum fine of $10 with
h maximum of $50. or imprisonment in
the county jail for not more than 60
days, or both fine and imprisonment
at the discretion of the court."
• • • •*
Political observers hereabouts are
interested over the espousal by E.
C. Moran Jr., Democratic candidate
for governor, of the waterpower
question. It seems probable that the
great body of citizens in Maine have
looked upon the Issue as niotheaten
for several years, and many of them

ALL MY NEIGHBORS

SAY THE SAME

ABOUT RINSO
I MUST TRY IT

r—YK

Whiter washes are easy
....this safe way
CRUBBING and boiling are out
of date! The whitest washes are
just soaked and rinsed.

S

Rinso’s thick, soapy suds loosen
dirt and atains like magic. This
gentle way saves hands — saves
clothes.
Rinso is marvelous in washers;
the makers of 34 leading washing
machines endorse it.

You can trust your finest cottons
and linens to Rinso’s gentle care.

•

It’s economical, too, Its suds are
ao thick and lasting — a little goes
far. And Rinso is all you need—no
bar soaps, chips or powders. Get
it today—and see the difference.

Rinso
The granulated soap
—»o*ks clothes wAifer

‘

